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CO-ORDINATION COMMITTEE OF THE INSTITUTIONS GRANTING EDUCATIONAL, DISTRESS AND MEDICAL AID
F-1(a), Saraswat Colony, Santacruz (West), Mumbai - 400054

Applications are invited in the prescribed forms from economically backward and deserving Chitrapur 
Saraswats for the following aid :-
(A) EDUCATIONAL AID: From students studying in schools, colleges or pursuing other courses, like Engineering, 
Medical and other Professional Courses. The last date for receipt of applications is mentioned therein.

(B) DISTRESS RELIEF AID: From the aged, invalid, infirm, uncared for and other needy persons. The last date 
for receipt of applications is mentioned therein.

(C) MEDICAL RELIEF AID: From those who have incurred expenditure for treatment of a major illness, 
hospitalisation or surgery and need financial assistance. The last date of receipt of applications is mentioned 
therein.

(D) PRIYA HATTIANGDI SCHOLARSHIP FUND: From students pursuing courses in English Literature & Fine 
Arts, encompassing Painting, Crafts, Calligraphy etc.

-: Application forms for the above can be obtained from :-.
A. The Hon.Secretary, Canara Union, 8th Main,15th Cross, Malleshwaram, Bangaluru 560003.—for all applicants 
from Bengaluru.

B. (1)-The Secretary, Saraswat Poor Students’ Fund, c/o Ganapati High School, G.H.S. Road, Mangalore 575003 
- for applicants upto PUC II, for Educational Aid, from Dakshina Kannada, Udupi and Kasargod District. 

Note: (a) All Uttara Kannada students should apply to Coordination Committee, Mumbai.
(b) Students from Dakshina Kannada, Udupi Dist. & Kasargod Dist., studying in Sr.Colleges, pursuing 
Arts / Science / Commerce, should apply Coordination Committee, Mumbai.

(2)-The Secretary, Saraswat Seva Samiti, Saraswat Colony, Someshwar, Kotekar 574152, District: Dakshina 
Kannada - All applicants for Distress and Medical Relief from Dakshina Kannada, Udupi Dist., & Kasargod Dist.

Note: All Uttara Kannada applicants for Distress and Medical Relief should apply to Coordination 
Committee, Mumbai.

C. The Secretary, Saraswat Association, Dr. Dinkarrao Memorial Hall, Ormes Road, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010 
- for all applicants from Chennai.

N. B.  Properly filled application forms for Aid should be submitted along with original medical bills & photocopies 
(self attested) of the mark sheet, proof of admission / fee receipt, salary / income certificates, first page of bank 
passbook / cancelled cheque.

All completed forms should be handed over / posted to the same (office) authorities from where the forms have 
been collected.

FOR AREAS OTHER THAN ABOVE :
D. Coordination Committee,Mumbai.

(1)–The Hon.Secretary, Kanara Saraswat Association, 13/1-2, Talmakiwadi, Javji Dadaji Marg, Tardeo,     
Mumbai 400007.  Tel.No. 022-23802263

(2).- The Hon.Secretary, The Chitrapur Saraswat Education & Relief Society, F-1(a), Saraswat Colony, 
Santacruz (W), Mumbai 400 054. (mob.:9833997646), Email:csers_educaid@yahoo.com.

Aid Applications can be downloaded from website www.csers.org
(3).-The Secretary, Shivagopal Krishna Mandir, Chamrajpet, J.C.Road, Sagar 577401.

(4) –The Manager, Shri Chitrapur Math, Shirali – 581 354.

For Co-ordination Committee
Gurunath Gokarn
Chairman
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 Regards,
 Praveen P Kadle.

From the 
President’s Desk ....
Dear Friends,

In	the	long	history	of	107	years	of	KSA,	one	more	financial	year	ended	in	March	2018.	The	financial	
position	of	KSA	has	improved	significantly	over	the	last	2-3	years.	Over	the	years,	KSA	has	been	
playing an important role in promoting art, music and culture. Many of our members eagerly look 
forward to receiving our monthly magazine which has now become an integral part and a great 
binding force of our community. KSA's Cultural Hall, Nasik Holiday Home, KSA Marriage bureau, 
KSA library, KSA indoor game facility, etc. have been playing a small but important role in their 
own way in the social world of Amchis. KSA, through its Centenary Fund and some other funds, 
is actively supporting the needs of the members of our community for education and medical aid.

I am often asked by many Amchis as to what was the role envisaged by our great visionary 
founders, way back in the beginning of the 20th	century	and	are	we	fulfilling	their	vision?	Some	of	
them are of the opinion, that our scope has become very narrow. They wonder whether we have 
failed to become a great socio-cultural entity and a strong binding force for our entire community 
across India and maybe even for Amchis living abroad.

The Managing Committee of KSA under the current Chairman, Shri Jairam Khambadkone is 
looking	to	develop	a	Vision	and	Mission	Statement	for	KSA	which	can	define	this	goal.	Shri	Dilip	
Sashital, KSA Managing Committee member, is now working on taking in new members and has 
already started his Membership Drive.

But is KSA relevant today for community members of all ages and more particularly for the 
younger generation? As per various demographic studies, India is expected to be a country of 
predominately young people at least for the next 40 years. So naturally, the question that we at 
KSA administration need to ask ourselves is whether KSA is relevant for this young generation or 
even for that matter for our entire community?

So, my article of this month is basically aimed at raising the question of the ‘Relevance of KSA’ 
with all the community members and seek from them their  views, opinions and suggestions in 
terms of what KSA should do to become a ‘Relevant Organisation’ for our community.

I would really like to get good, constructive suggestions and feedback from all of you so that 
our KSA Managing Committee can seriously debate on your recommendations and work towards 
creating a Mission Statement and Blueprint for ‘A Dynamic and Relevant KSA’.

Please feel free to send all your suggestions and recommendations to the KSA magazine’s Editorial 
Team at kanara_saraswat@hotmail.com or editor@kanarasaraswat.in

We will review your feedback and through the KSA magazine, we will revert with our proposed 
Action Plan to become ‘A Dynamic and Relevant KSA’.
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With best compliments from:

STANDARD GREASES 
& SPECIALITIES PVT. LTD.

an ISO 9001 : 2000 Company

Manufacturers of Lubricating Oils, Greases 

& Specialities

ROYAL CASTOR PRODUCTS LTD
an ISO 9001 : 2000 Company

Manufacturers /Exporters of Hydrogenated Castor Oil, 

12 Hydroxy Stearic Acid

101, Ketan Apartments,
233, R.B. Mehta Marg, Patel Chowk, Ghatkopar (E), 

Mumbai - 400 077.
Tel: 25013641-46  Fax: 25010384

Email: standardgroup@standardgreases.co.in
Web: www.standardgreases.co.in
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor, “PAROPAKAAR” - In the article “A Missed 

Step in the U.S.A.” in the April issue of KS, the author has 
concluded that “Humanity has perhaps disappeared from 
India”. I would respectfully submit that a solitary personal 
positive experience in the U.S.A. cannot form the basis of 
judging an entire society in a totally different environment. 
“One swallow does not make a Summer” goes the proverb. 
Moreover, comparisons are valid only when the parameters 
for judging are the same. 

As I write this, the TOI of 16th April reports: A Scot who 
was leading in the Marathon in the on-going Commonwealth 
Games collapsed just two km from the goal due to the 
sweltering heat. It took a little while for assistance to reach 
him. The Chief Executive of the Organising Committee rued 
that	bystanders	in	this	period	were	busily	filming	the	fallen	
man with their mobiles! Can we conclude from this that all 
Commonwealth citizens are devoid of humanity?

The insensitivity of people in a crowded urban environment 
in India cannot be compared with an experience in a 
(population-wise) rural environment in the U.S. When a tragic 
bus or train accident occurs in or near a village, the villagers 
invariably	are	the	first	to	reach	the	site	and	help.	If	an	accident	
victim was ignored in a city road, it was often because the 
persons who helped did not get any appreciation but only 
got dragged into the investigation of the accident and were 
forced to attend repeated court hearings and subjected to 
grilling from defence lawyers!

I have numerous cuttings from the papers showing how 
people in an urban centre have helped others in need, even 
at the risk of losing their own lives in the process. At 3 a.m 
on 10th April, at a suburban Rly Station (Tambaram), as a 
train was leaving the station, an aged lady tried to disembark 
and slipped and was about to fall in the space between the 
train and the platform. A Railway Constable nearby pulled 
her up and saved her (TOI 12-4-2018). A few weeks earlier, 
a bystander similarly saved a senior citizen in the Chennai 
Central Rly. Station who was trying to board a moving train. 
A retired policeman in Kancheepuram collects from the town 
morgue bodies not claimed for more than a fortnight and 
gives them a decent burial. (TOI 10-10-2015). I have reports 
of two Inspectors of police being felicitated recently; One 
picks	up	orphan	children	wandering	on	the	roads	and	finds	
them accommodation in orphanage. The other assisted the 
poor family of an 8 year old boy who accidentally fell from the 
first	floor	of	his	residence.	He	arranged	for	his	hospitalization,	
got the hospital charges paid by an N.G.O. and took steps to 
arrange for an ice-box, mortuary van etc after the boy passed 
away (Mambalam Times 14 – 4 - 2018) 

Even more amazing is the report in The Hindu of 10-8-
2018: Swathi, the daughter of an illiterate shepherd in Musiri 
near Tiruchi had passed 12th with good marks and wanted to 
join the T.Nadu Agrlcultural University (TNAU ) in Coimbatore. 
She had to report at Anna Arangam in Coimbatore on 9th 
April at 8.30 A.M. for counselling. Someone told her that 
she had to go to Anna University in Chennai and at 6.30 
A.M on 9th, she and her mother were near the University in 
Chennai and asked a group of walkers called ‘ The Twalkers’ 

for directions to reach Anna Arangam. Mother and daughter 
lost all hope when they found they had come to a wrong 
city. One of the walkers, however, immediately went off to 
book	a	flight	 to	Coimbatore.	Another	brought	 them	some	
breakfast. A third who was a teacher in Anna University got 
in touch with the Registrar of TNAU, explained the problem 
and	got	her	extra	time.	The	flight	took	off	at	10.05	A.M.	and	
landed at 11.28 A.M. An hour later, Swathi was part of the 
B.Tech	Biotechnology	 course	 there!	The	 cost	 of	 the	flight	
and the transportation to the airport, Rs 10,500, was borne 
by the Twalkers!

All this is not surprising because our tradition has always 
laid great emphasis on Paropakaar: One Samskrit couplet 
says that our ears will shine not by the ornaments on them 
but by listening to holy verses; Our hands shine not by the 
jewelled bangles on them but by the charity they indulge in. 
And our bodies will shine not by the sandal paste smeared 
on them but by the Paropakaar they do. 

Let me also give my own personal experience: I am 80. 
Three years ago, 50 ft away from the Madras University 
Auditorium to attend a lecture, I stumbled and fell down. 
My upper dentures broke and punctured the skin below the 
nose over two inches. My jaw could be seen through the 
puncture! Immediately, ten students were around me asking 
me whether I needed any water and was it paining. One said 
that the University Doctor should be immediately brought 
there. Another reacted: What’s the use of doctor coming 
empty handed here? We have to take him to his dispensary 
so that Sir can be attended to. A 20 year youngster asked 
me “Sir, Can you sit on my Scooty?” Yes, I said. He took me 
to the small room (dispensary) a few hundred meters away 
where the doctor and his assistant were. The doctor cleaned 
the wound gently, discarded my bloodied handkerchief, gave 
me	a	wad	of	cotton	to	remove	any	further	blood	flow	and	
said that I will have to go to a hospital. At least six students 
had come there.  Using my mobile, they contacted my son 
at	his	 office	and	did	not	 succeed.	They	 then	 contacted	a	
neighbor in our residential complex who said he will come 
there immediately with a borrowed car and asked them to 
wait at the auditorium. The same 20 year youngster took me 
back on his Scooty and sat with me. While waiting, I asked 
him what he was studying. “I am not a student, Sir,” said he. 
“I am the watchman of this auditorium.” My neighbor came 
soon and took me to my family doctor who immediately 
arranged for my admission in a hospital nearby. The Plastic 
Surgeon	there	did	a	first	class	job	and	I	was	back	home	in	
three days. No one looking at my face today will see any 
sign of the injury! This young man had taken the phone 
number of my neighbour and he called him up in the night 
to enquire “How is Sir doing?”! Three months later, I met 
him, hugged him and gave him a token sum in appreciation 
of his involvement and feeling for me.

Tail-piece: From the time I fell till I was admitted in the 
hospital, I was not only conscious but miraculously felt no 
pain at all! When I asked my family doctor, the explanation 
was: “The body would have pumped enough Adrenalin”. But, 
for me, it was “Grace of God and perhaps the Punya earned 
in my Poorvajanma!”

Indukanth S. Ragade
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Vivek Hattangadi 
Receives

Lifetime Achievement Award
At a function held at Hotel Leela, Mumbai on 24th April 

2018, Prof. Vivek Hattangadi was presented the ‘LIFETIME 
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD’ for his outstanding contribution to 
learning and development of Indian pharma professionals. 
The award was conferred on him by the highly circulated 
pharma journal ‘MEDICINMAN’ and was given by Mr. Ajit 
Singh, Chairman, ACG Group. The ACG group is the only 
supplier in the world offering integrated manufacturing 
solutions for the pharmaceutical industry. 

Prof. Vivek Hattangadi started his career 43 years back as 
a medical representative and rose up to the highest position 
in sales and marketing in an Indian transnational. In the initial 
years he was mentored by Late Gurudas Masurkar. Vivek says 
that he owes him a lot for his professional success. He was 
also inspired by his cousin C.M. Hattangdi. 

In 2004, Prof. Vivek Hattangadi took a daring step to leave 
his	cushy	 job	and	to	start	his	consultancy	firm	 in	pharma	
brand management - ‘The Enablers’. This company develops 

people by creating an environment conducive to learning.
Vivek has authored three books in pharma management 

including the only one in pharmaceutical brand management, 
“WHAT THE PHARMA CEO WANTS FROM THE BRAND 
MANAGER: OVERCOME THE TOUGH CHALLENGES IN 
PHARMA BRANDING”, which is today more or less a primer in 
pharma business schools. He was the principal author of the 
White Paper “Good Marketing Practices for Pharma Industry 
Worldwide”. He was associated with Vidyasagar University, 
Bengal	for	five	years.	He	designed	the	entire	curriculum	for	
their distance MBA Course in Pharmaceuticals. 

Vivek spends a lot of time with differently-abled ‘Special 
Children of God’ at Igatpuri in the PPSSM-managed 
Anusuyatmaja Matimand Nivasi Vidyalaya. Back home, he 
also devotes time to animal welfare.

KSA congratulates Vivek Hattangadi and wishes him more 
honours in the future.

<<<>>>

Problems in Magazine Circulation
The Managing Committee and the Editorial Committee is aware of the problems faced by some of our Members 
about their copies not reachingon time or not reaching at all in some cases.

Members may be aware that in our case, we are required to use what is called as “Patrika Channel Sorting Facility” 
for posting all our magazine copies in bulk, through Postal Authorities. This costs us only Rs.0.79 per copy as 
against about Rs.10.00 as postage per copy by Book Post. We have come to the conclusion that Patrika Channel 
will not be in a position to give 100% Service Quality under any circumstances and at the same time, if we send the 
magazines by Book Post, we will end up paying approximately Rs.35, 000.00 per month on postage alone (Annual 
Postage Cost of Rs.4.20 Lacs), which we as an Institution cannot afford to spend.

However, we would like to take some concrete steps with Postal Authorities and for that we need the following 
help from our Members:

• For the next few months, we would like to have a direct E Mail from the members about non receipt of magazine 
copies, if you have not received the magazine latest by 20th of any month. Those without e mail facility may inform 
KSA Admin on phone or by a simple letter to our Admin.
• Our Admin will make sure that we will arrange to send spare copy of magazine by Book Post to your address 
available with us.
• Over the next few months, we will at least be able to establish, if there is a particular region, where the problem 
of	non-delivery	exists.	This	will	help	us	in	taking	an	appropriate	decisions	for	that	specific	Region.

We	are	sure,	our	Members	will	help	us	on	Short	Term	basis,	to	find	out	a	solution	on	Long	Term	basis.
Communication to be addressed to: Mrs. Shobhana Rao, Admin Manager, KSA 
 E Mail – admin@kanarasaraswat.in
Phone Numbers:  022 23805655 & 022 23802263

Thanking all members in anticipation of your cooperation.

 Smita Mavinkurve Rajaram Pandit Jairam Khambadkone
 Editor - KS Magazine Hon Secretary – Magazine Circulation Chairman
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Kanara Saraswat Association – Kala Vibhag presented the 
18thSaraswat Sangeet Sammelan on 14th and 15th April 2018 
in Anandashram Hall. It was spread across 4 sessions in 
these two days. This year’s Sangeet Sammelan was held in 
memory of late Prakash Burde who was extensively involved 
in planning and organising most of the Sangeet Sammelans 
held in the past so many years. Another important person 
whose absence was felt in this Sammelan was Gokarn 
Gurunath Mam, who could not attend the programme due 
to age and ill-health.

Mr. Sunil Ullal – Hon. Secretary for Art, Culture and Sports 
welcomed Mrs. Anjani Burde and her family, all invitees and 
guests and handed over the mike to Mr. Uday Mankikar. Uday, 
who was one of the comperes for the sammelan, introduced 
the Chief Guest Pandit Murli Manohar Shukla, highlighting 
his	achievements	in	the	field	of	music.

This was followed by the traditional lighting of the lamp 
by the chief guest Pandit Murali Manohar Shukla. He was 
accompanied by Mrs. Anjani Burde, three musical maestros 
of our community viz Pt. Sadanand Naimpally, Pt. Nityanand 
Haldipur and Pt. Omkar Gulvady and KSA President Mr. 
Praveen	 Kadle.	 Uday	 then	 spoke	 briefly	 about	 late	 Burde	
Prakash Mam, Gokarn Gurunath Mam and also gave a brief 
history of Kala Vibhag, explaining how the concept of Sangeet 
Sammelan was started many years ago. In his inaugural 
address, the Chief Guest Pandit Murali Manohar Shukla 
expressed his happiness that Saraswat Sangeet Sammelan 
was started again after a gap of 3 years and stressed on the 
importance of maintaining continuity.

Eminent personalities present in the audience were 
Pt Sudhindra Bhowmik, Dr. Ramdas Bhatkal, Pandit 
Vibhav Nageshkar, Vidushi Suniti Gangolli (daughter of 
Sangeetacharya S.C.R. Bhat - Nandmam), Smt Suman Savur 
and well known senior stage personality Shri Madhu Bhat. All 
the performing artists were honoured at the hands of these 
eminent personalities.

During the morning session on 14th April 2018, Soumya 
Ullal-Kantak, who is not new to these Sangeet Sammelans 
gave her recital starting with Raag Gunakali. Her melodious 
voice was highly appreciated by the audience. She followed 
this with Raag Alhaiya Bilawal. Later, Dhanashree 
Nageshkar-Wagh, daughter of Pt. Vibhav Nageshkar, gave 
a solo percussion performance on Tabla with a rendition of 
Teen Taal. The third artist in the morning session was Priya 
Purushothaman who gave her vocal recital with Raag Gaud 
Sarang, melodious Shuddha Sarang and ended with a Thumri. 
Both Dhanashree Nageshkar-Wagh and Priya Purshottaman 
gave	their	performance	for	the	first	time	in	the	KSA	Sangeet	
Sammelan.

Our Cover

18th Saraswat Sangeet Sammelan 
of

KSA’s Kala Vibhag
Evening session on 14th April 2018, began with a young 

19 year old artist Nishant Panicker from Bangalore, who 
again	was	a	first-timer	in	this	Sammelan.	Before	he	started	
his recital, Nishant made a special mention about the venue, 
saying that when he entered the Hall he had a great feeling of 
warmth, comfort and richness of art and culture. He started 
his recital with Raag Bhimpalas and held the entire audience 
spell bound with his Alaaps, Vilambit, Drut and Tarana, 
followed by Raag Shree. He ended with a Kathiawadi Bhajan 
and gave the background about how this Bhajan was sung 
by Khadim Hussain Khan many years ago. The next artist 
was Shivani Haldipur Kallianpur, who is not new to these 
Sangeet Sammelans. She began with Raag Vachaspati with 
her usual melodious singing, went on to a Khayalalnuma 
Dadra and ended with a Kajri. All these three Raags sung by 
Shivani could be considered as unusual Raags and not heard 
very often. The audience were full of appreciation with her 
selection of raags. The last artist of the second session was 
Vinayak Chittar, a sitar artist. He played Raag Jhinjoti, in 
different forms and was well appreciated by the audience.

In the 3rd session on second day of the Sammelan, young 
and 4th time artist in Saraswat Sangeet Sammelan, Nivedita 
Hattangadi started with Raag Bhairav in the morning and 
then followed by Raag Kalingada. She concluded her session 
with a short Meera Bhajan in Raag Bhinna Shadj which was 
an excellent composition. Her rendition was so melodiousl 
that there was a feeling that she should have continued 
this for another ten minutes. The second artist was Milind 
Chittal, a Chatered Accountant cum vocalist. He started with 
Raag Bilaskhani Todi, in his mature and melodious voice. 
The second Raag he rendered was Deshkar and ended his 
performance with a Surdas Bhajan. The last artist in the 
third session was Ashok Bellare, who plays the Santoor. 
The musical instrument Santoor has its origins in Kashmir 
but	Ashok	has	modified	it	to	meet	some	of	his	requirements	
and calls it as PranavaSantoor. He played Raag Parmeshwari 
beautifully, which brought back the memories of the world 
famous Pandit Ravi Shankar, who had personally composed 
three Raags by name “Parmeshwari, Rameshwari and 
Jogeshwari” probably in the mid ‘70s.

The last session on the second day in the evening started 
with Sveta Hattangadi Kilpady from Gurgaon, who was in 
superb form. She began with Raag Madhuvanti which took 
the audience by storm. The second was a Thumri in Raag 
Mishra Khamaj, followed by Chaiti, which is believed to be 
sung at the end of Chaitra Month as per the Hindu calendar. 
Then there was a jugalbandi by Kiran Patil and Pushkar 
Bhuse, two disciples of Pandit Sadanand Naimpally on Tabla. 
They exhibited their skills well and did justice to the training 
imparted	by	their	Guru.	The	final	performance	was	by	Geeta 
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Gulvady, who had just returned from UK the same morning. 
She started with a melodious Raag ShyamKalyan with her 
mature voice following it with another beautiful composition 
in Raag Hamsadhwani and ended with a Khamaj. The session 
ended with what can be called as Guru Vandana and it suited 
the occasion quite well.

No musical concert is complete without the support of able 
accompanists on the tabla, the harmonium and the tanpura. 
We had Shantanu Shukla, Jayesh Rege, Rakshanand 
Panchal and Uday Raikar on the tabla, Vinod Padge and 
Dnyaneshwar Sonawane on the harmonium and Jayant 
Naidu and his team on the tanpura. Their accompaniment 
enhanced the performance of all artists to a great extent.

The 18th Saraswat Sangeet Sammelan was a well-planned 
and a successful event. It succeeded in giving an exposure 
to young and upcoming artists (which is one of our aims).  
Mr. Uday Mankikar compiled a brief summary of the 
programme, which was read by Mr. Sunil Ullal along with a 
vote of thanks. 

The Kanara Saraswat Association is grateful to all the 
sponsors for their donations, all the people who worked 
whole-heartedly to make this event so successful and also 
the entire audience for their full support. KSA cannot forget 
the help extended by Pandit Omkar Gulvady in organising 
this event right from the planning stage and to Mr. Uday 
Mankikar and Ms. Ashwini Prashant for their apt compering 
on both the days.

ANNOUNCEMENT

PARIJNAN FOUNDATION has launched a scholarship scheme for students who wish to undertake 
post-graduate studies in overseas based institutions and Universities.

Any Chitrapur Saraswat student who wishes to pursue a post graduate course overseas can apply  for 
this scholarship giving full details of the course along with the intimation of the university/institution 
who has offered the seat together with the cost of enrolling for such course in their admission format.

Initially, this scholarship will be in the form of non-refundable annual grant to the tune of Rs.2.00 
lakhs per student with maximum coverage of 15 students per academic year.

Applications received will be reviewed by a panel of eminent personalities from the field of 
academics, whose recommendations for such scholarships will be final.

These applications seeking scholarships with all the supporting documents should be sent in a sealed 
envelope marked -

‘PARIJNAN FOUNDATION Scholarship-Overseas Studies’ to the following address not later 
than 31st July,2018

The Trustees

Parijnan Foundation, 
C/o The General Manager, Shri Chitrapur Math, Shirali, Uttar Kannada Pin:581354
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18th Saraswat Sangeet Sammelan 
of

KSA’s Kala Vibhag

Soumya Ullal-Kantak Dhanashree  
Nageshkar-Wagh

Priya Purushothaman Nishant Panicker

Ashok Bellare Sveta Hattangadi  
Kilpady 

Geeta GulvadyPushkar Bhuse and 
Kiran Patil 

Shivani Haldipur Kallianpur Vinayak Chittar Nivedita Hattangadi Milind Chittal
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KSA honoured 4 ladies – late Smt Lalitadevi Hattangadi 
(Lalitamauli), late Smt. Kamla Rangrao Talcherkar, Smt. 
Mrinalini Kher and Smt. Sonali Savkoor. We give here the 
summaries of the speeches made on this occasion.

Shri Vinay Masurkar accepted the honour on behalf 
of late Smt Lalitadevi Hattangadi (Lalita maauli). He 
said, “Lalitadevi Hattangadi also known as Lalitamaauli’s 
jeevankarya has been beautifully narrated by Uday 
Mankikarmam. I extend my sincere thanks to Uday mam. 
Around 80 years back the only thing that ladies were 
allowed to do was cook and look after children. At such 
a time Lalitamaauli started and managed almost eleven 
organisations for the upliftment of women. She introduced 
them	to	the	field	of	education,	stitching,	music,	art,	dramatics	
and sports. Despite opposition by some people, she continued 
and suffered for this noble cause. In 1943, the British 
Government took notice of her social work and appointed her 
as an Honorary Lady Bench Magistrate. She worked in this 
position	for	five	years	and	then	resigned.	I	am	very	happy	
that KSA has taken cognizance of her work and honoured 
her. On behalf of Nityanand Nilaya Gurukul,Panvel, I offer 
my thanks to KSA.”

Prof. Kalindi Muzumdar accepted the honour on behalf 
of Late Smt. Kumudini Talcherkar. She started her speech 
with prayers to the Guru Parampara and went on to remember 
some aspects of Kamutai’s personality. We present some parts 
of Kalindipacchi’s speech here.

“Kamutai always saw the humorous side of any situation 
and would talk in a way that would make everyone laugh. 
She retained this nature in spite of all the tragedies she 
faced in her personal life. My mother was a very good cook. 
The puranpolis she made used to be soft like silk and very 
delicious. Once when she had prepared puranpolis, Kamutai 
was with us and she ate quite a few - relishing them! At the 
end she said ‘Now I know why Anna is called Poornabramha! 
Your puranpolis have proved it to me!’ 

In our house there were three senior citizens. All of them 
used walking sticks. But she used to hate it. Since we all 
insisted she would take it with her while going down for 
a walk. But when she came back she would say ‘Haanve 
Baddyek Bhonvdavnu hallen go!’ In those days there was 
a TV serial titled ‘Rajani’. She used to watch that and then 
would point at me and say to my mother, ‘Look at her. If we 
don’t behave ourselves she too will send us to jail!’ Once 
there was a thread ceremony in our house. Many photos 
were clicked. One of the photos showed only the priest and 
he	filled	the	entire	picture,	being	of	generous	proportions.	
Kamutai showed this photo to all and said ‘Look, we have 
performed the thread ceremony of the priest!’

Generosity was another strong part of her nature. When 
she was alive she gave away her gold mangalsutra to the wife 
of a servant and her bangles to another girl both of whom 
had served her well. She also gave Rs. 2500/- to all of us. 

Chitrapur Saraswat Mahila Divas (11th March 2018)
Speeches of the Dignaitaries

She loved writing and would compose poems and gift 
them to her relatives and friends on any special occasions. 
She would even write in Sanskrit. My father was the Director 
of Industries and used to travel a lot on work-basis. Once 
when he visited Kirloskarwadi he took my mother and Kamutai 
along. Kamutai was so impressed with what she saw that 
she wrote a beautiful article describing everything there. The 
people there liked it so much that they published it in their 
magazine ‘Kirloskar’.
She	was	 a	 freedom	 fighter	 and	went	 to	 jail	 with	 her	

husband during the freedom struggle. Love for the nation 
burned	fiercely	 in	her	heart.	So	 later	when	she	heard	the	
news about the corruption among the netas she refused to 
cast her vote.

She would exercise regularly and perform suryanamaskars 
till she was incapacitated. She used to drink a lot of water 
also. And let me tell you, her skin was glowing and without 
wrinkles even in her old age! She would eat slowly and enjoy 
her food. She taught us good manners, to respect food and 
not waste anything, to spin thread on the charkha etc. And 
let me tell you she did not give us any lectures it was through 
her behaviour that we learnt all this.

I feel sorry that we could not honour her when she was 
alive. But I thank the KSA for acknowledging her contribution 
to society.”

Smt. Mrinalini Kher - I am extremely honoured to 
be here today and very happy that KSA and Amchis have 
recognized my work. First of all, I thank my husband Kishor 
Kher for the support and motivation he has given me all 
these years without which I could not have done all this. I 
have not studied management but in my 45 years with him 
I have imbibed some management techniques. I am happy 
to see many familiar faces in the audience.

I am indeed very happy, greatly honoured and rather 
humbled to be here today. When I think about all the work 
that has been done, I feel that although it all happened 
automatically it was my passion for the cause which drove 
me	all	the	while.	I	first	joined	the	Spastic	School	as	a	teacher	
and what I saw there opened my eyes to the issues that 
people face and the struggle they go through to lead a decent 
life. The Kherwadi Social Welfare Association was founded 
by Kishor’s grandfather Balasaheb Kher. We are celebrating 
the 90th year of the Association. And it is also the 20th year 
of the “Yuva Parivartan” (YP) that Kishor and I started with 
the idea of doing something fort the youth of Bandra East. 
We felt we had to do something to empower these school 
dropouts – we had taught them some skills so that they could 
earn their livelihood and join the mainstream in the society. 
By the end of 3 years we had about 150 students and 10 
to 15 staff members. Today we have more than 900 staff 
members and are spread across 18 states! We have 1.5 lakh 
students joining every year. This has been possible because 
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we were led by visionaries like late Shri B. G. Deshmukh and 
now Dr. Raghunath Mashelkar. Dr. Abdul Kalaam launched 
Yuva Parivartan! YP is not a project but it has become a 
movement – a movement because a movement never stops, it 
keeps producing ripples which go on spreading far and wide. 

Dr. Mashelkar says it is not enough to empower 1.5 lakh 
youth because today in our country there are over 300 million 
dropouts for whom education has been a distant dream due to 
lack of school or because of socio-economic challenges. These 
youth, who are between the ages of 16 to 35 years, have to 
be given a second chance and brought into the mainstream 
else they will pose a serious problem to the society. 

We have spread far and wide in our country. Whichever 
state	we	go	to,	we	work	in	the	most	difficult	areas	–	areas	
plagued by poverty, law and order problems, and speak to 
the people forgotten by society. Even in the jails, the youths 
held there have to be taught some skills which will help 
them	when	they	finish	their	jail	term.	We	have	even	gone	to	
Jammu & Kashmir and been welcomed by the people there!

We will be carrying on with this noble work and need your 
encouragement, support and energy to continue. Thank you.

Smt. Sonali Savkoor who runs a school for special 
children ‘Khushboo’ had brought a power-point presentation 
showing her school, the children and their work. She shared 
the	story	of	how	Khushboo	began	and	 is	flowering	today,	
spreading fragrance into the lives of the children who come 
there. We present here a summary based on the presentation 
and also on her interview which appeared in the Canara Union 
Newsletter in February and March 2018.

“In 1991 a very close friend who lived nearby and had 
two spastic boys passed away suddenly. The wife, a simple 
home-maker with very little experience of handling anything 
had to look after both the boys who were 16 and 18 years old. 
I	wanted	to	help	them.	This	was	my	first	direct	experience	
of handling disability.

It was then that I realised with shock what disability 
meant to the community and the family. When this tragedy 
happened, no one came forward to help, none visited and 
nobody was present even at the funeral. We didn’t want 
the boys or her to suffer and so it devolved on us somehow 
to take on the family’s legal issues and help them. In the 
course of this, while my husband helped with bank matters, 
I got to spend time with the boys. They were always locked 
away in the bedroom and not allowed to meet anybody. My 
husband would talk to them about cricket matches and their 
favourite	film	stars	and	they	would	give	proper	answers.	I	
slowly started helping them out with some lessons. In the 
course of this, I remembered an acquaintance who worked 
with the Spastics Society. I shared my concern with her and 
she said, ‘We are running courses in special education and 
today is the last day. If you do the course, you will be able 
to help the boys.’ I had never done this kind of thing before 
and	at	first,	it	seemed	impossible,	but	in	the	end,	after	many	
hurdles, I did qualify myself. 

I thought if I could reach out to a couple of children 

starting with the two boys, my life would take on a new 
meaning. When I went to work with the Spastics Society, I 
went with no vision, nothing. Later I joined another school 
and was shocked. It was very disorganised. There was no 
connection between the parents, the children and the staff, 
and the children were treated so badly that I left after a week. 

Not long after, I travelled with a close friend, to rural 
areas where many children needed help. I thought it wasn’t 
enough to be just a special educator, I would need a whole 
team of counsellors, physiotherapists, and so on. My husband 
backed me to such an extent at this point that I felt I should 
take the step, and so the Khushboo Welfare Society (KWS) 
began with a businessman, a printer, a parent representative, 
a legal advisor, a doctor and an educationist on board. And 
‘Khushboo’ was the name we gave it because we wanted to 
spread	the	fragrance	in	the	way	that	a	flower	does.

After registering KWS as a society, we had to open an 
account	and	what	started	with	my	husband’s	first	contribution	
was matched by members of my family and others. Soon 
the collection grew to Rs 1 lakh and after this, there was no 
looking back. 

Then, getting a place was an issue. There were three 
children I was looking after, in my house. I would refer them 
occasionally, for speech therapy etc, to the Spastics Society. 
One day, our landlord visited us. He saw the children and me 
talking and laughing in the living room. I told him what we 
were planning to do. ‘Do you have a place?’ he asked, and 
when I said no, he said, ‘Mrs Savkoor, don’t worry. You have 
a big terrace. I will construct a room there.’ And the very next 
day, he came with the workers and got a room constructed 
which	became	the	Khushboo	office	room!	Actually,	everything	
used to happen in that room. But now we needed more 
space. We scouted three or four places and in one of them 
a woman asked me, ‘School chalaate hain?’ I said yes and 
told her we had 42 children. ‘Kya kartein hain aap us mein?’ 
she asked. And when I told her, she said, ‘Paagal bacchon 
ka school chalaatein hain aap? Toh uske liye hamaare paas 
jagah nahi hai.’ 

Here was a sad challenge. These children were called 
‘paagal’. And so began the work of educating the community 
on the difference between the mentally challenged and the 
mentally ill. 

Finance was now a very serious problem. Gradually, we 
moved forward and small achievements became markers 
of success. Funding agencies took time to understand the 
benefits	of	the	project	but	slowly,	awareness	grew.	Persuading	
parents that the path ahead was slow and uncertain was 
another major problem. They had their dreams for their 
children and often lost their patience with us. 
Girl	children	especially	had	a	very	difficult	time.	Families	

many a time don’t want to do anything for them. Another 
serious problem is when the child is an adolescent and 
starts	having	sexual	desires.	It’s	difficult	because	the	body	
is growing while the mind is still that of a 7 or 8 year old. 
Puberty and sexuality became major problems. Desires will 
always be there, one cannot do anything about them. 
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We work closely with each child on what is called the IEP, 
the Individual Education Programme. The IEP is planned 
along	with	 the	 team	 and	 parents.	 The	 first	 contact	 point	
is the OPD. It’s like any other hospital situation where the 
parents	come	and	fill	in	the	case-study	forms,	and	based	on	
that the counsellors speak to them. Then a team meeting is 
held. The team composition is based on the disabilities of the 
child. Accordingly, physiotherapy or occupational or speech 
therapy is organised. The parents are involved at all stages. 

As you know, social interaction is very important for 
children. So, we take them out in groups to parks, zoos and 
to places like Mac Donald’s. The parents rarely take them out, 
you see. In my whole career, I have found that it is easier to 
work with children than with parents. 

Each child needs tailor-made support for him or her 
depending on their condition and background. Mostly they 
have single mothers looking after them. While we do get 
sponsorships for them, more often than not, the families 
themselves are not willing to spend for the child, even in an 
educated society! To make the children self-reliant we have 
to work with them at 3 levels - one directly with the child, 
one with the parent and one with the community. Most often 
while mothers come forward for counselling fathers don’t. 
But things are improving, lots of changes are happening. 

Today we have moved on to being a respite care centre, 
where we have a programme running for a ‘night out’ for 
the children—very necessary, more for the parents than 
the children. Children enjoy these occasions and it is also 
a good thing that the parents get a chance to be together 
without worrying. Khushboo’s next project will be long-term 
residence. We are drawing up a proposal and looking for land. 
Gurgaon is full of corporate houses willing to play their role in 
CSR. Some experiences are very good, others are not so good. 

We thought about what the children could do after they 
were	trained.	Formal	employment	was	difficult,	so	we	thought	
we could market simple products that the children could 
make, at home. We gave them the facilities, trained them, 
and they would be paid for whatever they made. We even 
sent this proposal to BASAID which gives Development Aid 
to small projects. They donated the cost of 15 or 20 sewing 
machines	which	we	distributed.	We	first	trained	the	children	
in Khushboo, to make aprons, bedsheets and napkins. Then 
we asked them to work from home. Every 15 days or so, 
our staff would supervise progress, collect the products, 
place more orders, etc. But our plans failed. When our staff 
visited the house, the child would be made to sit in front of 
the machine. Some had even sold the machines. A mother 
we know sold the machine and made her child sit in the 
Gurudwara while she went to work. Between hardship faced 
by mothers and our efforts, there was a gap and the children 
were making no progress. Survival is most important for the 
people at home. And mothers simply do not have the time 
to help their children at home. Therefore, now, we get all 
the work done by the children on the KWS premises. We 
are grateful to all the organisations which have helped us 

understand our problems. 
We’ve tried many things, including sheltered workshops 

where parents in turn supervise the work of children making 
things. But parents don’t want to make the effort. Very few 
come	 to	 parent	meetings.	 They	want	 to	 sort	 of	 ‘offload’	
their children with us and escape. To some extent, we could 
understand this but what was the way out? We even tried 
the CBR project where we went to the rural families village 
by	village,	identified	children	who	needed	help	and	tried	to	
work. The social stigma about such children is great.

But we do get many volunteers. Some really want to make 
a difference to the community. Some have a lot of time and 
want to keep themselves occupied. The truth for some is 
that they want to be able to say to their friends that they are 
helping in a place like this. We are grateful that they come. 

With parents in many cases there is a refusal to look far 
beyond training and education. At the end of our training, 
some children, especially girls, fall off the map. This is 
reality and it is sad, but we press on with our efforts. At 
such times, we remember our many achievements and 
resolve that Khushboo must continue to be a place of 
hope and self-esteem, a haven I hope, for our special  
children.”

Smt. Savkoor ended with thanks to the Lord and our Param 
Poojya Guru for Their continuous grace and blessings. She 
also expressed heart-felt gratitude to the donors and sponsors 
whose support has helped Khushboo grow and sustain in 
the	 face	 of	 tremendous	 financial	 challenges.	 She	 said,	 “I	
convey my gratitude to team KSA and all present here for 
recognising our work and accept this honour and award not 
for myself as an individual but for the entire humanitarian 
group that has been involved for the last 23 years in this 
community	service	silently	and	selflessly,	in	whatever	capacity	
they can. May their tribe increase in number and may this 
human chain become longer and stronger. Thank you and  
Namaskaar”.

Dr. Geeta Koppikar, Chief Guest, started her speech 
with prayers to our Guruparampara. She said “KSA President 
Shri Praveen Kadle, today’s utsavmurthis present in person 
and their representatives, dignitaries and such a beautiful 
gathering – I am indeed very happy, greatly honoured and 
rather humbled to be present here as the Chief Guest for 
the felicitation function of these great people and their 
mountainous work. They have earned respect in the society 
by their sheer exemplary work which has left a long-lasting 
effect on society and touched many lives. I consider myself 
very lucky to be with them and listening to them and their 
achievements is a wonderful learning experience for all of us. 
They have made us aware of many things and I congratulate 
KSA for arranging such a wonderful programme year after 
year. Lastly, I am grateful to KSA for inviting me here and 
giving me an opportunity to be with all of you. I also extend 
my wishes to everybody on the occasion of International 
Women’s Day. Thank you”.
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Book Reviews of Sanskrit Books 
authored by Dr. Mangesh V. Nadkarni

Dr. Mangesh V. Nadkarni, an illustrious Amchi, has a 
string of academic attainments to his credit. A retired Vice 
Chancellor of Gulbarga University, he is an authority on 
Gandhian studies. Many books have come out of his prolific 
pen. He has been associated with many centres of learning. 

Recently Dr. Nadkarni sent us 3 books written by him. Each 
has over a hundred verses in Sanskrit, composed by him with 
transliteration, word for word meaning, and notes in English.

These have been reviewed by 3 Sanskrit scholars – 
Dharmapracharak Shri V. Rajagopal Bhat, Shri Krishnanand 
Mankikar and Shri Narayan Shirali. We present here all the 
reviews.

Shri Sharada Dashakam and Sanatana 
Dharmatatva Shatakam

EaI Saarda dSakma\ and EaI sanaatnaQama-t%va Satkma\

Written by Dr. Mangesh Venkatesh Nadkarni
Published by Academy of Sanskrit Research, Karnataka 

Sanskrit University, Melkote 571431, Price: Rs. 70/-
Reviewed by 

Dharmapracharak Shri V. Rajagopal Bhat
In this book under review, Mangeshmam has sprung a 

pleasant surprise. Here he comes across as an accomplished 
poet  in  Sansk r i t . 
The	 first	 part	 of	 the	
book, in 10 verses, 
is in praise of Mother 
Sharada - the goddess 
o f  l e a rn i ng .  The 
second part consisting 
of 121 verses is a lucid 
compendium on the 
salient principles of 
our Sanatana Dharma, 
beyond its rituals and 
festivals. With the 
ancient Bhartrihari 
as his exemplar, he 
has woven his fresh 
and modern Gandhian 
insights into elegant 
and 	 ea sy-flow ing	
couplets. The practice 
of Hinduism has to 

be poor-friendly as well as environment-friendly, he 
says rightly. “Indulging in violence in the name of cow-
protection brings no credit to Hinduism as also the 
enormous garbage generated during Ganesha and Durga 
Pooja festivals. Religious leaders should also make their 
followers socially aware and humane…” Mangeshmam has 
clothed such beautiful thoughts in his graceful Subhashitas.  

Here is a sample: 

daoYaassaint samaajao tu ihnduQama-sya Sa~va: È
SaIG`aM inaYkaisatvyaasto AQamyaa-: ihtbaaQaka: ÈÈ103ÈÈ
Translation: 
There exists in the society surely
defects which are enemies of Hinduism true;
they have to be eradicated soon,
as they are unethical and harmful too.

jaaitmaaohSca vaOYamyama\ AspRSya%vaM ivadINa-ta È
s~Ijanao pirBaavaaid daoYaOssaMpIiDta vayama\ ÈÈ104ÈÈ
Translation: 
We are troubled by defects quite a few:
Obsession with caste and caste disparity,
Untouchability, disintegration,
Disrespect towards women, and others petty

I have enjoyed reading this book and would recommend it 
to others too. I congratulate the author for enriching modern 
Sanskrit literature with this highly readable book. I have also 
had the pleasure of reading his book titled ‘Hinduism – A 
Gandhian Perspective’. His two more Centuries have already 
seen the light of the day: one on Environmental Ethics 
(Parisaraneetishatakam) and the other on Mahatma Gandhi’s 
philosophy (Gandhi tatvashatakam). I am told yet another 
two Centuries are in the pipeline, awaiting publication. In 
this respect Mangeshmam has, indeed, stolen a march over 
Bhartrahari! 

Jayatu Sanskritam  Jayatu Sanskritam 

*****

Parisar Niti Shatakam pirsarnaIitSatkma\ È
Written by Dr. Mangesh Venkatesh Nadkarni

Published by Academy of Sanskrit Research, Karnataka 
Sanskrit University, 

Melkote 571431, Price: Rs. 
70/-

Reviewed by 
Krishnanand Mankikar

I must say that I was 
fortunate to have received 

the book pirsarnaIitSatkma\ 
by Professor Mangesh 
Mam Nadkarni, for review. 
Mangesh mam, i s  an 
“Ecological Economist”. He 
has composed 113 Sanskrit 
verses in strong advocacy 
of the Environment, the 
present state of decay 
and the need for a better 
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environment being the theme. As he says in his preface, 
“They (the verses) are original, and an outcome of the fusion 
between my background in environmental or ecological 
economics and ethics on the one hand and love for Sanskrit 
on the other”.

The title of the book reminds one of the famous 

Nitishatakam naIitSatkma\ by the Sanskrit poet Bhartrihari who 

wrote the three Shatakas SaR=\gaarÊ vaOragya and naIit in addition 
to other works.

The author has mostly (except for one verse) used very 

simple AnauYzup\ CMd which is very easy for recitation. The 
language he uses is also very simple. The combined effect 
of these two is the effective delivery of the message on 
environment. Each verse is followed by the word meaning, 
an English verse and a comment on the verse, (where 
necessary). This makes for very easy understanding of the 
verses. 

As we all are aware, our environment is in the gravest of 
the dangers mainly due to the over-exploitation of natural 
resources coupled with unbridled industrial progress. (The 
latest awakening in Maharashtra is in the form of the ban 
on plastics)

The book begins with the stanza:

samasto saaOr saama`ajyao *yananyaa SaaoBato Qara È
sava- saaOkya- saMpnnaaÊ EaoYza vaasaaya jaIivanaama\ ÈÈ
In the entire Solar system, the Earth stands out (in her 

beauty), having all the conveniences (of livelihood) and 
hence, she is the best (place) for the living beings. One 
cannot help but note the simplicity of the construction and 
the usage of words, and the telling image of the Earth as 
the most comfortable abode – not only for Mankind but for 
ALL the living beings.
In	the	next	five	stanzas	the	author	talks	of	the	epitome	of	

Living Beings viz. Man, who can create Heaven or Hell here 
on Earth, by the means at his disposal. In the seventh stanza, 
reproduced below, the author avers that the environmental 
crisis has been recklessly brought about by the mankind (No 
other living being contributes to this degradation!), so it is 
the duty of mankind to solve this problem.

pitta pRiqavaI caaV saMkTo ivaYamao Klau È ya%kRtM manaujaOstsya pirharSca 
tOBa-vaot\ ÈÈ7ÈÈ

Again, please note the simplicity of construction, the use 
of	language	and	the	firm	conviction	expressed	in	just	a	few	
words, (virtually holding the entire mankind guilty!)

This Earth, full of vegetation and a plethora of living 
organisms, (stanza 8) has in the last 100 years or so been 
divested of the life saving systems. The reasons for this are 
enumerated as deforestation, (forests once destroyed cannot 
easily be regenerated, the author reminds), carbon footprint 
etc., resulting in the rising temperature all over the world. 
Added to this is the industrial production. All these result in 
the glaciers melting everywhere, the oceans crossing their 
boundaries and the rains having lost their regularity. The 
seasons are a changing! Having enumerated these up to 

stanza	14	the	author	goes	on	to	list	the	malefic	effects	of	
this on various classes of population, like farmers (suicide), 
displaced people and mass migrations, unpredictable heavy 
rains and unprecedented drought, increased pollution and so 
on (up to stanza 25), and then the widening chasm between 
the haves and the have-nots—the most affected by this harm 
to the environment are the “have-nots”, while the “haves” 
tide	over	the	difficulties	with	all	the	wealth	at	their	command.

The author has also drawn upon Upanishads (Katha 

in stanza 42 – Eaoyasa\ and p`oyasa\´. Having enumerated the 
problems due to environmental degradation, the author states 
that the Governments have to work towards the restoration of 
the environment and for this he also lists the ways in which 
we can achieve this (as in the past no chemical fertilizers were 
used, and so on). The author also lambasts in four stanzas, 

the organization of major festivals (saava-jainak gaNaoSaao%savaÊ dugaa- pUjaa 
etc.) which leave a trail of accumulated waste and unclean 
environment and avoidable pollution.

In the entire compilation, there is orderly treatment of 
the	subject—as	has	been	briefly	described	above,	the	idea	
develops in a cogent manner and the stanzas for relevant 
topics are grouped together. The concluding stanza of the 
book is almost like a benediction. 

naaSaaoVt manauYyaoBya: saubauiQQaM doih QaISvar È yaO: saga-M p`it tada%myaM 
saamarsyamalaixatma\ ÈÈ113ÈÈ

Oh Lord, do give the wisdom to the mankind that is bent 
upon destruction (of this planet). Mankind has ignored the 
harmony with Nature (contributing to its own peril!). By the 
way,	if	you	read	the	first	and	the	last	stanzas	together,	they	
encapsulate the entire book! Amazing isn’t it?

If one reads this booklet regularly, one can really develop 
an awareness of the dangers of environmental decay, our 
responsibilities towards environment and the verses herein 
will help us draw up an action plan for ourselves. If selected 
stanzas out of this are picked up for the daily recitation in our 
schools, our future generations will surely become aware of 
the importance of preserving our environment and will work 
towards a better Earth. 

A wonderful book, worth reading again and again (and 
putting in practice in one’s own way!) Let your young ones 
read stanzas from it as they read their daily prayers.

Just an afterthought— If with selected stanzas and good 
(coloured if possible) illustrations, a companion volume is 
published, (or with all stanzas and illustrations – a school 
edition is created) it will be a very useful addition to the 
school libraries.

Once again, I congratulate Mangesh mam for the effort 
and the wonderful result thereof.

The 76 pages book, “Chinmayagranthapushpam 14” in 
easy to read print, is published by Chinmaya International 
Foundation Shodha Samsthan, Villiyanad, Ernakulam Kerala, 
and is priced at Rs 200/= 

Shubham Bhavatu
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nwñVH$ n[aM`
Zmam`U em§. {eamcr

Jm§{Y-VÎd-eVH$_²
(g§ñH¥$V-B§p½ce H$mì`)

H$dr - lr. _§Joe ì`§H$Q>oe ZmS>H$Uu
àH$meH$ - Z°eZc ~wH$ ñQ´>ñQ> B§{S>`m

n¥ð> g§»`m … 68, qH$_V … é. 90

_hmË_m Jm§YtMo ì`{º$_Îd Acm¡{H$H$ hmoVo. gË`, 
Aqhgm AmÜ`mpË_H$Vm BË`mXr gX²JwUm§Mo Vo _y{V©_§V 
ê$n hmoVo. Ë`m§À`m gai Am{U {Zì`m©O OrdZmV 
T>m|J~mOrcm {~cHy$c ñWmZ ZìhVo. Ë`m§Zr ^maVmÀ`m 
ñdmV§Í`cT>çmgmR>r Amnco gd©ñd IMu KmVco d 
Amnë`m H$m`m©Zo gw{e{jV, A{e{jV, Am~mcd¥Õm§Zm 
àm_m{UH$nUo d lÕoZo amï´>H$m`m©cm dmhÿZ KoÊ`mMr àoaUm 
{Xcr. ZmJa gw{e{jVmnmgyZ Vo A{e{jV IoSy>Vmn`ªV 
gdmªZmM Ë`m§Mo AmXoe EoH$Ê`mMr CËgwH$Vm dmQ>o d Ë`m§Mo 
nmcZ H$aÊ`mV Vo ñdV…cm YÝ` _mZrV AgV. Ë`m§À`m 
_mJ©Xe©ZmZo ^maVmcm ñdmV§Í` {_imco Am{U OZVoZo Ë`m§Zm ào_mXamZo 
_hmË_m, amï´{nVm Aer nXdr {Xcr.

OJà{gÕ g§emoYH$ Aë~Q>© AmBZñQ>mB©Z `§mZr Jm§YrOtÀ`m 70ì`m 
dmT>{Xder Imcrc CX²Jma H$mT>co. Vo åhUVmV,

""Aem àH$maÀ`m hmS>m_m§gmÀ`m _mUgmZo `m n¥Ïdrda OÝ_ KoVcm 
d Aem àH$maMo OrdZ ì`VrV Ho$co `mda nwT>rc {nT>çm§Mm {dœmg 
~goc H$s Zmhr H$moUmg R>mD$H$!''

H$dtZr `m H$mì`mÀ`m CnmoX²KmVm_Ü`o d An©Un{ÌHo$_Ü`o XmoZ 
CÔoem§Mm C„oI Ho$cm Amho.

1) ̂ {dî`H$mcrZ {nT>çm Jm§YrOr d Ë`m§Mr VÎdo {dgê$Z OmD$ Z`o.
2) g§ñH¥$V ^mfm {MaH$mc MmcV amhmdr.
H${dd`mªZr Jm§YrVÎdmMr d¡{eï>ço 108 gai gw~moY gmoß`m g§ñH¥$V 

^mfoV H$mì`ê$nmZo gm§{JVcr AmhoV. Jm§YrOtMo OrdZ ho ~moYàX Amho. 
Ë`m§Mo dmJUo Vo H$arV Agë`mÀ`m CnXoemà_mUoM Mmco. Ym{_©H$, 
AmÜ`mpË_H$, amOH$s` BË`mXr {df`m§Mo gImoc qMVZ H$ê$Z àý 
gmoS>{dÊ`mgmR>r Vo gVV à`ËZ H$arV AgV. Ë`m§Zr AZoH$ ^mfUo Ho$cr 
d coI_mcm {c{hë`m Var Ë`m§À`m OrdZmMo Am`m_ BVHo$ ì`mnH$ hmoVo 
H$s Vo EH$m nwñVH$mV dm A§VOm©cmV _mdUo eŠ` Zmhr åhUyZ Ë`m§À`m 
OrdZmMr _w»` VÎdo {dMmam§À`m _m¡{º$H$_mcm H$drZo J§w{\$cr Amho. 
WmoS>Š`mV Imcrc _w»` VÎdmMm C„oI H$arV Amho.

VÎd åhUOo gd©Ì gXm gd©Ñï>tZr gd© AdñWm åhUOo n[apñWVrV 
cmJy hmoUmam A{dZmer {dMma …

gË` … _hmË_mOtÀ`m OrdZmV gË`mcm AJ«H«$_ hmoVm. A§V…H$aU, 
dmUr d dmJUo `m_Ü`o EH$dmŠ`Vm hmoVr.

Aqhgm … ho gË`mMoM Xwgao Zmd åhUmZm! dmX qhgoZo Wm§~V Zmhr 
åhUyZ qhgoMm Ë`mJ Ho$cm nm{hOo.

Y_© … Xod gd©Ì ^acocm Amho. Y_© åhUOo Ë`mÀ`mH$S>o OmÊ`mMo 
{d{dY _mJ©. åhUyZ ~§Yw^mdmZo amhmdo. naY_m©~ÔcMo AkmZ ho ÛofmMo 
_w»` H$maU Amho.

Om{V^oX … Añn¥í`Vm ̀ m{déÕ Jm§YrOtZr cT>mB© Ho$cr.
l_ … l_mMo _hÎd d l{_H$m§Zm `mo½` Ý`m` `mgmR>r 

Jm§YtOr PQ>co.
J«m_amÁ` … J«m_amÁ` åhUOoM ñdamÁ`. ̀ mZoM J«m_rU  

^maVmÀ`m g_ñ`m gmoS>dVm `oVrc.
Jm§YrVÎdo àoaUm XoUmar AmhoV. VWm{n Vr AmMaUmV 

AmUUo {VVHo$go gmono Zmhr. na§Vw Ë`mH$[aVm Amdí`H$ 
H$ï> H$ê$Z AS>MUtda _mV H$aUo JaOoMo Amho. Ë`m_wioM 
Mm§Jë`m ì`º$s, g_mO Am{U amï´> `m§Mr {Z{_©Vr hmoB©c d 
^maVr` H¥$VmW© hmoVrc.

H$drMr gmonr, ~moYàX H$mì`aMZm AZwïw>n N>§XmV 
108 ûcmoH$m§_Ü`o Ho$cr Amho. àË`oH$ nXmMm AW©, B§J«Or 

^mfoV {Xcocm AgyZ B§J«Or nÚ ^mdmZwdmX {Xcm Amho. Jm§YrVÎdmMo 
Anyd© Xe©Z Ë`m§Zr KS>{dco Amho. OmJmoOmJr Ë`m§Mo g§ñH¥$V d B§J«Or 
^mfodarc à^wËd OmUdVo. AW©emñÌ d amÁ`emñÌmdarc eãXm§_Ü`o 
{dMmam§M§r ì`mnH$Vm d JmT>m ì`mg§Jhr OmUdVmo. Ë`m§Mo hm{X©H$ 
A{^Z§XZ!

KamoKar `m nwñVH$mMo dmMZ gwg§ñH$ma KS>dmo d d¥qÕJV H$amo Aer 
Amem Amho.

"OrdZ EH$ {edg§H$ënZm'
VwQ>V OmVm ~§Y EH$EH$ Ord hmoB© g¡a^¡a
gwQ>V Mmccm Yra à^mo Ymd `oB© gËda
dmQ> VwPr nmhVo _r Ü`mg VwPm cmJcm
XmamVM C^r _r VwOgdo JmR>m`m n¡cVra!

 _m`~mn X¡dVo, VwÂ`m H¥$noZo cm^co
 Hw$Qw>§~ dmËgë` ào_mV _Zgmoº$ Zmhco
 gJogmo`ao ^«Vmao g§gma gwIhr {Xco
 OrdZr ~«÷_m`oV nyU© _r ~wS>mco...!

Vw\$mZo, dmXio, {Oìhmar g§H$Q>o, ^mZmda AmUVr
_r H$moU? OÝ_ H$emg? Ho$co H$m`? àý nS>Vr
{dMmam§À`m H$„moimV ~wÕr H$ar B©e`mMZm
nyd© nwÊ`mB©Zo H$[aVr lr JwéXod _mJ©Xe©Zm

 _ZmdaMo _i^ Joco, kmZàH$me nS>cm
 AS>cocm _mJ© à^w VdH¥$no _moH$im Pmcm
 Zm_ VwPo AmoR>r A§Var, ÑT> VwPr à{V_m
 _r Z Cao _mPr, Ord gmH$mar {edg§H$ënZm!!

- S>m°. _ramdacú_r gm¡Hy$a
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There are few things that inspire a youngster more to 
join the armed forces than witnessing a passing out parade 
in any of the defence academies. From the time I was four 
years old, I used to dream of becoming a doctor. Then in 
Dec 1955, my school friend Ashok Mahajan and I cycled up 
to Khadakvasla from Poona, to see the passing out parade at 
the National Defence Academy. We were so taken in with the 
pomp, the glory, the military precision in which events were 
conducted, the cadets passing out to the tune of Auld Lang 
Sayne	synchronised	with	a	thrilling	flypast,	that	all	previous	
ambitions were forgotten. That parade decided our calling. 
We both applied for and got selected for the 17th course. In 
January 1957 we ourselves had become cadets in the NDA 
and thus launched on our army careers. 

I passed out of NDA in June 1960. It was a bright summer 
morning and a clear day. No cloud marred the blue sky that 
beautiful Saturday. We were dressed in white patrols and 
since I was Divisional Cadet Captain, I was marching in front 
of	Easy	Squadron.	Rifle	drill	had	not	been	introduced	in	NDA	
at that time and we appointments carried our canes. I yet 
recollect how proudly we marched past the quarter deck in 
our perfect ceremonial attire, the superb synchronisation of 
drill movements, and the thundering sound of jet aircraft 
flying	low	overhead	as	we	stepped	on	to	the	quarter	deck	to	
pass out in slow march, to the tune of Auld Lang Sayne. We 
savoured the sweet smell of success. We had done it. We had 
got through three years of arduous studies and toughening 
in	preparation	 for	yet	more	difficult	 training	at	 the	 Indian	
Military Academy, Dehra Dun. We had a month’s holiday 

Military Musings

Passing Out Parades
Maj Gen B n Rao, aVSM, VSM & BaR (Retd)

ahead before reporting at IMA and as we headed home, all 
of us intended to make the most of it.

The year at IMA passed in the blink of an eye. We were 
all	 looking	 forward	 to	 becoming	 commissioned	 officers	
and joining our units. 11th June 1961 was eagerly awaited. 
Unfortunately the skies were threatening to come down 
and even though we had lined up on the parade ground, 
the parade had to be called off on account of the heavy 
downpour. Lt Gen SPP Thorat, KC, DSO who was the 
Reviewing	Officer,	 the	spectators	and	all	of	us	Gentleman	
Cadets were thoroughly drenched within minutes. We forever 
refer to the event as the ‘washing out parade’. But that did 
not	diminish	our	euphoria	of	becoming	commissioned	officers	
and as we proudly wore our 2/Lt’s pips that night and sported 
our	regimental	regalia	for	the	very	first	time;	we	were	at	the	
threshold of our life long military careers.

I have witnessed several passing out parades since. 
Another memorable visit to Dehra Dun was in June 1984 
when our son Ashwin was commissioned into the Corps of 
Engineers. But whichever academy, the atmosphere is always 
special	 with	 flags	 fluttering,	 drill	 and	 inspection	 parade,	
distribution of awards, the passing out in slow march, the 
fly	past	and	the	nostalgic	feelings	evoked	by	the	doleful	tune	
of Auld land Sayne.

The strength of both academies, NDA and IMA, has 
increased over the years, and the ranks of passing out 
cadets have swelled. But the passing out procedure remains 
unchanged, and the air of anticipation and excitement 
continues to remain charged and as high pitch, as ever.
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A Spiritual Way of Dealing with President Trump’s Election
The Pre-Trump and the Post-Trump Ajit

ajit B. diVGi, USa

Like many Americans, I went to sleep late that Tuesday 
night and woke up on Wednesday morning with feelings of 
gloom and despair. I had been very afraid mainly for my 
children and grandchildren as to their future because of Mr. 
Trump’s incessant attacks on several groups of people that 
included people of my description. After contemplating on 
this, I realized that this was once again an opportunity for 
me to exercise one of my principles which is to convert every 
negative into a positive.

I am thankful to President Trump for awakening and re-
emphasizing something that my scriptures teach, that the 
body-mind-sense complex is mortal, and is the one absorbing 
all the hurts and the compliments, and is totally different 
from the Eternal Consciousness or the Atma described by the 
ancient Rishis of India as being immortal. To summarize, what 
should have been the Ideal Principle for me to achieve, was 
the belief that I am the Atma or the Consciousness Principle, 
not susceptible to the hurt and pleasures while living in my 
body-mind-sense complex. The body-mind-sense complex 
will come and go and is temporary, but the Atma is forever. 
It	was	very	difficult	for	me,	even	though	I	tried	to	study	the	
Bhagavad Gita quite sincerely for the last many years, to 
convert those teachings into real practical working examples.

To summarize one of the chapters in the Gita, namely 
chapter three on Karma Yoga, consists of two main elements 
in this context: Karma which means PROPER ACTION and 
Yoga which means PROPER ATTITUDE.

Action is divided into three parts
a. Saatvik which means service to society with no 

expectation	of	reward	or	any	ulterior	motive	benefitting	the	
maximum number of people.
b.	 Rajasik	which	means	benefiting	only	small	number	

of	people	which	sometimes	means	helping	and	benefiting	
yourself or your family only.

c. Tamasik which means hurting people.
I felt that it was consistent with my principles, to vote 

against Mr. Trump for multiple reasons which we do not need 
to get into here. It was the Proper Action or the Saatvik course 
of action or Saatvik Karma.

Proper attitude means devoting every action (Karma) 
to the Lord and accepting the results, whether good or 
bad as a blessing or a gift from the Lord. In Sanskrit, this 
is called karmaphalam. Thus, to summarize my thoughts 
in a very simple way and according to these principles, I 
PERFORMED my Saatvik Karma (Proper Action) devoting it to 
the Lord which was to vote against Mr. Trump and SHOULD 
HAVE accepted the result i.e. the election of Mr. Trump as 
the 45th President of the United States of America as a 
Blessing or Gift from the Lord without rancor or reservation 
(Karmaphalam).

Somehow, this election brought to me that I was not 
following the above principles, which was the reason for 
the doom and gloom expressed above. I now and hopefully 
forever intend to accept without any rancor, this election result 
and its consequences, and similar situations as a blessing 
from the Lord and thus keep my soul at peace.

I thus feel that I have at least attempted to do the three 

components of Jnana Yoga which is described in chapter 2 
of the Gita and consists of:

a. Shravanam which means gathering of scriptural 
knowledge.

b. Mananam which means removal of doubt with the 
help of the Scriptures through a Guru or teacher.

c. Nidhidhyasanam which means conversion of this 
information into all my daily activities of living and thus 
building up emotional strength i.e. devote all the activities 
to the Lord and accept all the results as a blessing from the 
Lord.
A	saint,	by	the	definition	of	the	Scriptures,	is	somebody	

who is incapable of getting hurt by any situation, and is 
incapable of hurting anyone. There is no question that I am at 
least a few rebirths away from that but I will spend the rest of 
my present life trying to practise the above principles. Again, 
I am grateful in a sense to Mr. Trump for helping me convert 
my spiritual exercises into emotional strength, something 
that I had not done by only studying it academically without 
practicing it. They say God works in mysterious ways. It 
must be so. Fancy Him turning a person I have tremendous 
differences with and have never met or known into a positive 
tool that is helping me transform into a better and a more 
Saatvik person!

Vinay V Gangavali
Phone: 2380 0460
Mobile: 9892407934

WE ACCEPT OUTDOOR CATERING
ORDERS FOR 

GET-TOGETHERS, BIRTHDAY PARTIES,
MARRIAGE, THREAD CEREMONY AND  

ANY OTHER OCCASIONS.

3-5/18, 2nd Floor, Talmakiwadi, Tardeo,  
Mumbai - 400 007.
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A REQUEST TO ALL SHAREHOLDERS OF
SVC CO-OPERATIVE BANK LTD.

The	present	Board	of	Directors	of	the	Bank	completes	their	term	of	office	and	fresh	elections	are	scheduled	to	be	held	
on Saturday 09/06/2018. We request all shareholders to actively participate in the election process by casting their valuable 
votes to carry on with the Management of one of the most prestigious and successful institutions of our community.

We have constituted a professional team to contest the elections, with a view to harmoniously carry on the successful 
work	for	the	next	five	years.	The	background	of	each	of	the	candidate	follows.	

We are sure this will help you in appreciating our candidature in guiding the Bank, its Management and Staff in achieving 
such impressive growth and results for the benefit of all the shareholders, depositors and the employees.

CATEGORY : GENERAL (12 VACANCIES)

Bangalorekar Raghunandan U – 
 B.	Com.,	LL.B.,	CAIIB	(I),	Auditor	/	Lead	Auditor	(ISO	9000:2000)	Certification	from	SGS	

Somerset, U.K.
 Worked in ANZ Grindlays Bank PLC as Western India Regional Head Credit Operations – 

Wholesale Banking, Standard Chartered Bank PLC as Western India Regional Head – Credit 
Risk Control, Kotak Mahindra Bank Limited as Senior Vice President & India Head – Credit 
Administration (WB), Barclays Bank PLC – PAN India Head for Credit Risk Control – Whole 
Sale	Banking	and	finally	with	RBL	Bank	as	Consultant.

 Is a seasoned banker with all round experience over four decades in Banking industry 
in multinational and private banks.  As Group Leader in standardisation of credit 
administration activities of Barclays Bank across 14 countries, he has also designed 
and developed automated CFMS credit Facilities Management System and Document 
Management System in the Banks.

Bijoor Prakash –
 Qualified	 as	 a	 Chartered	 Accountant,	Management	 Accountant	 and	 a	 Certified	 Public 

Accountant (USA).
 Has served on the Board of SVC Co-op Bank for 12 years, as Chairman of Audit Committee, 

Chairman of Admin Committee and member of NPA and IT Committees.
 Worked for International Companies in India and abroad in Finance, Accounting and 

Commercial Areas at the Board level.

Chandavarkar Durgesh Sanjivrao – 
 An Industrialist having experience of over 35 years. 
 He is the Chairman & Managing Director of Standard Greases & Specialities Private 

Limited and Geotic Company Limited, Chairman of Royal Castor Products Limited, Director 
of Astrum Healthcare Private Limited, Standard Oils & Greases Private Limited, Tide Water 
Oil Co. (India) Ltd., Veedol Internal Limited based in United Kingdom.

 He is also actively involved in various Community Social Responsibility (CSR) projects 
through Charitable Trusts of which he is a Trustee.

Gokarn Sunil Sumitrarao –
 M. Com., LL. B (General). CAIIB.  He was with Bank of India for nearly 40 years.
 Last	position	held	was	DGM	–	Mid	Corporate	Credit,	Pune	Div.	office.
 Key positions held by him while he was in Bank of India were – Branch Manager/Chief 

Manager of Specialised Overseas/ Corporate Branches, Manager Credit – UK & European 
Branches at London, Chief Manager – Commercial & Institutional Credit, HO, Handling 
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Syndication Desk, Assistant General Manager – Kolkata Mid Corporate Branch, Divisional 
Manager – Mid Corp., Pune Division.

 Project Manager – Bank’s wholly owned subsidiary – NBFC & AVP in Bank’s Life 
Insurance Subsidiary.

 His expertise include priority sector advances including MSME, Corporate Credit / Green 
Field Projects. Syndicating loans as leader for Infra Projects – Road, Power etc.,  Credit 
monitoring and NPA Management.

 He was also faculty on retainer basis at Indian Institute of Banking and Finance from 
April 2016 to March 2018.

Gurkar Uday Kumar P –
 A Fellow member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (FCA), Associate 

Member of Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ACS) & Member of Institute of 
Internal Auditors. 

 Presently Chairman of the Board and also NPA Committee. Takes active 
part in most of the committees such as Loans, Finance, Audit, NPA, 
Information Technology and Administration.  He has contributed immensely to 
the progress of the Bank. 

 He has wide experience in the areas of Accounting, Audit and Investigations, 
Finance, Corporate Taxation, Corporate Law, Budgets and Budgetary Control, MIS, 
Insurance, SOPs (Standard Operating Procedures) by virtue of his working with many 
multinationals	(such	as	Castrol	India	Limited,	German	Remedies	Limited,	Sanofi	India	
Limited) over 29 years in the capacity of General Manager – Finance and Company 
Secretary, Chief Internal Auditor etc.

 He is an Independent Director in a Listed Pharmaceutical Company.  He is also a 
trustee in certain social organisations.

Karnad Girish –
 B. E. (Hons), Electrical and Electronics from BITS Pilani and holds Masters in 

Administration Management from NMIMS, Mumbai.
 Started his carrier with NELCO and then to Pertech Computers Limited, Mumbai, 

Samsung Electronics Company Limited – Delhi in IT Customer Support.
 Subsequently joined IBM India Limited, Bangalore where he worked in the areas of 

Logistics and Human Resources. 
 He has worked with major MNCs such as Mahindra British Telecom (now Tech Mahindra),  

WNS Global,  Patni Computer Systems (now Capgemini) and Mastek in senior 
management positions handling HR, 

 Talent Acquisition, Administration & Procurement in the capacity of Vice President.
 His areas of expertise are Talent Acquisition, Human Resources, Information 

Technology, Facilities, Administration & Procurement.

Koppikar Uday Shantaram –
 A Commerce Graduate from Mumbai University and has vast experience of 34 years 

in Banking Industry.
 Is currently a  Director of SVC Co-op Bank 
 Starting with Maharastra State Co-operative Bank Limited, he moved to Grindlays 

Bank and from there to Standard Chartered Bank and retired as Manager Operations 
– Gujarat Region.

 He has done training program for new recruits for Ahmedabad, opening new sector 
in Ahmedabad, getting various Licenses from Government Departments and RBI. 
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 During his tenure in Ahmedabad Branch won awards for two years for mobilising highest 
deposits in short time and highest advances in Western Region.

 He is connected with various Social and Religious Institutions and served as Chairman of 
some of them.

Kulkarni Ravindra –
 Mr. Ravindra Kulkarni holds a Masters Degree in Law from University of
 Mumbai. Has been in the legal arena for over four decades, and has vast experience as 

a legal practitioner, particularly on matters relating to corporate law and particularly on 
foreign collaborations, joint ventures, mergers and acquisitions, capital markets, public 
offerings for listing of securities in India as well as in international markets, infrastructure 
projects etc.

 Is currently a Director with SVC Co-op Bank 
 He	is	a	senior	partner	of	M/s.	Khaitan	&	Co.,	one	of	India’s	leading	law	firms	and	heads	

their	Mumbai	office.	He	is	on	the	Boards	of	several	listed	companies	as	an	independent	
director.

Mavinkurve Arun Dattatreya -
 B. Tech. in Metallurgical Engineering from IIT Bombay, and has a post graduate Diploma 

in Business Management from Bombay University. 
 Worked with Tata Motors, Indian Aluminium Company Limited (now part of HINDALCO 

Limited)	in	Production	Planning	&	Control	and	Warehousing,	ICICI	Limited	(financing	of	
corporate projects). 

 Started an independent consultancy in the areas of ‘Initial Public Offering’ (IPO), ‘Mergers 
&	Acquisitions’,	‘Long-term	Capital	financing’	and	‘Working	capital	financing’.	

 Has completed  a one-year Executive Programme in Applied Finance at IIM, Calcutta, and 
short-duration executive programmes at IIM Ahmedabad and Bangalore. 

 Independent Director on the Board of Vinyl Chemicals (India) Ltd., a company listed on 
BSE and NSE, (a group company of Pidilite Industries Ltd.).

 Taught ‘Advanced Financial Management’, ‘Management Control Systems’, ‘Corporate 
Valuation’,and ‘Mergers & Acquisitions’ at a few schools of Management in Mumbai.

 Currently is a Director of SVC Co-op Bank 

Mudbhatkal Gautam –
 Graduated from University of Madras, PG Diploma in Management Studies and Computer 

Management	from	NMIMS,	Certified	SAP/R3	Consultant	and	CISA.
 Has over 34 years of  IT Industry experience covering all aspects of IT Management
 Has had multiple assignments with Tata Capital, Reliance Industries, TCS, TATA UNISYS, 

IndusInd Bank and Union Bank of India.
 Chief	Information	Officer	with	Tata	Capital	and	earlier	with	IndusInd	Bank,	 involved	in	

setting up and managing IT both for captive IT setups as well as Technology Consultancy 
Organisations.

 Also an active Sportsman having represented Tamil Nadu in the Ranji Trophy cricket 
tournament.

Shedde Pramod Devadas -
 B. Tech. in Aeronautical Engineering from the Indian Institute of Technology, Mumbai and 

is an alumnus of MIT Boston USA. 
 Currently	he	is	engaged	in	providing	financial	advisory	services	and		consultancy	to	the	

companies in the Corporate sector. 
 Was Managing Director of BTS Investment Advisors Pvt. Ltd. advisors to Swiss Venture 

Capital Fund, promoted by Swiss Governments until June 30, 2007.
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 As part of his responsibilities he looked after debt portfolio in ICICI Ltd.
 Was President of TDICI (now known as ICICI) Venture Funds Management Co. Ltd.
 Was part of a unique team within ICICI (1977-1985) which sought to identify unmet demand 

and served needs in the Indian Economy through “Project Promotion” by encouraging 
new private sector initiatives.

 Currently is a Director of SVC Co-op Bank.

Yennemadi Vinod Gurudatt –
 Graduated from Sydenham College of Commerce and Economics, completed law Course 

with Government Law College and went to UK to do Articles for Chartered Accountancy 
through Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales. 

 Worked with Shell International in Burmah Shell, Mumbai and continued for 23 years with 
Corporate Companies as Finance Director/ Group Financial Advisor. 

 Implemented the new Banking License which the HDFC was granted at the invitation of 
their Chairman.

 Joined HDFC Bank in April 1994 as Executive Director (Finance and Administration) and 
looked after Finance, Administration, Legal & Secretarial functions. He was responsible for 
setting	up	Management	Information	System	reports	in	the	Bank.	He	also	set	up	first	500	
branches,	including	Regional	Offices,	in	various	States,	with	major	thrust	in	Retail	Branch	
banking.

 Set up a Business Process Outsourcing Company, a captive BPO for the Bank, of which 
he was non-executive Chairman. 

 Set up HDFC Securities Ltd. which today is one of the leading Stock Broking Company in 
the HDFC Bank Group.

 In 2007, he set up a non-Banking Finance Company by name of HDB Financial Services 
Ltd of which he was a non-executive Chairman till December 2011.

 After retiring joined SVC Co-op Bank as Advisor to the Board of Directors.
 Effective 13th April 2012, he has been appointed as a Professional Director on the Board 

of Directors of The SVC Cooperative Bank Ltd.
 Effective June 2012, he has joined as an independent non-executive Director in a leading 

Pharmaceutical Company in Mumbai. 
Presently Vice Chairman of SVC Co-op Bank and heads the IT Committee,

CATEGORY : WOMEN (2 VACANCIES)

Mavinkurve Smita Prakash -
 M.Sc. from Mumbai University and taught Mathematics from  1974 to 1978.
 Worked in the development of IT systems for manufacturing setups and government 

Organizations. 
 Started a company to provide end-to-end software solutions. Responsibilities included client 

interactions, managing a team of developers, providing feasibility studies for projects and 
supporting other software requirements of clients.

 Currently Editor of Kanara Saraswat Magazine.
 Currently is a Director of SVC Co-op Bank 

Sanadi Maitreyi Shivanand -
 B. Sc. (Hons), CAIIB and Licenciate in General Insurance.
 Has total experience of 35 years.
 Joined	 State	 Bank	 of	 India	 as	 Probationary	Officer,	 Junior	Management	 Grade	 I	 and	
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Khar (W),  Lalbaug,  Vijay Nagar Andheri (E),  Koparkhairane

reached up to Top Executive Grade VI. She was also posted at Osaka Branch – Japan 
as VP Credit and Operations from 2004 to 2007.  During 2007-08, was deputed as SBI 
Nominee Director on Boards of State Bank of Patiala and State Bank of Bikaner and 
Jaipur.	Subsequently	worked	in	SBI	corporate	office	as	DGM	HR	Department.	Before	
she	took	retirement	she	was	DGM	Personal	Banking	Business	Unit,	Local	Head	Office,	
Chennai.

 She	 has	 specialised	 in	 Corporate	 Credit	 and	 has	 Branch	 and	 Administrative	Office 
experience.

CATEGORY: SCHEDULED CASTES/SCHEDULED TRIBES 
(1 VACANCY)

Tadvi Rubab Namdar –
 Graduated from Pune University.
 Was	selected	through	MPSC	as	a	Police	Officer.	
 Has worked for 36 years in the Mahrashtra Police Department and served in various 

districts of Maharashtra.
 Worked with CID Crime Branch, in various Operations in Mumbai City.
 Was Deputy Commissioner Mumbai Airport Zone, Deputy Commissioner Operations 

Mumbai City.
 Was the Principal of Police Training College at Marol, Mumbai.

Polling will be held on Saturday 9th June 2018 Simultaneously from 
10.00 am to 5.00 pm at the polling centres at following branches

11 th Cross Malleshwaram
Ahmednagar
Ahmedabad - Stadium Road 
Akola
Aurangabad
Balewadi - Pune
Bandra (W)
Baroda - Akota
Belgaum
Borivali (E)
Chamrajpet
Chembur (E)
Chennai - Anna Nagar
Cuffe Parade
Dadar (W)
Dahisar (E)
Dharwad
Dombivali (E)
Eksar Road
Ghatkopar (E) 

Goregaon (W)
Hubli
Hyderabad
Indore
Jaipur
Jaisingpur
Jalgaon
Jaymagar
Kalyan (W)
Kanndivali (E)
Kanndivali( W)
Karad
Koramangala
Kothrud
Latur
Mahakali Caves Road
Malad (W)Malleshwaram
Mangalore
Matunga
Mira Road (E)
Mulund (W)

Mysore - Saraswatipuram
Nagpur - Dharampeth
Nashik
Nashik - Ambad
Nashik - Bytco
Nehru-Place Delhi
Pandurangwadi - Goregaon (E)
Panjim
Panvel
Peenya
Pimpri 
Chinchwad
Pune Camp
Pune DG
Pune Satara Raod
Rajaji nagar
Rajkot
S.V.Marg - Grant Road (E)
Saibaba Nagar - Borivali (W)
Saki Naka
Sangli

Santacruz (W)
Shahupuri - Kolhapur
Shirali
Sleater Road
Surat
Thane (W) - Damani Estate
Tumkur
Vakola - Santacruz
Vapi
Vasai (W)
Vashi
Versova - Andheri (W)
Vile Parle (E)
Virar (W)
Wadala
Anand Nagar Dahisar (E)
Kurla (E)
Badlapur (W)
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Some glaring errors were noticed by me in the last month’s 
science corner article, for which I stand corrected. Page 42, 
in the right column, lines 8 & 9 from top, “The arc AOC” 
<-(replace by) “The arc ABC”. Next sentence, “the arc AB”<-
”the arc ABC”. Also in Fig 2, latitude of Andheri is 19o06’ N 
and angle, AOC, denoted as ???19o06’. My apologies to those 
who got misled by these errors!

We all know the importance of fresh water as a resource 
and the need to conserve it (That is the lesson we invariably 
learn every year from the municipal corporations through the 
water cuts imposed during the summer months). Isn’t it our 
duty to conserve at least some water where possible? (Oh my 
God! Looks like this fellow will dish out a sermon on water 
conservation!). Don’t worry, that’s not my forte.

By the time this article reaches you, it may be time for 
the rains and our young friends will be preparing for the 
schools	to	reopen,	but	(I	hope)	will	have	sufficient	free	time	
for some activity. Go ahead with this simple activity which will 
serve as a warm up for your school activities. We shall make 
a simple inexpensive gadget, which will sound the buzzer 
when	the	bucket	is	filled	with	water	(hot	or	cold).	Anyone	in	
the age group of 8 years plus can make this gadget without 
any scare of electric shock. Only prerequisites are interest, 
a few hours to spare and Rs.100/-. I will also mention the 
approx. prices here because I have seen different hobby shop 
keepers charge widely different rates.

You need a 9 volt battery (Rs.20/-) and 9V cell connector 
(Rs.10/), fevikwik (Rs.5/) and a buzzer (Rs.15-20, available 
with electronic hobby shops e.g., VishaWorld or online 
electronic portals, (just enter “piezo buzzers price India” 
on Google) and some ice cream sticks (or similar plastic 
or wooden strips)a few electric wires, rubber bands etc. 
and a galvanised iron or steel screw (we had talked about 
galvanised	iron	in	the	very	first	article	in	Oct,	2017).

The electric circuit is shown in Fig 1. I have used the 
photographs of some of the components wherever possible 
because some of us may not have seen them earlier and 
hence may face problem identifying them while purchasing. 
Thus a picture of the components may be useful here. The 
thick lines between the components are connections to be 
made with electric wires. You can see that the electric circuit 
is very simple. Only some precautions to be taken, 1) Make 
sure that positive of the battery (red wire) is connected to the 
positive pin of the buzzer. 2) Strip the ends of the connection 
wires and scrape them with a pen knife or pencil cutter so 
that the shining metal is exposed. This ensures a good electric 
contact. 3) Avoid loose connections. Twist the copper wire 
ends properly and tightly around the pins or terminals, better 
still, if possible solder them with an electric solder iron.

I am sure that you have some idea on how to assemble 
the	system	now.	Please	vide	the	Fig.2	for	details.The	figure	
itself is self-explanatory. For the sake of convenience, we 

Science Corner 9

Do you waste water?
Sanjay GokaRn

shall identify different stages by alphabets.
A) The 9V cell is most of the time, a rectangular if not 

make sure to buy one with that shape. Sandwich this cell 
between two ice cream sticks or plastic strips such as a 6 inch 
scale or any similar non-metallic strip, as shown in the Fig.2. 
Either stick it to them using fevikwik or the rubber bands or 
better still, both. Fix the buzzer on the top of the cell with 
its pins facing down.

B) Break an ice cream stick in to two halves. Make a hole 
in one of them, about 1 cm from the curved end and drive a 
screw half way in to this hole. Fix mount this horizontally to 
the part ‘A’ at a level about an inch below that of the bottom 
part	of	the	cell,	as	shown	in	the	figure.	(so	that	the	water	
does not wet the cell.) You can stick rectangular blocks above 
and	below,	so	that	the	part	B	is	fix	mounted	on	the	part	‘A’.

C) Paste a 1X1 inch square wooden or plastic sheet 
cut from a cd cover and paste a water bottle cap on it with 
sufficient	fevikwik.	This	is	required	to	float	in	water	and	hence	
make sure that the joint between the cap and the sheet is 
watertight. Paste this to a half ice cream stick as shown in 
Fig.2. On the top part of the stick exactly above the cap, 
stick an aluminium foil . Stick this to the part ‘A’, below the 
part ‘B’, such that when the cap is lifted up, the aluminium 
foil makes contact with the screw. You could turn the screw 
to move it up and down to facilitate this. Please remember 
that this half ice cream stick should be hinged to the part ‘A’ 
by sticking it with an electric insulation tape.

Now the wiring - normally such wiring is best done with 
“hook-up	wires”	which	are	thin	and	flexible	enough	to	take	
those sharp bends which such circuits require. For those 
staying in Mumbai, there are several shops in the Shamrao 
Vitthal Lane, Grant Goad (East) selling such wires for Rs 10/
meter. Or any electronics hobbyist will be able to spare these 
wires. After all, you just need about 30 cm for this work. Some 
plastic sleeve or better still the thermally collapsible sleeves 
may also be handy for better electrical contacts. If not, you 
can use the insulation tape available with electrician. Notice 
that both the cell connector has a red and a black wire and 
the buzzers have two pins each, one of which is marked (+). 
Obviously the other one is (-). To start with, connect the red 
wire(+) of the cell connector and the buzzer with a small 
piece of wire. Now the black wire of the cell connector could 
be connected to the screw on the part ‘B’. Wrap the three 
or four turns of the wire around the screw. Similarly another 
wire can be connected to the second pin of the buzzer and 
the aluminium foil on the part ‘C’. Perhaps you may have to 
make a hole in the foil and pass the end of the wire through 
the hole and twist it tightly. If the buzzer beeps when the 
float	touches	the	screw,	the	wiring	is	all	OK.	If	not	redo	the	
job and this time around, make sure that you have followed 
all precautions mentioned earlier. There are in all six contacts 
and hence you may not need assistance of an electrician for 
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setting the system OK. I have always learnt (the hard way) 
that there is no substitute for self help. Here I pass on this 
advice to you!

Now the gadget is ready. Only thing, make a hole at the 
top end of the ice cream stick projecting upwards and pass 
a string loop through it which could be used to hang the 
gadget when not in use. No need for any switch because the 
cell is not drained when hung this way. To use then gadget, 
mount it on the rim of the bucket kept under a tap. It should 
not	be	difficult	to	maintain	its	balance	there.	Gently	open	the	
tap. See to it that the tap water does not splash on the cell. 
When	the	water	 level	rises	above	the	float	 level,	the	float	
starts	moving	up	due	to	buoyancy	till	finally	the	aluminium	
foil makes electric contact the screw and you hear the beep, 
well	before	the	water	overflows.You	can	move	the	screw	up	
or down to adjust the water level at which the buzzer starts 
to beep. I could assemble a gadget (vide Fig.3) in about three 
hours. (Of course, I had most of the items readily available). 
I	 found	 that	 the	Fevikwik	did	not	offer	 sufficient	 strength	
to hold the parts together and hence I used rubber bands 
along with Fevikwik to get adequate strength). The gadget 
is seen in action in Fig.4. I faced only one unanticipated 
problem	using	this	gadget.	As	the	float	was	buoyed	up	by	
the water the gadget seemed to be somewhat unstable as 
if it was getting uplifted by the rising water. It needs to be 
clamped tightly to the wall of the bucket. Please be warned 

if you wish to fabricate this and try to solve this problem. 
Perhaps a suitable clamp may solve the problem. The clamps/
clips which I have come across may be too small for the 
purpose and hence we may have to fabricate or improvise  
one.

Now you can get on with thinking about the other possible 
uses for this gadget, perhaps, you can make a version which 
beeps when the door is opened and stops when the door is 
shut, or to attach to a school bag, so that the kids can protect 
it from the mischievous friend, or even use it to protect your 
luggage while travelling in trains, and many safety gadgets. 
Please let me know if you come across any interesting idea.

“But the buzzer beeps when the door is closed and keeps 
quiet when I open the door? What should I do?” Well you 
try	 and	find	out	 solution	 to	 reverse	 the	 situation,	 so	 that	
your door is well guarded. (Let me know when you succeed.)

Also, the buzzers operate in a wide voltage range of 5-20 
volts and hence you can make the gadget more compact 
version of the gadget by using two Maxell’s CR2032 or similar 
button cells (costing about Rs. 15-20 a piece, available in 
the digital clock shops, as well as on the online portals, e.g., 
electroncomponents.com) in series to get 6.6 volts which 
is	sufficient	for	the	buzzer	to	beep.	I	repeat,	this	is	among	
the simplest and safest activity, with unlimited possibilities. 
Give it a try. Bye.
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Hemant Raghuvir Kombrabail has a Masters Degree in both Chemistry 
and Management from Mumbai University. He has a vast experience of 
more than 25 years in Marketing, Strategic and Project Management in 
various industries. For almost two decades he has been developing various 
students in Management, as a Visiting Faculty. He was the Chairman of The 
SVC Bank Shareholders’ and Depositors’ Association from 2002-2016. 
Hemant has also been actively associated with the Bombay Management 
Association where he has been invited to judge various competitions for 
young and budding managers and has also been on the organizing committee 
for their Management Week. He is fortunate to have served the Shri Chitrapur 
Math and Guruparampara as a member of the Standing Committee and 
Grant Road Local Sabha. Presently, he is the Hon. Secretary (Building) in 
the KSA Managing Committee. He has also been a regular speaker at the 
AGM of SVC Bank and has often given suggestions for the development and 
growth of the Bank, which were welcomed by the Board with some of them 
being taken forward and implemented.

Your vote would enable me to contribute to the growth of our Bank for the 
coming five years and further.

Cast your precious vote for Hemant Raghuvir Kombrabail 
in the upcoming Elections to the Board of Directors’ of SVC 
Coop. Bank Ltd.

 
Visit KSA’s Nashik Holiday Home

Your Home Away From Home

Hon. Secretary Kishore A. Surkund
For Booking Please Contact: KSA Office, Talmakiwadi, Tel: 022-23802263 23805655
Nashik Office-  Manager Mrs Ravikala Prakash Koppikar, Tel No 0253-2580575/25315881,                                        
                            Mobile No – 09623788879

Ø   Serene Atmosphere in Prime location of Nashik
Ø   Easily accessible by regular mode of transport
Ø   Clean and inexpensive accommodation including AC Units with Garden for relaxation.
Ø   Morning refreshments, Lunch and Dinner provided at reasonable cost.
Ø   Excellent for Family Get-together
Ø   Good Sight Seeing sites as well as many Holy Shrines
Ø   Can make daily up down trip from various Industrial locations.
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Electric connection 
diagram. The black 

thick lines show 
the connections to 
be made with the 

electric wires. The 
cell connector is 
shown separately 
for clarity sake.

Component placement scheme and positioning the 
gadget on the brim of the bucket.

Actual photograph 
of the working 

model
The gadget in 

action.

Science Corner 9 (Article on page 30)
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Mr Ramrao Mirjankar, born in the well known Mirjankar family from Hubbali, gracefully exitted on the 
8th May 2018.
Words cannot express the heartache of loosing a noble soul having generous, high minded, caring, loving 
& highly down to earth qualities with a great sense of humour, a very rare combination. Like every 
businessman, he too was very ambitious, and at a very young age contributed to expanding the family 
business, besides setting up his own empire which consisted  of luxury buses & 150 tankers.  This is 
indeed a great loss for the entire family, friends and the society  to loose a selfless man who lived not only 
for his family & friends but also for the poor and needy, indeed a man who walked on a road of thorns to 
ensure he reached out to stand like a solid rock for one and all who called him for help no matter what! 
A very rare combination of qualities for a businessman to possess, especially in todays difficult times. 
Despite the noble deeds he did, he also earned several awards for selling quality & purity in fuel sold on 
his fuel station. Some of the noble deeds done by him are 
1) Sponsored an ambulance which included fuel, driver and parking for the Rotary Club of India
2) Sponsored midday meals to Sacred Heart Convent primary school Keshwapur Hubbali
3) Donated a generator to a local Temple of goddess Durga 4) Contributed ten thousand per month for girl 
    child of every employee on his fuel station
4) Sponsored quality & nutritious meals anually for a local old age home
5) Provided a free canteen service on his fuel station 
6) Donated beds and matresses to a local old age home 
7) Donated gold for marriages of the poor and needy along with financial support for their daily needs
8) Donated a charriotgg to temple in Undkal. 
He won the Paul Harris Fellow from the Rotary Club of India for sponsoring an ambulance.
A very jovial man, a wonderful cook, an entertainer, and........ in a nutshell a gem of a person. 
All his noble & generous deeds, touching so many hearts for the good, though the pain of loosing him 
will always be there, he will  be cherished always.

Deeply mourned by family friends & relatives.

Mr Ramrao Mirjankar
2.3.1950 to 8.5.2018
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Bhavanishankar Shripad Gulvadi
(DOB – May 23rd 1933)

Passed away peacefully on April 21st 2018 in Westborough, USA

“Puppa, we will always cherish your wit, stoic humour, humility and simplicity; love for family, 
patience and perseverance in the face of adversity. Your precious smile will always remain, like 

pressed flowers, in the pages of our minds.” 

Deeply mourned by:
Wife – Kumudini Gulvadi

Daughter – Anuradha Nadkarni
Son-in-law – Chaitanya Nadkarni

Grandchildren – Nina Nadkarni, Nisha Nadkarni
Gulvadis, Harites, Khambadkones, Ujres, Kumtas, Vokketurs, Benegals

Relatives and friends
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Chitrapur Heritage Foundation
711 Daylily Court, Langhorne, Pennsylvania, USA

Connecting US Amchis to Chitrapur Math

For more information, please contact Arun Heble (arheble@yahoo.com) Tel: +1-215-666-3200
or Pramod Mavinkurve (pmkurve@gmail.com). Tel: 908-616-1497. 

Founded	in	2005,	Chitrapur	Heritage	Foundation	(CHF)	is	a	Section	501	(c)(3)	not-for-profit	charitable	organization.	The	mission	of	CHF	is	to	provide	a	vital	link	for	Amchis	
in the US to stay  actively connected with our Chitrapur Math and our Guruparampara. Currently, CHF Chapters are located in four main regions across the US. Over the past 
decade, Amchis in the US have supported students’ education, temple restoration & cladding, and promoted women’s empowerment in the villages of Chitrapur and Shirali. 
The	activities	of	CHF	include:	•	Facilitate	the	collection	of	annual	“Vantiga”	payment	from	every	earning	Saraswat	in	the	US	-	“Vantiga”	supports	and	maintains	the	upkeep	of	
our	spiritual	centers	in	Bengaluru,	Gokarn,	Mallapur,	Mangaluru,	and	Shirali;	•	Promote	cultural	heritage	by	supporting	temple	restoration	projects	and	maintenance	of	Chitrapur	
Museum	archives;	•	Support	education	of	100	students	at	the	Srivali	High	School	through	the	“Sponsor-A-Student”	Scheme;	and	
•	Preserve	the	rich	cultural	heritage	of	the	Chitrapur	Saraswat	community		in	the	US	through	Monthly	Satsang	and	Prarthana	Varga	for	children,	and	by	celebrating	festivals	
like Yugadi, Ram Navami, Gokulashtami, Ganesh Chaturthi, Navratri, Diwali.
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The annual children’s program, sponsored by Chitrapur 
Heritage Foundation (CHF) and fondly called CHF YUGADI, 
was held on April 21st in Plainsboro, New Jersey, and like 
every year, the program presented a rich tapestry of culture 
and talent!

The program commenced with a beautiful rendition of the 
national	anthems	of	USA	and	India	led	confidently	by	Rhea	
Kalyanpur and Sonal Shah. This was followed by an invocation 
song ‘Guru Devon Ki’ the popular Saraswat Tercentenary 
song, sung by the NJ-PA Prarthana Varg, with full Amchi 
pride, directed by Smt. Padma Betrabet pacchi. They were 
ably accompanied by Atharv Trasi on keyboard, and Pranav 
Olety on tabla. Next to express our gratitude and give thanks 
to our Guru Parampara, ‘Gurur Brahma Gurur Vishnu’ and 
other shlokas were recited by sibling pairs Arjun & Anjali 
Dholakia, Riya & Raina Nadkarni, and Manu Virkkula.
The	first	part	of	the	event	was	compèred	by	the	dynamic	

duo Advaith Bantval and Pranav Olety, who kept the audience 
engaged with funny riddles, jokes and pop culture trivia. 
While,	the	second	half	of	the	event	was	compèred	by	the	
highly entertaining, energetic duo Anoushka Karnad and Rhea 
Kalyanpur, who kept the audience guessing with Bollywood 
movies, and popular dialogues trivia.

To introduce our tiny tots to the Yugadi stage, each year 
there is a themed fancy dress segment that enables toddlers 
dressed in costumes to come on stage. This year’s theme 
was ‘Our Big Fat Hindu Vivaah’ - kids were dressed as a 
‘vhokkals’ and ‘vhorets’ from all over India and were escorted 
onstage by their mothers. Most of them absolutely loved 
the attention, as they smiled and waved to the encouraging 
audience. Participants were Karishma Kantak, Devon Krishna 
Shenoy, Harri Virkkula, Dhriti Chandawarkar, Ved Philar, Niyata 
& Daiwik Agrahar with narration by Nikhil Shah. Next was a 
foot tapping, Bhangra dance ‘Rang De Basanti’ choreographed 
by Arya Nadkarni, performed by 7 - 11 year olds dressed in 
colorful green and yellow costumes bhangra costumes. The 
kids Dhruv Chandawarkar, Manu Virkkula, Rudra Kantak, 
Raveen & Raj Punjabi, Aditi Nagarkatte, Siri Kamath and 
Nikita Bhat were  completely enjoying their performance.

In the musical segments, the junior students of Shri 
Prabhakar Betrabet’s Guru Krupa Music Academy presented 
a tabla ensemble, featuring mukhdas in Teen tal. The 
participants were Chirag Mugwe, Dhruv Chandawarkar, 
Krish Thapar, Pranav Deivaneethe, Jevinn & Zarann Shastry, 
Abhinav Acharya, Abhimanyu Tripathi. A musical quartet - 
Punya	Balwalli	(flute),	Niyati	Bantval	(harmonium),	Advaith	
Bantval (tabla-tarang), Atharv Trasi (tabla) presented a 
Hindustani Classical arrangement of ‘Gayiye Ganapati’ in Raag 
Bhoop, directed by Smt. Padma Betrabet. Students of Neeta 
Vipin - Aarya Bhujle, Naisha Sharma, Aanya & Sumaya Aziz, 
with Dhruva Arekar (tabla) presented a melodious Hindustani 
Classical Chota Khayal and Sargam geet in Raag Bilawal. The 
last musical feature was an electrifying tabla presentation 
‘Poetry in Tabla’ by senior students Atharv Trasi, Abhinav 

Annual Children’s Program 
– A Grand Celebration of CHF Yugadi 2018

in USA
Acharya, Dhruva Arekar of Shri Prabhakar Betrabet, featuring 
complex yet beautiful poetic compositions “bols”.
This	year	we	had	two	skit	presentations.	The	first	skit,	

‘Maharashtra Desha - Pavitra Desha’ directed by Smita 
Bijur, was a musical drama about the endearing relationship 
between Shivaji(Atharva Kalyanpur), his mother Jijabai (Arohi 
Dhareshwar), and his son Sambhaji (Poorab Mugwe). It 
showcased	contributions	and	influence	of	various	saints	of	
Maharashtra, and highlighted the actors singing songs - the 
Manache shloka, Amhi Bigadalo. The second skit, ‘Prerana 
Prabhav’ written by a mother-daughter pair Smt. Varada 
Savkoor and Tejashree Bailur, was adapted for CHF Yugadi 
by Smt Padma Betrabet and Gayathri Bantval. This wonderful 
Konkani play of conversations between a grandson (Chirag 
Mugwe) and his Ajji (Sonal Shah), where she advises her 
grandson how to be strong, resilient and keep the faith in the 
Paramashakti. Rest of the cast were Punya & Aanya Balwalli, 
Niyati Bantval, Shivani Shah, Poorab Mugwe, Ananyaa & 
Navyaa Baindur, Ridhima & Anannya Trasi, and Hrishikesh 
Karnad. The play’s highlight was our kids delivering their 
Konkani dialogues very comfortably!

Yugadi always has excellent dances, and this year was no 
exception! There was a classical Kuchipudi Thillana by students 
of Siddhendra Kuchipudi Art Academy. The young disciples 
of Smt. Swathi Atlur, Shalaka Arekar, Mahima Bandi & Sreya 
Rayapudi exhibited exquisite abhinaya expressions. A colorful, 
lively dance based on Marathi Abhangs, choreographed by 
Smita Bijur, was presented by Ananya Bijur, Aanya Balwalli, 
Arya Bhujle, Aditi Olety, Aarya Nayak and Sanjana Kamath. 
They danced and played the taal in complete unison, in 
their pretty navvari costumes. A Rajasthani folk dance 
‘Ghoomar’ choreographed by Sucheta Trasi, presented by 
Anannya & Riddhima Trasi, and Shivani Shah was amazingly 
well coordinated. The dancers were very graceful, spinning 
around	with	their	torches,	their	colorful	skirts	engulfing	the	
stage	in	color.	The	grand	finale	was	a	classical	Kathak	dance	
based on the Marathi song - ‘Man Mandira’, choreographed by 
Sonal Shah and Rhea Kalyanpur. The graceful dancers Sonal 
Shah, Rhea Kalyanpur, Divya Mudur and Arohi Dhareshwar, 
took over the stage in their vibrant costumes, celebrating the 
strength and beauty of our minds.

The Yugadi stage gives the opportunity each year to 
12th	 graders	 to	 give	 a	 ‘Senior	 speech’	 to	 reflect	 on	 their	
journey thus far, and look at what lies ahead. Advaith 
Bantval recollected his fond memories of his early Yugadi 
performances, and advised youngsters to use this stage to 
develop valuable life skills. Anoushka Karnad was nostalgic 
as she recounted her family’s dedication to Yugadi to return 
each year to NJ during their 4 year stay in Ohio, to give her 
the chance to participate in this annual event. Pranav Olety 
was ever grateful to his Yugadi family for supporting him 
every year.

Neena Karnad, CHF Ambassador, spoke about the 
organizations supported by CHF, the NRI Shibir, and the 

Reports from Abroad
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Saraswat	Samaj,	UK	:	Our	first	event	for	this	year	–	Yugadi,	
on 24 March 2018 – was an enormous success. With 105 
attendees spanning various age groups, it is the highest 
attended non-Diwali event since Saraswat Day in 2016, and 
has received positive feedback from numerous attendees 
after the event.

Yuvadhara dance
The day’s proceedings commenced with the Sabha starting 

prayers and Gudi poojan. Although very much a team 
effort, a special mention must be made of the contribution 
of the new Social Secretary, Abhishek Mavinkurve, who 
mustered great enthusiasm far and wide and planned much 
of the entertainment programme. This included a skit that 
illuminated many aspects of Yugadi and 
Gudi Padwa.

Particularly heartening was the 
participation of many young children, 
from toddlers to teenagers, in the 
entertainment programme. Saieesha 
Bailoor gave a graceful bharatnatyam 
recital; Alwyn Mtayisi played a few 
pieces on keyboard, and, along with 
Kyana Rao, Kaeya Kodial, Rahul and 
Eva Tiku, appeared in fancy dress. 
Eashwar Bailoor also played a couple of 
melodies on keyboard, Tanuja Kamath 
sang a song, and Ojasvi Gulvady gave a beautiful kathak 
recital. Shashi Bailoor put together an Amchi skit, featuring 
Saieesha, Eashwar and Tanuja, and Stephanie Kodical as a 
very able interpreter.

Prajna Mavinkurve recital

Yugadi Celebration 2018 
Saraswat Samaj, UK

The adults pitched in too: Swati Mavinkurve and Prajna 
Mavinkurve each performed several beautiful songs. Tina 
Adur also led a Bollywood-style dance featuring the Yuvas; 
Prajna and Abhishek Mavinkurve, Anushree Shiroor, and 
Chirag and Advait Amembal all showed off their excellent 
moves.

Youth skit
The entertainment programme was capped by an Easter 

egg hunt, enjoyed by the young ones, who also had the 
chance to get their faces painted by Anushree. It was an 
edifying as well as enjoyable day: after the egg hunt, a 
Vimarsh session conducted by Tejashree Bailur encouraged 
people of all ages to explore concepts such as truth, 

integrity	and	fulfilment.	Thanks	to	many	
volunteers, everyone also got to savour 
the traditional Yugadi fare: paanak and 
pachadi.

The event was also an opportune time 
to celebrate birthdays and anniversaries 
of some of the Samaj members. This was 
followed by group prayers and aarti. The 
programme ended with the recitation of 
the Sabha concluding prayers.

All the attendees had a wonderful 
time, and were excited for the next 
SSUK event – an Indoor Sports Day, 

which went on to take place on 28 April 2018. More details 
on that to follow!

Reported by Arjun Sajip 

activities planned for 2018. Hemant Bailoor, President of 
the Yugadi committee, gave a vote of thanks. The evening’s 
highlight was Arun Heble giving a plaque to Shanta Bijur 
pacchi for her vision of Yugadi, honoring her for the impact 
she has had on the entire NJ-PA Konkani community.

The program ended with the audience and kids reciting 
the Deepa Namaskar. The hall was soon bustling at dinner 

time with pacchis and mams partaking in ‘panchaitik’, while 
kids were playing with their friends. The excellent volunteer 
team ensured that everything was stowed away, cleaned up 
and promptly at 8PM it was LIGHTS OUT! Another successful 
Yugadi year was behind us … until next time.
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Nayampally Ramanand Rao (1918–1989) was one of the outstanding bankers of the country and 
our community. From the position of a humble clerk, he rose to become the Managing Director of 
the State Bank of India. He was also the first ‘Custodian’ of the Central Bank of India after its 
nationalisation, one of the Founder-Members of the 
Banking Commission of India, and a Trustee of the 
Unit Trust of India when it was formed. After his 
retirement from banking service, he was appointed 
as a Director on the Boards of numerous companies 
on behalf of the Indian Financial Institutions.

Born on 20th June, 1918, Ramanand Rao was the 
son of Nayampally Sanjeeva Rao, a brilliant engineer 
and Ammani Bai (née Udyaver). He did his schooling 
in Ernakulam and was an exceptionally bright 
student, with a special affinity for Mathematics. 
Since he was also fond of Chemistry, after his 
Intermediate he joined the B.Sc. course in Chemistry 
at the Maharajah’s College. However, even before 
the results of his final exams came out, he was 
persuaded by his maternal grandfather, Rao Bahadur 
Udyaver Ananda Rao, also an outstanding banker of 
the Imperial Bank of India, and a philanthropist and 
social worker of Mangalore, to take up banking as his vocation. In those days, banks had a tradition 
of giving the family members of their staff job priority. Since there was a vacancy to be filled in for 
the job of a clerk in the Cochin Branch, Ramanand joined the bank in 1937 on a salary of 27 rupees, 
8 annas and 6 pies a month! He was a little over 18 years and just out of college.

In 1939 he married his first cousin (Mevnya-Mevni) Anasuya Udyaver, who was convent-educated, 
musically accomplished, gentle and affectionate.

Ramanand had a particularly beautiful handwriting, referred to as ‘copper plate’. He was also fond 
of writing. Intrinsically attracted towards Mathematics from childhood, he also had an uncanny flair 
for numbers, often being able to pinpoint errors from a large mass of figures. On noticing these gifts 
in him, his seniors urged him to write all the ledgers, even though it was not his work. Ramanand 
willingly agreed, though it meant working late into the night. (Many years later, long after his 
retirement, staff in the Ooty branch, where he had worked, would queue up to view his beautifully-
penned entries in the old ledgers.)

The European Agent noticed that the writing in the bank books, particularly the numerals, had 
improved dramatically. He became curious about how the same fine handwriting graced so many 
books. He was told that clerk Ramanand Rao had volunteered to write them. Ramanand received 
a message that the Agent wanted to see him. He became nervous. He thought he was going to be 
dismissed for undertaking work he was not supposed to do. He almost went trembling to the Agent’s 
spacious office. The Agent welcomed him and offered him a chair. (In those days, Indian employees 
were never asked to sit in front of European Agents.) They talked for a few minutes. The Agent was 
much impressed with his young clerk’s pleasant personality. He warmly shook hands with him and 
said: “Well done, my boy. Keep it up”. The very same day, he recommended to the Local Head Office 
that Ramanand Rao be promoted as a Staff Officer. That indeed was the starting point of his meteoric 
rise in the bank. His salary, by then about Rs. 35 a month, increased over six fold to Rs. 225. This 
happened almost immediately after his marriage with Anasuya, and one cannot help believing that 
Anasuya brought him this well-deserved lucky break.

Nayampally Ramanand Rao
By Gayatri Madan Dutt, Saras Rao and N. Jayavanth Rao

Commemorating his birth centenary
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(They say, behind every successful man, there is a strong and silent woman. Anasuya filled that 
role admirably. She was a true ‘pativrata’, a Sita to her Rama, and stood firmly by his side all through 
his life. She made very few personal demands on his time, looking after all household affairs and the 
upbringing of their three children, giving him the freedom to be totally wedded to his work.)

Ramanand’s first task as Staff Officer was to establish a rapport with the public. The quality that he 
became best known for was his “humanisation” of the banking institution. During the British Raj, the 
British officers of the bank kept aloof from the Indians. The Indian members of the staff emulated 
their bosses by maintaining a studied distance from the public, even much after the British had left. 
The common man went to a bank with trepidation. Ramanand Rao broke that tradition in more ways 
than one.

With alchemical skill and imagination, he honed banking into a fine art. Whichever branch he 
served, the public enjoyed a trip to the bank. While working at the cash counters, he knew the exact 
amount usually withdrawn by his customers. The result was, he would hand over the amount to each 
customer even as the cheque was presented. Perhaps, unconsciously, he launched the precursor of 
the current “Teller System”. Later in his career, it was at his initiative that every branch had a clerk 
specially engaged to look to the comforts of the customers. He can also be regarded as the pioneer 
of “Customer Meets”. Ramanand was ever willing to take on any workload, however onerous. He 
would never leave the bank until all the books had been balanced.

In 1955, the Imperial Bank became the State Bank of India, and by then, Ramanand was the 
Superintendent of Branches in the Madras Circle. He was very interested in sports; especially cricket. 
He did not play the game himself, as there was no way he could find time for anything other than 
his office commitments. However, he proposed an idea to the Bank’s Central Office: the best way 
the bank could gain publicity, in the face of severe competition from the large private sector banks, 
was to employ the top talent in sport, particularly cricket, as it had by then become a national 
pastime. The sportsmen would bring laurels to the bank with their fine performances at National and 
International Levels, he explained. His seniors were a little diffident, but approved the idea all the 
same because Ramanand Rao already had a reputation of being an “out of the box” thinker. Thus it 
was that Ramanand Rao began recruiting many cricketers of the day. Future greats like Ajit Wadekar, 
G R Vishwanath, Bishen Singh Bedi, Syed Kirmani, Roger Binny, Hanumant Singh, V V Kumar, Habib 
Ahmed and many more became the bank’s star-employees. Ramanand immediately appointed Ajit 
Wadekar and G R Vishwanath as Public Relations Officers of the Bombay and Bangalore branches 
respectively. Both were so popular by then that people formed long queues to open new accounts, 
just so they could shake hands with Wadekar & Vishwanath! The bank’s deposits jumped by leaps 
and bounds, much to the delight of the bank’s bosses. Simultaneously, Ramanand got the bank to 
sponsor several hockey and tennis tournaments all over India. By these means, he enriched banking 
and ennobled sport.

Ramanand would make it a point to put in an appearance at all the matches in which the bank’s 
youngsters participated (usually on Sundays), even if he could not sit through the day. Players in the 
field are said to have looked out for his presence in the stands to inspire their game. And they went 
on to bring name and fame to the bank. As a tribute to his contribution to the game and the bank, a 
“Ramanand Rao Inter-Bank Trophy” was instituted at the time of his transfer from the Madras Circle.

Ramanand Rao was very competent in Foreign Exchange matters. The bank posted him to the 
Foreign Department, then based in Calcutta. To familiarise him with the working of foreign banks, he 
was sent on a long trip abroad to spend time with banks in several countries like the UK, Germany, 
France, Italy, Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Belgium, Egypt and Burma. After he returned 
from abroad, he wrote the “Foreign Exchange Manual”, which became a valuable reference book for 
the staff.

In 1964, he was transferred to the Head Office in Bombay, and was soon made Managing Director 
of the Bank. He rose through the ranks to become the youngest MD of the bank at the age of 46.
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Ramanand has another first to his credit. It was his idea to introduce Rupee Travellers’ Cheques as 
a safe means of carrying currency. These became a boon to travelers and the cheque leaves would, 
for many years, carry his distinctive signature.

 His term of 5 years as the Managing Director came to an end in 1970 when he was only 51. Since 
the retirement age was 58, he was automatically offered another 5-year term as MD. He gave the 
matter much thought and then took a momentous decision. He declined the offer and applied for 
premature retirement. He had two reasons for doing so. He felt that, if he had accepted the five year 
term, four senior staff officers of the bank working directly under him, but senior to him in age and 
eligible for the MD’s post, would retire and miss the opportunity of holding that coveted post. Secondly, 
he had put in well over 30 years’ service in the bank and was already eligible for full pension. So he 
wrote a letter to the Secretary, Dept of Banking in the Finance Ministry, stating that he would prefer 
to retire, rather than accept the 5-year extension as MD.

This was just after Prime Minister Indira Gandhi had relieved Finance Minister Morarji Desai in the 
aftermath of the conspiracy against her by the old guard, then called Congress (O), which comprised 
Morarji himself, Atulya Ghosh, Nijalingappa, and others. She then took charge of the Finance Portfolio 
herself for a while and nationalised the top ten private sector banks. It was at this time that Ramanand 
Rao’s letter was placed on her table. Mrs Gandhi, to say the least, was surprised at the letter’s contents. 
She directed the Banking Secretary to call Ramanand Rao over to Delhi. At their meeting, when Mrs 
Gandhi asked Ramanand Rao why he was declining the extension and retiring at such a young age, he 
gave her his reasons. She was taken aback and remarked: “Mr Rao, I have never come across such 
a reason from anybody.” She also made a very personal remark: “I am older to you by a year and 
here I am, clinging to my post, while you wish to retire!” She immediately offered him the position 
of Custodian (later renamed Chairman & Managing Director) of the next biggest bank, the Central 
Bank of India. Mrs Gandhi needed competent bankers to head the very recently nationalised banks. 
So, relying on Ramanand’s help and recommendation, she appointed capable men to take over as 
Custodians of many other public sector banks.

But Ramanand’s health underwent a setback. He decided to give up his post in the Central Bank 
also and relieve himself from the responsibilities of banking entirely. The first turmoil that engulfed 
the banking sector started not too long after his retirement. To this day, he is spoken of in financial 
circles as among the most upright and dedicated of officers, and his senior term in the bank is 
described as “the prestigious years” and as “Ramarajya”.

He underwent a period of rest. But as soon as he was certified fit to resume some light work by his 
doctor Mohan Kalambi, the leading Indian Financial Institutions like IDBI, IFCI, ICICI, Unit Trust and 
LIC put him on their panels to join the Boards of those companies to whom they lent large capital, 
so that their interests would be safeguarded. Thus Ramanand was seconded to the Boards of a host 
of companies. In most companies, he did not accept more than one term of five years and did not 
offer himself for re-election when he had to retire by rotation. However, in a few chosen ones, with 
whose Chairmen he had very cordial and personal rapport, he agreed to continue as a Director in his 
personal capacity. Western India Plywoods was one such company and Raman Boards was another. 
He remained their Director and Advisor till the last day of his life. Towards the end, when he became 
unwell again and could not travel anymore, the Boards met at his home in Bangalore.

Ramanand passed away at a comparatively young age by current standards. He was not yet 71.
Posterity will cherish Ramanand Rao the man as much as the banker. His charity was bountiful, 

his heart always aflow with the milk of human kindness. His wonderful sense of humour and hearty 
infectious laugh are remembered with affection by all who knew him. With a reservoir of anecdotes, 
he would always regale his company, and one could single him out in any crowd, and not necessarily 
because of his inseparable companion, the Java Dawson Cigar! With Ramanand Rao about, there was 
never a dull moment as he literally radiated sunshine. Verily, a beacon in the Saraswat firmament 
was extinguished on the morning of 18th April, 1989.
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SANSKRITI PRACHAAR SHIBIR – July and December 2018 
for Chitrapur Saraswat sadhakas residing outside India. 

Held under the Aegis of Shri Chitrapur Math, Shirali 
 

Prepared by                                                                                              Revision 0 
K.N.Heblekar   Date   14.05.2018 

II Shri Gurubhyo Namah II 
II Shri Bhavanishankaraya Namah II   

II Shri Matre Namah II 
Jai Shankar, 

On behalf of The Shri Chitrapur Math and with the blessings of Parama Pujya Sadyojat 
Shankarashram Swamiji, two Shibirs are being organised for Chitrapur Saraswat sadhakas 
residing outside India. 

  
July 2018 NRI Shibir December 2018 NRI Shibir 

• The venue will be our Shri Chitrapur 
Math at Shirali, and the duration of the 
Shibir will be  4 days, from Friday, 27 July 
to Monday, 30 July 2018, both days 
included. 

• Participants will arrive by evening on 26 
July, at Shirali and depart on the morning 
of 30 July 2018. 

Registration: 
Last date for registration is 31st May 2018  
 
For this Shibir held during Chaturmas, there 
is no Registration Fee. 

• The venue will be our Shri Chitrapur 
Math at Shirali, and the duration of the 
Shibir will be  5 days, from Wednesday, 
26 Dec. to Sunday 30 Dec. 2016, both 
days included. 

• Participants will arrive by evening on 25 
Dec., at Shirali and depart on the 
morning of 30 Dec. 2018. 

Registration: 
Last date for registration is 15 October 2018  
 
Registration fee of US$ 25 per person;  
non-refundable in case of cancellation. 

 

Shibir Objective: The objective of the Shibir is to enable sadhakas from outside India to 
participate in the daily activities at The Shri Chitrapur Shirali, thereby strengthening the 
bond with our Math and Guru Parampara.  In the case of the NRI Shibir in July 2018, Shibir 
will enable sadhakas from outside India to participate in the Gurupurnima Celebrations, 
marking the Auspicious beginning of the Chaturmas Vrata of our Parama Pujya Sadyojat 
Shankarashrama Swamiji, at Shri Chitrapur Shirali Math. The sadhakas will also be made 
familiar with the various projects undertaken by our Math towards education, community 
development and woman empowerment, and will interact with the people involved. 

The activities during the Shibir will include: 
• Participation in the daily rituals and pujans in the Math – in case of July Shibir, 

sadhakas will also participate in the Gurupurnima and Chaturmas programs 
• Interaction with Parama Pujya Swamiji during Paramarsha 
• Visits to Samvit Sudha and the Handmade Paper Project, both woman empowerment 

initiatives. 
• Interaction with the coordinators and beneficiaries of the womens’ self help groups 

from the Parimochana Project 
• Visit to the Srivali High School and interaction with the students 
• A tour of Shrimat Parijnanashram Vastu Sangrahalaya, the picturesque museum at 

Shirali 
We invite all to come and be a part of the Shibir, contribute in the form of Seva, and take 
back lots of pleasant memories. 
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SANSKRITI PRACHAAR SHIBIR – July and December 2018 
for Chitrapur Saraswat sadhakas residing outside India. 

Held under the Aegis of Shri Chitrapur Math, Shirali 
 

Prepared by                                                                                              Revision 0 
K.N.Heblekar   Date   14.05.2018 

Registration for NRI Shibirs 
  
Accommodation: All participants and sanchalaks will be accommodated in the Guest House 
at Shri Chitrapur Math Shirali. 
 
Participation: Open to Non-resident Chitrapur Saraswats of all ages from the U.S.A., Canada, 
U.K., Australia and New Zealand,  ASEAN countries, and the Middle East. 
 
Coordination: The main point of contact in India will be Krishnanand Heblekar, through 
chitrapurshibirs@gmail.com,   shibirs@chitrapurmath.in,  and  Cell phone: +919822116926. 
 
Country coordinators will contact the interested participants from their respective country 
and communicate with the main contact person.  
 
Country Coordinators: 

ASEAN countries: Mr. Deepak Gunvante, deepakgunvante@gmail.com 

Australia and New Zealand:  Ms Priyanka Gulvady, priyanka_gulwadi@hotmail.com  

Middle East countries: Ms Teja Amladi Heble, teja.amladi@gmail.com 

UK:  Ms Aparna Hoskote, ahoskote@yahoo.com  

USA, Canada: Mr. Mangesh Hoskote, mangesh.hoskote@gmail.com 

Procedure for Registration: 
Participants will register through the respective country coordinators. There is no 
Registration Fee for the July 2018 Shibir.  
For the December 2018 NRI Shibir, there is a registration fee of US$ 25 per person;  
non-refundable in case of cancellation.  

1. Please send an email to your respective country coordinator expressing your interest 
and the number of Shibir participants. Country Coordinator will then send a Registration 
Form to be filled in by prospective shibirarthis.   
 2. The bank details for remittance of the registration fee of $25 are:  

a. Name of the Acount                                   : Shri Chitrapur Math 
b. FCRA Designated Account Number             :119501010008418 
c. Vijaya Bank, Shirali Branch SWIFT Code     :VIJBINBBAMLR 

Yours in the Seva of the Math, Guru and Guru Parampara 
 
Krishnanand Heblekar,  Chief Coordinator, Shibirs.  
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clouds	and	deduce	an	algorithm	to	figure	out	whether	it	will	
rain or not! 

So it is a learning experience all the way – a new way of 
life, a different perspective in every way!

As a kid, I would take a sneak-peek into some play or 
group song rehearsals where the maam or pacchi in-charge 
would see me and say, “Yetta goh? Hae ghae,doni dialogue 
mhana.” And that would instantly get me excited! I still 
recollect	my	first	dialogue	which	was	delivered	for	a	play,	
I was all of 5. Smt. Rekha Karkal pacchi (my class teacher 
back then) taught me to say, “Will you put this thread into 
the needle?” My parents were beaming with pride as they 
watched the play. Thus my journey in dramatics began at a 
very early age!

I remember the time when our revered Guru, Parama 
Pujya Shrimat Sadyojat Shankarashram Swamiji were 
scheduled to visit the Dadar-Matunga Sabha. Smt. Kanchan 
Honavar pacchi designated the role of Sant Appaiyya to 
me. The scene required me to make an entry on the stage, 
lip-sync a Kannada bhajan and exit. I enjoyed those baby 
steps. Smt. Chandrama Bijurpacchi approached me for a 
full-fledged	 two-act	 play	 named	 ‘Chandarani’	 for	 a	 Natya	
Mahotsav organized by KSA. It was a negative role where I 
played an evil caretaker of the kids at an orphanage.

The year 2010 marked the beginning of yet another 
memorable play, ‘Koortak Aylo Kasu’. While Chandrama 
pacchi guided me excellently through the dialogue delivery, 
I had to form my own body language with a bent back and 
silvery head. In 2014, I got a blessed opportunity of writing 
& directing my very 
first	 play	 –	 ‘Swami	
Aaylae Ghaaraa’. The 
play was presented 
d u r i n g  S w a m i j i ’ s 
camp in Dadar. On 6th 
March 2016, I got an 
opportunity to work 
w i th  the  amaz ing 
Naseerudd in  Shah 
for a documentary. 
Recently, I also made 
an appearance in a 
parody sketch named 
‘Debt Bhai Debt’ by 
Arre.

Young Viewpoint

My Dramatic Journey
diVya VinekaR

A Different Perspective
tanUja nadkaRni

I was in Mumbai for a week. As I stepped out of our 
building, I could hear a loud commotion nearby. It was the 
usual	fight	for	parking	space.	Oh,	what	a	way	people	bicker	
and squabble for a mere two square metres of space in the 
city. Later, travelling by my favourite BEST bus, the squabbles 
were of a different hue. The passenger did not have change 
and	the	war	of	words	escalated	above	the	din	of	traffic.

Well, thinking back about our village life, I wondered what 
is it that gets these peoples’ ‘goat’? 

 The other day there was a loud argument in the empty 
plot of land close to our farm. The area has only some jungle 
trees on it and one woman was busy raking the fallen dried 
leaves and tying it into one massive bundle. Apparently the 
land did not belong to her, so when the owner happened to 
pass by it, there was a bitter argument because she ‘stole’ 
the dried leaves. Well, I guess in some countries, people 
would be happy to have their dried leaves raked and cleared 
up for free.
Parking	in	the	path	of	the	traffic,	halting	your	vehicle	in	

the middle of the junction to carry on a conversation with a 
passing biker, stopping a bus in the middle of a narrow road 
while all the passengers embark at a leisurely pace which has 
us fuming when we are caught behind, none of these things 
ruffle	the	villagers.	But	let	a	neighbour’s	cow	stray	into	their	
field,	let	a	few	hen	escape	their	pens	and	scratch	around	on	
someone else’s land and you can see trouble brewing. 

The other thing I noticed here was how possessive people 
are about the large used gunny-bags which are meant for 
fifty	or	hundred	kilos	of	stuff.	When	we	first	came	here	we	
did not have any such bags, and we needed them – to bag 
the bananas to save them from the monkeys, to haul some 
farm produce ...so on and so forth. So we had to source used 
ones from the hardware store. After we started getting the 
cow-feed in bulk, our collection of bags steadily increased. 
And we noticed that people always returned the bag if they 
borrowed it. The areca nut dealer used to come to collect 
the produce with a large bundle of empty bags, and should 
he need to borrow some from us, he used to turn up the 
very next day to return them. Whenever we took any of the 
farm produce to the local dealer, after weighing the stuff, 
he handed over the money along with the exact number of 
empty sacks. Now coming to think of it, I surely must have 
annoyed a lot of people here by not returning their bags until 
I realised how important it was to do so.

Years back, before mobile phones made their entry, I was 
working as a Computer programmer, and Vivek was working 
as	a	Sales	Engineer.	I	would	sometimes	call	Vivek	at	his	office	
and	often	get	to	hear	‘He	is	not	in	the	office,	he	is	out	in	the	
field’.	Today,	more	often	than	not,	he	leaves	his	mobile	behind	
when he is out working in the farm. And to the calls that he 
gets sometimes, my answer is almost the same ‘He is out in 
the	field’.		Really!	And	yes	I	seriously	do	‘Cloud	Computing’	
now – I can gaze for hours at the gathering and receding 
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A Farsi Couplet by Amir Khusro says -
Agar	firdaus	bar	roo-e	zameen	ast,	
Hameen ast-o hameen ast-o hameen ast.

Translated, it means- 
If there is a paradise on earth, 
it is this, it is this, it is this

We, a group of 14 friends, having spent just over a week 
in Kashmir, have no doubt that Kashmir is, indeed, a piece 
of heaven on earth.

We arrived in Srinagar airport to a temperature of 18°C, a 
welcome relief from the 30°C+ temperature of Mumbai! We 
were accommodated in a houseboat on the Dal Lake. Dal is 
a lake in Srinagar (Dal Lake is a misnomer as Dal in Kashmiri 

means lake). 
T h e  l a k e 
covers an area 
of 18 square 
k i l o m e t r e s 
w i t h  a n 
average depth 
of 4.7 feet and 
a maximum of 
20 feet. After 
dumping our 
luggage in our 
rooms in the 

houseboat, we freshened up and were taken out on a shikara 
ride of the Dal lake along the shops selling local handicrafts. 
The fun part was that while sailing in the shikaras, we had 
sales pitches from shikaras alongside selling jewellery, coats 
and caps!

On our return to our houseboats, as we were getting for 
a sumptuous dinner, there came a shikara with a mobile 
barbecue who dished up some yummy kababs. This indeed 
was a unique experience for us!

Next day we set out for a tour of the beautiful gardens in 
Srinagar.	The	first	one	was	the	Chashme	Shahi	gardens	built	
around a spring, in 1632 A.D. by Ali Mardan Khan, Mughal 
Emperor Shah Jahan’s Governor. It was the Emperor’s gift 
for his elder son Prince Dara Shikoh.

Our next stop was the Jawaharlal Nehru Botanical Gardens 
that was set up in 1969 in memory of our 1st Prime Minister 
who was fond of roses. This garden has a collection of about 
15,000 ornamental plants apart from a huge collection of 
oak varieties. It also has a rare collection of Kashmiri tropical 
plants!

And then came the show stopper – the Indira Gandhi 
Memorial Tulip gardens! It is the largest tulip garden in Asia 
spread over an area of about 30 hectares.The garden was 

Dal lake

Travelogue

A piece of heaven - Kashmir
deepak aMeMBal

opened in 2007 with the aim to boost floriculture	and	tourism	
i n  Ka s h m i r 
Valley. It is a 
feast for the 
eyes !  BSNL 
offers	free	wifi	
there to enable 
v i s i t o r s  t o 
s p r e a d  t h e 
beauty online! 
After revelling 
in the beauty, 
we had some 
Kashmiri bread 

with Kahwa (Kashmiri tea) brewed in Samovars.
Next stop was Nishat Bagh, a terraced Mughal garden, built 

in 1633 by Asif Khan the elder brother of Noor Jahan. It is 
spread over 46 acres and overlooks the Dal Lake. We missed 
out on the Shalimar Bagh, considered one of the biggest 
Mughal gardens. The Bagh was built by Mughal Emperor 
Jahangir for his wife Noor Jahan, in 1619.

The untimely rains prevented us from any further forays 
into the beautiful Baghs and drove us back to our houseboats. 
This marked the end of our brief affair with Srinagar as next 
morning we were off to Gulmarg.

Gulmarg – In spite of the worsening tensions in Kashmir 
by the grace of God we had an uneventful journey to Gulmarg 
that took us through some beautiful landscapes and enthralled 

us  w i th  i t s 
beauty. Our 
d r i ve r  c um 
guide Shabbir 
was a great 
guy,  fu l l  o f 
humour and 
wan t i ng  t o 
en su re  ou r 
comfort at all 
times. Enroute 
we stopped at 
Ta n g m a r g , 

about 12kms before Gulmarg, to rent snow boots and a 
waterproof warm coat so that we could participate in all the 
snowy activities in Gulmarg.

Gulmarg lies in a cup shaped valley in the Pir Panjal Range 
of the Himalayas, at an altitude of 2,650 m (8,694 ft) and 
is the centre for skiing, sledging and snowmobiling. It was 
in Tangmarg that we connected with Umar – our guardian 
angel. He was so amazing that he created an invisible tunnel 
and took us through all the activities possible in Gulmarg. 

Tulips

Snowmobile
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It was only later that I learnt that he was the Snowmobile 
champion of the country for 3 consecutive years and he acts 
as a tourism guide in his spare time. An amazing chap! If you 
are planning to visit Gulmarg and need help, mail me for his 
contact details. You will not regret it. 

While we were completing our check in process at 
Mama Palace hotel in Gulmarg, Umar got busy in getting 
our tickets for the Gondola ride. This was a godsend as 
chaos reigned there with ‘waiting-for-tickets-to-be-bought’ 
passengers queued up blocking the way for ticket holding 
passengers! Thankfully we soon were in the gondola, riding 
up the snowy slopes of the Himalayas. Built by the French 
company Pomagalski, the Gulmarg Gondola is one of the 
highest in the world reaching 3,979 metres. The two-stage 
ropeway ferries people between Gulmarg and a shoulder of 
the nearby Apharwat Peak (4,200 metres/13,800 ft). The 
first	stage	transfers	from	Gulmarg	at	2,600	metres	(8,500	ft)	
to Kongdoori at 3,080 metres (10,100 ft). The second stage 
takes passengers to a height of 3,950 metres (12,960 ft) on 
the Apharwat Peak 4,200 metres (13,800 ft).

Once on the Apharwat peak, we went tandem skiing 
and sledging. It was fun despite the altitude drying out our 
mouths. Trudging in the snow too was a new experience for us 
apart from skiing. Once done, we rode down to the 1st stage 
‘Kongdoori’ where we had a delicious lunch in ‘Kongposh’ 
restaurant and headed for the ride on snowmobiles. Yet 
another	first	time	for	all	of	us!	We	rode	pillion	and	the	riders	
were good enough to let some of us try riding it ourselves 
albeit with the instructor riding pillion and encouraging us 
all the way!

Next day was reserved for some more adventure but 
this time off-road around Gulmarg on the ATVs (All Terrain 
Vehicles). This too was fun and here again they allowed us 
to try our hand at driving the vehicles. It was a fun two days 
of adventure in Gulmarg and now it was time to move on 
to Pahalgam.

Pahalgam: After the hectic adventurous time in Gulmarg, 
Pahalgam was to be a laidback sightseeing trip. We had to 
take local taxis or horses for sightseeing (done to promote 
local livelihood). So after checking in The Regency Hotel in 
Pahalgam situated in a very scenic locale with a river running 
by, we set out for a general walk around the market place. 
This was the time to shop for shawls, stoles, dry fruits and 
dresses for gifting or personal use. Two guys from our group 
decided to take a horse ride to ‘Mini Switzerland’. 

After a couple of hours of gallivanting around town we 
returned to the hotel and rested as we had scheduled the 
sightseeing tour for the next day.

Our 1st point to visit was the Aru valley. This place is a page 
out of a fairy tale! The tiny bridges over the now dry river 
against	a	backdrop	of	magnificent	snow-capped	mountains	
and the feeling of being hugged by nature is amazing.

Our next stop was the Betaab valley. This valley got its 
name	after	the	famous	Hindi	movie	‘Betaab’	was	filmed	here.	
Betaab Valley lies between the two Himalayan Ranges – Pir 
Panjal and Zanskar. There is an entrance fee of Rs.100/- to 

enter the vast landscaped gardens inside. We skipped that 
and instead spent time taking pictures along the Lidder river 
which	was	flowing	past	and	had	some	yummy	omelettes	and	
rotis and Maggi noodles in the shack by the river. Washed 
it down with the famous Kashmiri Kahwa (Kahwah is a 
traditional green tea preparation consumed in Afghanistan, 
northern Pakistan, some regions of Central Asia and, in 
northern India especially in Kashmir Valley.)

After this we moved on to Chandanwadi which is the 
starting point for the Amarnath yatra. There was still some 
snow lying around and it offered a lot of photo-ops which 
we gratefully accepted and called it a day.

We were done with Pahalgam and had to carry on to 
Sonmarg the next day. The highlight of this journey to 
Sonmarg was the sumptuously delicious meat feast – 
Wazwan, in Pampore, organised specially for us.  Wazwan is 
a multi-course meal in Kashmiri cuisine, the preparation of 
which is considered an art and a point of pride in Kashmiri 
culture and identity. Almost all the dishes are meat-based 
using lamb or chicken with a few vegetarian dishes. It is 
popular throughout Kashmir. As we approached Pampore, 
the weather Gods decided we had enough of good weather 
and it started raining leading to a drastic drop in temperature.

By the time we reached Sonmarg, the gloomy weather 
dampened our enthusiasm and we had barely checked into 
the Glacier Heights Hotel and there was a power failure. This 
was not a very good sign as the Hotel Generator could not 
support room heaters in all the rooms along with the electrical 
blankets. But the Kashmiri hosts did not let us down. In the 
restaurant they gave us a corner where they brought in a 
huge heater supported by LPG cylinder and we sat around 
it nursing our drinks and snacking on yummy chicken tikkas 
and	veg.	pakodas,	pretending	the	heater	was	a	bonfire.	In	
the ensuing discussion it was decided that we get back to 
Srinagar the next day as the weather prediction for the next 
day too was not favourable and we were not inclined to spend 
our time in the cold rooms. Our organisers were told about 
our decision and they gallantly offered to accommodate us 
in Srinagar in lieu of Sonmarg the next day despite this being 
a case of force majeure.

So we headed back to Srinagar and spent a pleasant 
evening in Pride Inn Hotel, glowing in the aftermath of the 
beauty	that	is	Kashmir	and	Kashmiris.	The	day	after	we	flew	
back to Mumbai – back to base with plenty of memories to 
last a lifetime.

In conclusion a few observations:  All over Kashmir, in all 
the hotels the buffet breakfast was Upma, Poha, Eggs (boiled 
or Omelette)! Tourists are welcomed with a lot of love. The 
locals are warm-hearted, extremely hospitable and will go to 
any lengths to make the guest comfortable giving credence 
to the phrase ‘Athithi Devo Bhava’ - Guest is God.  The only 
way to bring about total peace in Kashmir is to overrun it 
by tourists. So guys pack your bags and get a move on! 
Kashmir is waiting!

<<<>>>
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Indian devotees have the freedom to achieve /attain God 
or spiritual experiences through different ways. There are 
many who have felt the emotional connect with the Almighty. 
One such devotee was Aghormani devi who through prayers 
(pooja, japa, dhyan) and leading an ascetic life had won 
over the Almighty and envisaged in Him the Balkrishna (child 
Krishna). Shri Ramakrishna could see motherly instincts in her. 
For the outside world she was an illiterate and rustic woman, 
but Shri Ramakrishna found a dormant spiritual potency in 
this simple, innocent widow and helped her to radiate this 
latent spirituality. She came to be known as ‘Gopal ki Ma’ - a 
rare	example	of	love	and	affection	personified.	

Aghoramani was born into a poor Brahmin family, to 
Kashinath Bhattacharya in 1822, in Kamarahati village 
situated on the bank of river Ganga. She was married at 
the age of 9, and by 13 she became a widow and was sent 
back. Her brother Neel Madhav was a priest in the Radha 
Madhava temple in the same village, built by a rich merchant 
Govindchandra Dutt of Calcutta. The temple was beautiful 
and	 surrounded	 by	 a	 lush	 garden	 full	 of	 colorful	 flowers.	
Aghormani, led an austere life, spending her time in the 
temple	precincts,	cleaning,	plucking	flowers,	making	garlands,	
meditating and praying.

After the death of Govindchandra Dutt, his wife 
Manomohini	built	a	small	house	and	settled	in	the	confines	of	
Radha Madhava temple. Greatly impressed by the simplicity 
and devotion of Aghormani, Manomohini, invited her to come 
and stay in one corner of the garden. Aghormani built a 
small hut which for 60 years became her ‘tapobhumi’, a seat 
of spiritual vibes. She led a Spartan life with bare minimum 
things. A niche to keep her God, prayer books and Ramayana 
was all the material wealth she possessed!

Her day started in the wee hours at three in the morning 
when she did japa for three hours. Then, she would dip in 
the Ganga, meditate under the Bilva tree, and cook dal rice 
to serve her Balgopal. She spent her night too in meditation. 
A break into her monotonous life, which opened her to an 
outside world, was when she went with Manomohini on 
pilgrimages to Gaya, Varanasi, Prayag, Mathura, Vrindavan, 
and then Dakshineshwar. 

Though she had heard Shri Ramakrishna’s name, she 
had never met him. An opportunity came up when she 
accompanied Manomohini and other women of her village 
to go to Dakshineshwar. On her way she bought a packet 
of	 coconut	 barfi	 for	 the	 Sadhu	 for	 only	 two	 paise.	 She	
thought that he might overlook her sweet over others who 
she anticipated would have brought better sweetmeats and 
fruits. But when Shri Ramakrishna saw her, he exclaimed, 
“Oh! You have come! What have you brought for me? Let 
me have a look.” He relished the sweet she had brought for 
him and said,” Why did you spend money on this? Bring me 
something you have cooked with your own hand, even a little 

Mother Extraordinaire!
Gopal’s Mother (Gopal ki Maa) (1822-1906)

SUShaMa aRUR

bit of vegetables will do. But you should cook it.” That day he 
only talked on food, did not talk on Bhakti (devotion), God, 
Dharma at all. Aghormani was greatly disappointed. “What 
kind of Sanyasi is he?,”she thought, “he only talks about food 
and their varieties. How can I cook these delicacies he has 
mentioned? I am a poor widow! I won’t come here again.” 
She sighed! Yet, when she reached her hut, she developed 
an uncontrollable urge to go back to Dakshineshwar.

Aghormani made a second trip to Dakshineshwar when she 
carried a little vegetable dish (bhaaji) and Shri Ramakrishna 
ate it with greater relish and exclaimed, “It’s sheer Amrut!” 
There were tears in Aghormani’s eyes. Again she went 3-4 
times and everytime, like a child, he would ask her, “What’s 
there this time?” Aghormani was so irritated, she vowed, “Oh 
my Gopal! Is this the fruit of my persistent prayers and pooja? 
I will never go to this glutton again!” Though she uttered 
these words, her mind would wander away to Dakshineshwar!
It	was	 in	 the	year	1885	when	Aghormani	had	finished	

doing her routine japa and  pranayam and was about to keep 
her japamala  in the altar that she saw Shri Ramakrishna 
sitting on her left! He was sitting just like her Gopal, his 
right	hand	 folded	 in	a	fist.	 She	was	 totally	 shaken,	 “How	
did he enter my hut?” she said to herself and stared at him. 
Lo! The vision disappeared. But on the same spot her Gopal 
came out crawling to her and said, “Amma, give me butter!”  
“Ayyo! I am a poor widow, from where will I get you butter?”  
Exclaimed Aghormani hysterically with great joy! The child 
asked again, “Give something else”. Sobbing with joy, she 
took	out	coconut	barfi	and	gave	it	to	him.	BalGopal	(Gopal,	
the child) came and sat on her lap eating the sweet. He 
pulled her japamala and crawled all over her hut. At last she 
put him to sleep. 

At the crack of dawn Aghormani took the sleeping Gopal 
in her arms and started running towards Dakshineshwar, 
chanting all throughout the name of Gopal. Her clothes 
in shambles, her hair disarrayed, she dashed towards 
Shri Ramakrishna’s room. He was sitting on a cot. As she 
entered the room, Gopal woke up slowly, came down from 
Aghormani’s arms and vanished into Shri Ramkrishna’s body. 
Seeing this most unbelievable happening, Aghormani still 
hysterical, fed Shri Ramakrishna and danced all over his room, 
and at the same time moaned to get back her Gopal. Seeing 
her in this state, Shri Ramkrishna smiled. Though by now 
she realized that Shri Ramkrishna is divine in the few times 
that he has shown his divinity by becoming Gopal, she would 
always comment that her Balgopal is not like him at all! He is 
real, lively, crawls, talks, plays, smiles unlike Shri Ramkrishna 
(usually in Samadhi) who is rigid like wood! 

Once in Dakshineshwar, when Shri Ramakrishna saw 
Aghormani, he made her sit near him and fed her with fruits 
and sweetmeat. But Aghormani felt awkward and asked him 
why he is feeding her? Then Ramakrishna told his disciples 
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that Aghormani is divine. She was a fruit seller during 
Krishnavatara and would feed him with luscious fruits. Shri 
Ramkrishna saw the ’mother’ in her. Since this episode she 
was known as ‘Gopal ki Ma’.

Shri Ramakrishna had a great sense of humor. One day, 
he made Naren (Swami Vivekanand) talk to Aghormani about 
her spiritual journey. Both were opposites, one was highly 
qualified	while	she,	to	the	outside	world,	was	an	illiterate.	He	
refuted idol worship whereas she orthodox, fully immersed in 
worship. Ramkrishna could not have put two more strikingly 
different people together. So, he made them talk. When 
Aghormani spoke about her experiences of how she spends 
her time in pooja, pranayam and japa, prayers all day and 
night, and how she found Gopal and his childhood pranks, 
Narendra’s	eyes	filled	with	tears	and	started	flowing.	Narendra	
was a sensitive person and had the ability to understand the 
deep spirituality within her.

“I am a poor illiterate widow. You are rich, and a scholar. 
Do you think my experiences are true and valid?”, asked 
Gopal’s mother pathetically. 
“Mother,	your	experiences	are	definitely	very	true!”	Naren	

exclaimed.
Swami Vivekanand sent three foreigners Margaret Noble, 

Josephine Macleod and Sara Bull (who were keen to take 
diksha to become sanyasins) to Gopal ki Ma. She asked, 
“Why me? What do I know? I am an ordinary person, illiterate 
and poor”. Vivekananda said, “What! How are you ordinary? 
You have achieved Almighty and His presence only through 

constant prayer! If you cannot give diksha, then who else 
will give? You just teach them your favorite mantra (Ishta 
mantra) and their job is done.” She, in spite of the language 
barrier, managed to convey whatever she knew. “Surrender 
yourself to God. Get up at three in the morning and chant 
the name of God 10,000 times. You can do it easily. Do the 
same in the evening too.” advised the great devotee of God. 
Though she was orthodox and conservative about purity, 
she hugged and kissed them and showered love on them 
through gestures and taking their hands in hers. They came 
back and reported to Swami Vivekanand that, “What we saw 
was the real ancient India, a land of prayers, tears, ascetic 
life, fasting which is slowly becoming extinct now.”

She was very fond of Shri Ramakrishna’s disciples and 
when she came to know about Swami Vivekanand’s passing 
away she fell unconscious and broke her elbow. She was 
looked after by the Ramkrishna mission staff. When her 
health was deteriorating, she was taken to Calcutta and 
Sister Nivedita looked after her very fondly till the end. She 
remarked, “Gopal’s mother saw God in every human being 
and thereby reached Paramahamsatva, the high point of 
spirituality”.

In 1906, July 8th Gopal’s mother was in her last stage when 
she was brought to the bank of the Ganga and prayers were 
said in her ears as she breathed her last. Such was the life 
of Mother Extraordinaire, an epitome of pure Love.

<<<>>>

BIRTH CENTENARY REMEMBRANCE
22nd June 2018

RAGHUVIR RAMBHAT UPPONI
22-06-1918 - 26-03-2009

It broke our hearts to lose you,
But you did not go alone,

A part of us went with you, 
The day God took you home.

If tears could build a stairway,
And heartaches make a lane,
We’d walk our way to heaven

And bring you back again.
In life we loved you dearly,
In death we love you still,

In our hearts you hold a place,
No one could ever fill again.

FROM – Wife Indumati, children, grand children, relatives and friends
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A°S>ìhmoHo$Q> Za|Ð H$m_V ñ_¥{V ì`m»`mZ_mcm … 10do nwîn n§. am_Xmg H$m_V
CX` _§{H$H$a

A°S>ìhmoHo$Q> Za|Ð H$m_V ñ_¥{V ì`m»`mZ_mcoVrc Xhmdo nwîn, 
gmañdV _{hcm g_mOmÀ`m g^mJ¥hmV, g§JrV a§J^y_rdarc gwà{gÕ 
VgoM cmoH${à` Á`oð> Jm`H$ ZQ> n§{S>V am_Xmg H$m_V `m§Zr 21 
E{àc 2018 amoOr J§w\$co. {df` hmoVm ""_mPo ZmQ>çjoÌmVrc 
AZw^d'' gwédmVrg Za|Ð H$m_V `m§À`m nËZr gmYZmVmB© `m§Zr am_
XmgOtMm öÚ n[aM` H$ê$Z {Xcm. Ë`m åhUmë`m, ""18 \o$~«wdmar 
1931 hm am_XmgOtMm OÝ_{Xdg. åhUOo AmVm d` df} 87. na§Vw 
AOyZhr Vo ZmQ>çg§JrVmÀ`m N>moQ>çm _¡\$cr ̀ eñdrnUo gmXa H$aVmV. 
J§wVVm öX` ho, àW_ VwO nmhVm, ZH$mo {dgê$ g§Ho$V {_cZmMm, 
gdm©Ë_H$m gd}œam Aer Ë`m§Mr AZoH$ gw_Yya JrVo AOyZhr Amnë`m 
H$mZmV ê§$Or KmcVmV. Ë`m§À`m {dZ_« 
hgV_wI Am{U _Z{_imdy  
ñd^mdm_wio, Vo ZmQ>çg¥ï>rV AË`§V 
cmoH${à` AmhoV. ""AW©emñÌ'' {df` 
KoD$Z Vo nXdrYa Pmco Am{U Ë`mZ§Va 
Ë`m§Zr AI§S> Aer g§JrVmMr AmamYZm 
gwê$ Ho$cr. Ë`m§Mo dS>rc ~§Yy, 
»`mVZm_ g§JrVVk Cn|Ð H$m_V 
`m§À`mH$S>o Ë`m§Zr emñÌr` g§JrVmMo 
{ejU KoVco. ZmQ>çg§JrVmVrc Ë`m§Mo 
Jwê$ åhUOo JmoqdX~wdm A½Zr, {OV|Ð 
A{^foH$s, ^mcM§Ð n|T>maH$a Am{U 
^r_goZ Omoer, Am{U gwJ_ g§JrVmVrc 
Jwê$ åhUOo ̀ ed§V Xod. Ë`m§Zm JmonrZmW 
gmdH$ma, _mo. J. am§JUoH$a, _mñQ>a 
XÎmmam_, Z§XHw$_ma amdVo, ^mcM§Ð 
n|T>maH$a Am{U _YwH$a VmoaS>_c `m§À`mgma»`m Zm_d§V {X½Xe©H$m§Mo 
_mJ©Xe©Z cm^co. am_XmgOtZr EHy$U 18 ZmQ>H$mVyZ ^y{_H$m Ho$ë`m. 
Ë`mn¡H$s JmOcocr ZmQ>Ho$ åhUOo … g§e`H$„moi, emaXm, gm¡^Ð,  
_mZmn_mZ, EH$M ß`mcm, _Ëñ`J§Ym, ``mVr Am{U Xod`mZr, _ram 
_Ywam, hmoZmOr ~mim, _§Xma_mcm, YÝ` Vo Jm`Zr H$im BË`mXr. 
am_XmgOr AZoH$ à{V{ð>V nwañH$mam§Zr gÝ_m{ZV Pmco AmhoV. 
Ë`mn¡H$s gdm©V _hÎdmMm åhUOo 2014 gmcr {_imcocm AÊUmgmho~ 
{H$cm}ñH$a g§JrV a§J^y_rMm OrdZJm¡ad nwañH$ma. 2009_Ü`o Vo  
_amR>r ZmQ>çg§_ocZmMo AÜ`j åhUyZ {ZdSy>Z Amco. Ë`m§Mo dmñVì` 
{dconmc}V AgyZ Vo "nmc}^yfU' nwañH$mamZohr gÝ_m{ZV Pmco AmhoV. 
_mPo nVr Za|Ð H$m_V `m§À`mer `m§Mo Iyn {Oìhmù`mMo g§~§Y hmoVo, 
Ë`m_wio Vo BWo Amco `mMm Amåhmcm AË`§V AmZ§X hmoVmo Amho, EdT>o 
gm§JyZ gmYZmVmBªZr, am_XmgOtZm Ë`m§Mo _ZmoJV ì`º$ H$aÊ`mMr 
{dZ§Vr Ho$cr.

Amnë`m ^mfUmV am_XmgOr åhUmco, ""_mPm OÝ_ 1931 
gmcr åhmngm_Ü`o Pmcm. _mPo _yi Jmd gm§Iir (Jmodm). emco` 
{ejU nyU© Pmë`mda _r _§w~B©cm Amcmo. {dëgZ _hm{dÚmc`mV 
H$cm emIoV àdoe {_i{dcm. g§JrV ZmQ>H$m§_Ü`o ^y{_H$m H$aÊ`mMr 
à~i BÀN>m hmoVr. Ë`m_wio _mPo dS>rc ~§Yy Cn|Ð H$m_V `m§À`mH$S>o 

arVga emñÌr` Jm`Z {eH$Ê`mg gwédmV Ho$cr. Xaå`mZ nXdrYa 
Pmcmo, {_idVm Pmcmo. `WmdH$me EAa B§{S>`mV ZmoH$ar {_imcr, 
g§JrVgmYZm gwê$ hmoVr, V`mar hmoV hmoVr. Ë`mMdoir JmonrZmW 
gmdH$ma g§e`H$„moi ZmQ>H$mMr OwidmOwid H$arV hmoVo. Ë`m§À`m 
AmoiIrÀ`m J¥hñWmZo _cm Ë`m§À`mH$S>o Zoco. _r Ë`m§Zm JmD$Z 
XmI{dco, g§dmX åhUyZ XmI{dco. _cm Am{œZ eoR>Mr ^y{_H$m 
Ano{jV hmoVr. _mPo _amR>r EoHy$V Vo _cm ""Jmoì`mMo nmg©c'' åhUmco 
Am{U EH$M JmUo Agcocr EH$ N>moQ>rer ̂ y{_H$m _cm XoD$ Ho$cr. _r 
ZmamO Pmcmo Am{U Vr ^y{_H$m ZmH$mê$Z Kar naVcmo. Kar Amë`mda 
_mÂ`m dS>rc~§YyZr _mPr g_OyV H$mT>cr. Xwgè`m {Xder àË`j 

OmD$Z JmonrZmW gmdH$mam§Zm _r _mPm 
hmoH$ma H$i{dcm Am{U Ë`m§Zr XoD$ 
Ho$cocr ^y{_H$m Ho$cr. 1964 _Ü`o 
Yr Jmodm qhXy Agmo{gEeZZo ""g§JrV 
_Ëñ`J§Ym'' ho ZmQ>H$ a§J^y_rda  
AmUco. Ë`mÀ`m 500hÿZ A{YH$ 
à`moJmV _r H$m_ Ho$co. CÎm_ ZQ>g§M, 
CËH¥$ï> g§{hVm, CËH¥$ï> JmUr, {OV|Ð 
A{^foH$s¨M§ gw_Yya g§JrV. n{hcm 
à`moJ Pmcm d Xwgè`m {Xder nonamV 
N>mnyZ Amco. ""_Ëñ`J§Ym H$mogicr'' 
XO}Xma {Z{_©Vr_yë`o AgyZhr ZmQ>H$mcm 
OZml` {_iV ZìhVm. H$maU g_OV 
ZìhVo. HMV_Ü`o AmoiI H$mTy>Z _r 
_mÂ`m JmÊ`mÀ`m Üd{Z_w{ÐH$m Ho$ë`m. 
AmH$medmUrda H$m_ H$aUmè`m  

_mÂ`m {_Ìmcm Ë`m {Z`{_V àgm[aV H$aÊ`mMr {dZ§Vr Ho$cr. JmUr 
cmoH${à` Pmcr. _yi ZmQ>H$mV 17-18 JmUr hmoVr Am{U ZmQ>H$ 
5-5&& Vmg MmcV Ago. Jmodm qhXy, Agmo{gEeZMo nXm{YH$mar 
Zm{eH$cm OmD$Z dg§Vamd H$mZoQ>H$am§Zm ^oQ>co. Ë`m§Zm n[apñWVr 
g_OmdyZ gm§{JVcr Am{U 7-8 JmUr H$_r Ho$cr. g§dmX H$_r Ho$co 
Am{U ZmQ>H$ VrZ Vmgm§da AmUco Am{U Ë`mZ§Va `m ZmQ>H$mMo 550 
hÿZ A{YH$ à`moJ Pmco. àojH$m§Zr ZmQ>H$ Ajae… S>moŠ`mda KoVco. 
"``mVr Am{U Xod`mZr' `m ZmQ>H$mV "ào_ daXmZ, ñ_a gXm' ho JmUo 
Amho. JmÊ`mÀ`m eãXm§dê$Z àg§J Amnë`m cjmV AmcmM Agoc. 
nU A{^foH$s~wdm§Zr {Xcocr Mmc àg§JmZwê$n ZìhVr. Ë`m§Zm _r 
gm§JÊ`mMm à`ËZ Ho$cm nU Vo åhUmco, ""_r Mmc ~XcUma Zmhr.'' 
Z§Va BVam§Zr gm§{JVë`mda Ë`m§Zr Mmc ~Xccr. (am_XmgOtZr 
XmoÝhr MmcrV øm JmÊ`mÀ`m H$mhr Amoir åhUyZ XmI{dë`m.) 
_r Ë`m§Zm åhQ>co, ""H$m`, Mmc ~Xccr Zm? ~wdm H$gco _mKma 
KoVmhoV! Vo åhUmco, ""_r Mmc Hw$R>o ~Xccr? _r Vmc ~Xccm. 
AmYr {ÌVmc hmoVm AmVm PnVmc Amho.'' EHo$ {Xder ~m~yOtMm 
(gwYra \$S>Ho$) \$moZ Amcm. Vo åhUmco, ""_r _§w~B©Mm OmdB© {MÌnQ> 
H$aVmo`, Ë`mV EH$ JmUo Amho- ""àW_ VwO nmhVm'- Vo Vwåhr Jmdo 
Aer _mPr BÀN>m Amho. Ë`m§À`m {MÌnQ>mVrc JmUr VoM Jm`Mo, 
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Ë`m_wio _cm Amü`© dmQ>co. Ë`m§Zr _cm nmMmaU H$aÊ`mMo H$maU 
H$m`? åhUyZ _r n¥ÀN>m Ho$cr. Voìhm ~m~yOr åhUmco, ""ho JmUo Á`m 
nmÌmda {M{ÌV hmoUma Amho, Vmo {MÌnQ>mV Jm`H$ ZQ>mMr ^y{_H$m 
H$aVmo` Am{U åhUyZ Vwåhr ho JmUo Jmdo Aer _mPr BÀN>m Amho.'' 
Vo JmUo _r Jm`cmo Am{U AmOhr Vo JmUo a{gH${à` Amho. ""g§JrV 
_Ëñ`J§Ym''Mm Jmodm Xm¡am hmoVm. Ë`mdoir _r EAa B§{S>`mV ZmoH$ar 
H$arV hmoVmo. _mPr gwÅ>r _§Oya Pmcr hmoVr. nU Ë`mMdoir EAa 
B§{S>`mÀ`m EH$m {d_mZmcm AnKmV Pmë`m_wio gdmªÀ`m gwÅ>çm aÔ 
Pmë`m Am{U _r Xm¡è`mda OmD$ eH$cmo Zmhr. {Z_m©Ë`m§Zm dmQ>co, 
_mPo _hÎd dmT>{dÊ`mgmR>r _r ho _wÔm_ Ho$co. Z§Va øm ZmQ>H$mVrc 
_mPr ^y{_H$m {dœZmW ~mJwcm§Zr Ho$cr. _mÂ`m EH$m ZmQ>H$mcm 
n§{S>V ^r_goZ OmoetMo g§JrV hmoVo. JmÊ`m§À`m Vmc_tgmR>r _cm 
^r_goZOtH$S>o nwÊ`mcm Omdo cmJV hmoVo. ZmoH$ar gm§^miyZ Vohr Ho$co. 

_r ^y{_H$m Ho$coë`m gd© ZmQ>H$m§Mo {_iyZ 4500 nojm A{YH$ à`moJ 
Pmco AmhoV. _mÂ`m Aem AZoH$ AZw^dm§{df`r _mPo _ZmoJV _r 
ì`º$ Ho$co Amho. AmnUm§ gdmªZm _Z…nyd©H$ YÝ`dmX! Hw$Umcm H$mhr 
àý {dMmam`Mo AgVrc Va Ë`m§Zr Vo {dMmamdoV.''

a{gH$m§Zr {dMmacoë`m àým§Zm, am_XmgOtZr AË`§V _moH$ionUmZo 
CÎmao {Xcr. F$U{ZX}e H$aVmZm gmYZmVmB© J{hdê$Z åhUmë`m, 
""Za|ÐZm ZmQ>H$m§Mr AË`§V AmdS>, Zìho doS>M hmoVo. AmO Vo BWoM 
Hw$R>o AÑí` ñdê$nmV AgVrc `mV e§H$m Zmhr.''

Za|ÐOtÀ`m _mVmolr lr_Vr B§{Xam H$m_V `m§Mo ñ_aUmW© 
Aënmonhma Pmë`mda H$m`©H«$_mMr `Wmo{MV gm§JVm Pmcr. àojH$ 
V¥á _ZmZo KamH$S>o naVco.

AO~ c½Z gmohio
aoIm amd

E{àc _o _{hZm åhUOo c½ZmMm _mog_. `mdê$Z  
dV©_mZnÌmV dmMcoë`m AZoH$ c½ZmMo AO~ gmohio AmR>dco. 
dmQ>c§ dmMH$m§~amo~a Vo eoAa H$amdo åhUyZ hm N>moQ>mgm coI.

c½Z hm _mZdr OrdZmVrc EH$ _hÎdnyU© gmohim. Vmo H$em 
[aVrZo gmOam H$amdm ho Ë`m c½Z H$aUmè`m OmoS>ß`mda Adc§~yZ 
Amho. g_mOmV H$mhr ar{V[admO, ê$T>r, na§nam AmhoV. Ë`mà_mUo 
AZoH$ gmohio, CËgd nma nS>VmV. AWm©V² Á`mcm Oo `mo½` dmQ>oc 
Ë`mà_mUo Vo H$aÊ`mMo àË`oH$mcm ì`{º$ñdmV§Í` Amho. Ë`m_wio c½Z 
H$aUmao OmoS>no d Ë`m§À`m OdiÀ`m Ë`m§À`m Hw$Qw>§~r`m§À`m BÀN>oZwgma 
ho gmohio nma nS>VmV. nyduÀ`m H$mir hm gmohim nmM-ghm {Xdg 
Mmcm`Mm. amoO H$mhr Zm H$mhr ê$T>rà_mUo g_ma§^ ìhm`Mo. h„rÀ`m 
Ym§XcrÀ`m `wJmV Vo eŠ` Zgë`mZo EH$ {XdgmMm åhUOo gH$mir 
c½Z d g§Ü`mH$mir ñdmJV g_ma§^ Agm gwQ>gwQ>rV H$m`©H«$_ AgVmo. 
Ë`mV nydugmaIo gd© {dYr Z H$aVm AJXr _hÎdmMo VoM {d{Y Ho$co 
OmVmV. Va Á`m§Zm IMm©V H$nmV H$am`Mr Amho d Ym{_©H$ {dYr 
ZH$moV Vo Zm|XUr nÕVrZo {ddmh H$aVmV. {ddmh H$gm H$amdm ho 
Á`mÀ`m Ë`mÀ`m BÀN>oda Adc§~yZ Amho.

AcrH$S>o _cm AZoH$ c½Z gmohù`mV hOoar cmdmdr cmJcr. 
_r {ZarjU Ho$co H$s, nydugmaIo {d{dY cm§~cMH$ {dYr Zgco 
Var H$mhr Zm H$mhr {Z{_ÎmmZo c½Z gmohim 3-4 {Xdg gmOam 
Ho$cm OmVmo. n{hë`m {Xder XodnyOZ, Xwgè`m {Xder g§JrV, 
{Vgè`m {Xder _oh§Xr-hiX, Mm¡Ï`m {Xder c½Z-ñdmJVg_ma§^, 
_J OodUmMo {d{dY àH$ma, H$a_UwH$sMo H$m`©H«$_ Agm {d{dYa§Jr 
H$m`©H«$_ AgVmo. Á`m§Zm Oo {dYr hdo AgVmV Ë`mà_mUo nwamo{hVmZm 
~mocmdyZ Ho$co OmVmV. AmVm ho c½Z gmohio EH$m {d{eï> OmVrnwaVo 
_`m©{XV ZgyZ c½ZmMm AmZ§X gmOam H$aUo hm _w»` hoVy AgVmo. 
Vmo `mo½`M Amho. `m hm¡gonm`r {H$Ë`oH$Xm AZmR>m`r IM© hmoVmo Vo 
gm§JUo ZcJo. na§Vw AmOMr VéU {nT>r ñdV… H$_mdVr Agë`m_wio 
Am{U AmB©d{S>cm§Mmhr nmqR>~m Agë`m_wio ho gmohio WmQ>mV nma 

nS>VmV. H$Yr H$Yr `mV ñnYm© cmJcocr {XgyZ `oVo. H$moU {H$Vr 
WmQ>mV H$aVmo ho. lr_§V ì`mnmar, amOH$maUr, {gZog¥ï>rVrc cmoH$, 
H$mnm}aoQ> OJ `m{df`r Z ~moccocM§ ~a§! Ë`m§À`m EonVrà_mUo Am{U 
CËgmhmà_mUo c½Z gmohio gmOao H$aVmV.

na§Vw h„r H$mhr VéUVéUtZm {d{eï> àH$mao c½Z H$am`Mo 
AgVo. _hmamï´>mVrc EH$ {J`m©amohUào_r `wJwcmZo S>m|Ja_mÏ`mda 
^Q>OtZm ~mocmdyZ c½Z Ho$co. ^Q>OrgwÕm OmoS>ß`mà_mUo {J`m©amohU 
H$ê$Z S>m|Jamda MT>co H$m `mMm _mÌ Iwcmgm Pmcm Zmhr. Xwgè`m 
EH$m OmoS>ß`mZo g_wÐmÀ`m _Ü`^mJr ~moQ>rda gd© {dYtgh c½Z 
gmohim nma nmS>cm Va Xwgè`m OmoS>ß`mZo g_wÐmÀ`m Vimer OmD$Z 
nmU~wS>rV {ddmh Ho$cm. EH$m lr_§V ì`mnmè`mÀ`m _wcmZo {d_mZ 
A{V C§Mmda AgVmZm ghàdmí`m§À`m gmjrZo _m{J©Ho$À`m _Ü`^mJr 
C^o amhÿZ {ddmh Ho$cm.

AcrH$S>oM dmMZmV Amco H$s, gwna_mH}$Q>_Yrc \$i^mÁ`m 
{d^mJmVrc ~mgï> dfr©` "VéUrZo' EH$moUgÎma dfu` "VéUm'~amo~a 
JmOa, dm§Jr, Q>mo_°Q>mo d BVa \$i^mÁ`m§À`m ghdmgmV Amcoë`m 
J«mhH$m§À`m gmjrZo "Am`c_Ü`o' c½Z Ho$co. H$m Va hr VéU _§S>ir 
Xhm dfmªnydu `mM gwna_mH}$Q>_Ü`o `mM ^mJmV ^oQ>cr hmoVr. na§Vw 
Voìhm Ë`m§Zr c½Z H$aÊ`mMo R>a{dco ZìhVo. Xhm dfmªZ§Va `mM 
OmJoV ^oQ>co d XmoK§ A{ddmhrV AmhoV ho H$iVmM 69 dfmªÀ`m 
AmOmo~m§Zr {Vcm c½ZmMr _mJUr KmVcr. _J øm 62 dfm©À`m VéU 
AmÁOrZo Ë`m§Mo Zmd EoH$VmM Ý`m`mYremcm ~mocdyZ gd© J«mhH$m§À`m 
CnpñWVrV c½Z Ho$co. AWm©V² hm gmohim nopÝgcìhm{Z`mVrc EH$m 
Jmdr Pmcm.

Xwgè`m EH$mZo Amncr ào`gr EH$m XwY©a AmOmamZo {nS>rV Amho 
d H$mhr _{hÝ`m§Mr gmo~Vr Amho ho _mhrV AgVmZmhr XdmImÝ`mV 
S>m°ŠQ>a d BVa é½Um§À`m CnpñWVrV {ddmh Ho$cm.

Ago AZoH$ AO~ c½Z-gmohio Pmcoco dmMco, EoH$co Am{U 
Vo H$mJXmda CVadë`m{edm` amhdco Zmhr. _J _ZmV Amco, ì`º$s 
{VVŠ`m àH¥$Vr! Hw$Ur H$g§ c½Z H$amd§ hm Á`mMm Ë`mMm àý Amho. 
na§Vw Vo XrK©H$mi d gwIH$maH$ H$go {Q>H$dmd§ `mda _mÌ àË`oH$mZo 
{dMma H$amdm Am{U Ë`mà_mUo dmJmd§. gwIr c½Z~§YZ!!
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nmonQ>mc| nm°Q> BË`m XwH$c|?
PmS>mar Am§~o {nH$co, Am§~o ImdZw ImdZw

nmonQ>mc| nm°Q> Omoa OmoamZ² XwH$c|Ÿ&&
Vmo Jocmo H$~yVa d¡Úmc² Kmam
d¡ÚmZo JwQw>a© JwQw>a© H$mc¡cr

H$Sw>{M dH$Xm Jwir Am{Z nmonQ>mc| Zm§H$ XmQ>yZ
MQ>H$Z² Vm|S>mV gmoiirŸ&&

nmonQ>mcr nm°Q>Q>m-XwH$s am~cr nQ>H$Z²
Omë`ma AX© dmQ>oa dVZm AmdmO ~gcmo EH$X_Ÿ&&

VmZo qXdÀ`o Am{ec|
H$m`ù`m§Joë`m H$m°coOm§Vw coŠMa
hm° AmdmO Var Aer n§ŠMaŸ&&
VmZo dmQ> Yacr H$mo{H$io KaMr
Vr ~{ecr Jm`Z åhUVMr

{VZo nmonQ>mH$ {nd¡cmo {_a`m H$gm`
VrH$ VrH$ {_a`mH$gm` nrdZw

VmJocmo Or^ Oicr hm`² hm`²Ÿ&&
åhmoUw Vm|S> Jm°S> H$moéH$

Vmo naV C~cmo Am§ã`m PmS>mar
{n¸$sco Am§~o Im§dÀ`mH$!Ÿ&&

- AéUm Hw§$S>mOo

JwnÀ`oco c½ZmH$
(nú`m§Joc amÁ`m§V c½ZmÀ`| grPZ, \o$XadmS>tVw JwnÀ`|co c½ZŸ&&)

nú`m§Joë`m amÁ`m§Vw
JwnÀ`oco c½ZmH$ H§w$H$S>m§Jco ~±S>

_m§H$S> dmQ>Vm ea~V W§S>
na_ir AÎma MmÞr cm`Vm

Jwcm~m CÔmH$ ~Jimo KmcVmŸ&&
_m§Q>do cm½Jr ~gë`m JwnÀ`ocr _¡{ÌUr

Vm§~S>o {cnpñQ>H$, nmMdo gmS>rMr nmonQ>rUr
nmonQ>mcmo _°qMJ gyQ>, Jwcm~r Q>mB©, Mm°H$coQ>r ~yQ>

~mJcm§V am~yZw Vmo gJù`m§H$ XmH¡$Vm dmQ>Ÿ&&
_¡Zm, gmi§wH$s nioa KodZw am~ë`m§Vr
Hw$_Hw$_ XrdZw Ë`mo JOao dm§Q>VmVrŸ&&
~m_UmH$ KodZw H$mo{H$im Am`ë`m

{n„m§H$ KoìZw {~„r ~gë`mŸ&&
\$m°aoZmH$ WmdZw Am`cm hmoaoVmcmo H${PZ²

àoP|Q> hmù`m§ VmZo {S>Pm`ZmÀ`| ~«m§M Am{Z Q>m`{nZ²Ÿ&&
nmaì`mZo åhio PQ²>nQ²> _§Ì, _m°amZo Yacmo A§VanmQ>

H$m`imo` Am`cm!
H$m`imo` Am`cm _whÿVm© doimarŸ!

VmJocmo Xm°imo _mÌ OodUm§Vwë`m ~Á`mar!!
- AéUm Hw§$S>mOo

g§ñH$ma
{dO`mcú_r gwaoe H$mnZmS>H$

H$mhr {Xdgm§nydu EH$m a{ddmar _cm KmQ>H$monacm OmÊ`mMr 
g§Yr {_imcr. Ë`m gH$mir ^m`Iim ñQ>oeZdê$Z _r H$ë`mUÀ`m 
JmS>rV {eaco. _mÂ`m nmR>monmR> coS>rOÀ`m S>ã`mV gÎmarVrc XmoZ 
~m`H$mnU MT>ë`m. S>ã`mVrc COì`m ~mOyÀ`m H$ßß`mV H$ë`mUÀ`m 
{XeoZo Vm|S> H$ê$Z ~gÊ`mOmo½`m ~|Mda S>mì`m {IS>H$sOdi Mma 
~m`H$m ~gë`m hmoË`m Va COì`m {IS>H$sOdi EH$ n§MdrerVrc 
`wdVr ~gcr hmoVr. _r {VÀ`m g_moarc ~mH$mda H$monè`mV ~gco. 
Ë`m XmoZ AmOtZr S>ã`mMo {ZarjU H$ê$Z _wcrOdi `oD$Z ~gUma 
VodT>çmV EH$ Jm¡adUu` {YßnmS> _wcJr Ë`m grQ>da Eogn¡g ~gcr, 
Ë`m_wio Ë`m XmoKr AmÁ`m§n¡H$s EH$scmM Ë`m§À`m_Ü`o ~gUo eŠ` 
hmoVo. ~mOyMm ~mH$ [aH$m_m hmoVm. EH$m AmOrZo {Vcm B§J«OrVyZ 
AX~rZo {dMmaco ""Oam Vy ~mOycm gaH$erc H$m? Amåhm XmoKm§Zm 
Odi ~gVm `oB©c.'' Ë`m _wcrZo _mo~mBcMo H$mZmVrc ~yM H$mTy>Z 
{dMmaco ""H$m`?'' AmOrZo nwÝhm àý {dMmacm. Ë`mda Vr _wcJr 
VmS>H$Z ~moccr ""Vwåhmcm g_moarc ~|Mda ~gVm `oV Zmhr H$m? 
_r n§»`mImcyZ hcUma Zmhr. _cm _mÂ`m S>moŠ`mda n§Im hdmM.''

ZmB©cmOmZo Xwgar AmOr _mÂ`mOdi `oD$Z ~gcr. XmoKr 
~mocÊ`mMm à`ËZ H$arV hmoË`m. nU JmS>rÀ`m IS>IS>mQ>mZo ì`Ë`` 
`oV hmoVm ho {IS>H$sOdi ~gcoë`m EH$m _wcrÀ`m cjmV Amco d 

{VZo AmOrcm Amncr OmJm {Xcr Am{U Vr _mÂ`mOdi ~gcr. Ë`m 
XmoKr AmÁ`m§Zr g_mYmZmMm gwñH$mam gmoS>cm. XmXa ñQ>oeZ `oVmM Vr 
CÕQ> _wcJr CVacr d hr _wcJr AmOrOdi ~gcr.

VodT>çmV H$mR>r KoD$Z EH$ JwOamVr ~mB© S>ã`mV `oD$Z _wcrÀ`m 
~mOycm ~gUma, Va _mJyZ {Vcm {MH$Qy>Z Xwgè`m ~mB©Zo OmJm 
~iH$mdcr. AY©dQ> ~gcoë`m JwOamVr ~mB©Zo gaH$Ê`mg gm§{JVco 
Va ""Amåhr AmUIr {H$Vr gaH$mdo? OmJm Amho H$m ~Km'' AmOr 
~moccr. Var Vr ZdrZ AmOrgwÕm {Vcm gaH$Ê`mgmR>r X_XmQ>r H$ê$ 
cmJcr. nU AmOr nyU©nUo ~gy eH$V Zmhr ho nmhÿZ Vr _wcJr ñdV… 
C^r am{hcr. AmVm H$mR>r KoVcocr AmOr Amam_mV ~gcr AZ² 
hr _wcJr g_moamg_moarc nm`m§À`m_Ü`o Vmoc gmdaV C^r am{hcr. 
nU {VÀ`m Mohè`mda em§V ^md nmhÿZ _cmM dmB©Q> dmQ>co. `m 
Jm|YimV gm`Z ñQ>oeZ Joc§ Am{U _r JXuVyZ dmQ> H$mT>rV Xmamn`ªV 
OmÊ`mgmR>r CR>co AZ² {Vcm ~gdco. AZ² {dMmaco. ""Hw$R>§ OmUma 
Amho?'' CÎma {_imco ""H$ë`mU.''

{VÀ`m gai gmcg Z_« ñd^mdmZo _mPo _Z Jc~cyZ Joco. 
ømcmM ""g§ñH$ma'' åhUVmV H$m`?

AmnmoAmn _mPm hmV {VÀ`m S>moŠ`mda R>odcm Jocm Am{U  
_mÂ`m Vm|SmVyZ eãX Amco, ""Xod VwP§ ^c§ H$amo.''
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~~~~~~ Parisevanam ~~~~~~
Distance was no deterrent for US-based 16-year-old RHEA KALYANPUR 

who has created some amazing and useful kits to help the children of 

ParijnanashramVidyalaya in their exciting journey towards new concepts,  

more knowledge. Here is Rhea’s touching account, in her own words,  

of how her brilliant efforts have reached halfway across the globe and proved

LEARNING CAN BE FUN! 
We are very happy to inform you that  this innovative project has earned 
Rhea Kalyanpur the Gold Award, which is the highest honour conferred 

by the Girl Scout  Council. Congratulations Rhea!

I have always felt blessed because I had the opportunity 
of getting a good education. From the time I was a little girl 
I have loved to learn and also to teach others whatever I 
can. I remember after school, I used to run home to tell my 
parents what I had learnt on that day. When I heard that 
the Srivali Trust of our Shri Chitrapur Math had opened a 
new school, I wanted to share my love for education with 
those students. At the same time, I also wondered how 
this would be possible, as I am just a 16-year- old who 
lives halfway across the globe. 

In high school, I have been taking a child - development 
class where we work in a pre-school and learn how to teach 
children. Here, we are taught many techniques that help the 
children learn. I learnt that many children learn better when 
doing hands-on activities. By using these activities, children 
are able to grasp concepts faster and enjoy learning more! 
With this new knowledge, I knew exactly how I would be 
able to spread my love for learning to the Parijnanashram 
Vidyalaya students. I decided to create study aids to send 
to the school. The study aids would be able to help engage 
the students by reinforcing the topics they have learnt, or 
are learning now. 

I created study aids that would not only act as study 
mechanisms but also as toys for the children to have fun 
alongside! I was so excited to create these study aids and 
contacted the Srivali Trust through the help of my family 
members. I talked to Shobhanapachi and she gave me 
many useful tips on what to include in the aids. I obtained 
advice	from	my	child	development	teacher	and	finalized	the	
study aids. I made four types of study aids: Book Discussion 
kits, Puzzles, Spinner Games, and a Learning Binder. 

To fund my project, I presented my ideas during the 
NJ/PA Prarthana Varg and everyone responded with great 
generosity. I have been going to Prarthana Varg for around 
a decade now and have learned from Swamiji’s teachings 
that we should always help others. Lots of families donated 
to support my study aids project. I was also amazed when 

some of the 8-10 year old girls from this group organized a 
lemonade stand and collected money to support my project. 
I also raised money by drawing mehndi designs for my 
friends at school, as well as at birthday parties. 

After the funds required for the project had come in, I 
got down to work. Here are the details of the study aids 
that I created:

♦ Puzzles - I created puzzles with wooden bases 
to ensure they would last for a very long time. I chose 
colorful and interesting pictures for the puzzles so it would 
be enjoyable for the children. I printed questions on the 
back of each puzzle piece and answers were written on the 
backboard of the puzzle. Students had to match questions 
with the right answers and in the process, build the entire 
puzzle board.

♦ Spinner Games - I created a spinner with a variety 
of questions including topics from math, science, English, 
history and geography. The children had to play this game 
by spinning the spinner and answering the question that it 
points to. A child keeps the card if the question is answered 
correctly. The child with the most cards at the end wins!

♦ Book Discussion kits - I love to read so this was 
my favorite creation ! This includes many copies of books 
with worksheets and activities. The children can read the 
books in groups, or by themselves and complete the ac-
tivities. Reading is a great pastime and can be a magical 
experience for every child.

♦ Learning Binder - I made laminated learning ac-
tivities covering many topics, like the alphabet, numbers, 
addition and subtraction, multiplication and division and 
body parts. The children will have to complete the learning 
activity by matching or solving the question on the place-
mat to detachable smaller pieces. The small pieces can be 
attached to the activity sheet with velcro. For example, a 
child will have to match the word “nose” to the picture of 
the nose. I placed the activity sheets in pouches so that 
they can double as a carrier for any loose pieces. I printed 
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~~~~~~ Parisevanam ~~~~~~

Rhea Kalyanpur was in touch with me since last year, as 
she wanted to take up a project of Learning Aids for children 
in Primary school. Initially, she prepared one teaching aid 
and sent it to us for trial. I gave her some suggestions 
regarding the kind of content our  children are more familiar 
with.

After this, she prepared 
many Learning-aids with 
a lot of effort. The quality 
of these aids is absolutely 
professional and it is really 
creditable that a young 
girl thought so deeply  
and designed kits which 
are very creative and 
thought provoking.  All 
the activities are not only 
made interesting but also 
very child-friendly. So the 
children enjoy using them.

There are different types of material, such as puzzles, 
spinners, story books and fun exercises based on the stories 
in the book.

Rhea has made all the aids so thoughtfully that the 
simple puzzles need some mathematical operations, such 
as addition, multiplication etc. as a clue. The “Spinner” has 
five	colours	and	a	needle	in	the	center.	When	the	needle	
of the spinner stops, the child has to pick up a card of the 
colour the needle is pointing at and solve the question given 
on it. Orange cards are for Language and Arts, Yellow for 
Geography and History, Purple for Addition and Subtraction, 
Blue for Multiplication and Division and Red for Science. This 
game caters to all subjects and the children can answer the 
questions and learn almost playfully!

Shobhana Bijoor from ParijnanashramVidyalaya reports on how the 
children are having fun as they learn, using Rhea Kalyanpur’s 

excellent set of teaching aids

There are 2 books, ”Jack and the beanstalk” and “We 
are in a book.” The second book is for pre-primary children 
who have just started reading small words. Jack and the 
beanstalk is for Primary Children. In lower classes the 
teacher can read the story to them and then give the work-

sheets based on the 
story. The questions are 
set so thoughtfully that 
they inculcate creative 
thinking in children. 
This actually guides 
the teachers as to what 
sort of exercises can be 
planned. It is amazing 
that a girl who has not 
had any experience 
in working in a school 
has put together such 
wonderful exercises.

There is a “Learning 
Binder” in which there are pictures of parts of the body and 
the names of the parts,  different shapes and their names, 
plus addition and multiplication tables from 2 to 9.

All the aids are absolutely wonderful. We are very 
fortunate to get help from young enthusiastic people like 
Rhea. I wish her the very  best for what is going to be, 
undoubtedly, a bright future!

* * * *  *

Rhea has a lovely smile 
after days of hard work!

The girls who helped raise 
money for my project by selling 

lemonade

The Gold Award is the highest achievement 
within the Girl Scouts of the USA, earned by 
Senior and Ambassador Girl Scouts. Only 5.4% 
of eligible Girl Scouts successfully earn the Gold 
Award”- from the Girl Scouts Website.

each activity sheet onto hard cardstock paper and then 
laminated each one to make sure it became durable. 

I also laminated all paper in the study aids to make sure 
they would have a long shelf-life. I really loved working on 
the study aids as I got to showcase some of my favorite 
subjects like math and reading. My family helped me a lot 
through this journey. I am very grateful and thankful for 
all their help. 

After sending the study aids to India, I knew that I had 

been able to spread my love for education to the students 
there. Although I had been afraid that it would not be pos-
sible, with a strong team, many generous people and hard 
work it was all a success. I want to encourage everyone to 
help others in any way possible. Any action is not too small 
and can change someone’s life. I hope that the students 
of the Parijnanashram Vidyalaya enjoy the study aids and 
develop a great love for education. 

* * *
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~~~~~~ Parisevanam~~~~~~

Children playing with 
some of the study aids at 

Parijnanashram Vidyalaya, Karla

All the study-aids that Rhea has created: puzzles, spinner 
games, learning binder and book discussion 

Rhea receiving the Girl Scout 
Gold Award for her project on 

Parijnanashram Vidyalaya
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Umesh Krishnarao Koundinya joined his ancient spiritual Master Sri Adbangnathji 
Maharaj in Spirit on April 5th 2018 at Bangalore. He was 83.

He was an inspiration to sadhaks and a source of strength for his Family
September 23rd 1934 - April 5th 2018

With Prayers from his wife Premila, Children & Grandchildren: Srikrishna, Malavika, 
Amit & Priya Sridarshan, Dipali & Shruti  

With Blessings of Kuladevata (Sri Mangesh & Sri Mahalakshmi) and of Chitrapur 
Guruparampara and Prayers of Koundinya, Baindur, Trikannad & Pandit Families 

and all friends and relatives

“All is too little that the world can give: Its power 
and knowledge are the gifts of TimeAnd cannot 

fill the spirit’s sacred thirst.”Sri Aurobindo, Savitri 
Book 3, Canto 1

Celebrating the 80th Birth Anniversary of our beloved Papa/Ajju
Sharad D. Kulkarni

On June 19, 2018

A kind soul, his life revolved around his family, relatives & friends
Fondly remembered by: 
Children: Ashwini/Prashant; Amit/Surdeep

 Grandchildren: Ansh Kulkarni &Sohah Kulkarni
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SMT. VIMAL VENUGOPAL RAO (MANKIKAR)
(06TH OCT 1925- 17TH APR 2018)

Our Paternal Grandmother who was very loving, kind and soft hearted, whom we fondly called as “Aai” 
left for her heavenly abode on 17th Apr 2018. She was 92 and lived a full life.

Our beloved Mamma
Mrs. Amita Arun Gangolly

Passed away after a brief illness on 4th April 2018

(27/10/1955 to 04/04/2018)
Deeply mourned by

Husband: Arun Gangolly, Son: Ameya Gangolly, 
Daughter: Aarti Gangolly Murdeshwar, Son in law: Sameer Murdeshwar

Fondly remembered by:
Gangollys, Upponis, Gokarns, Gangollis, Murdeshwars, Gatnes, Balses, Aldangadys, Tahilramanis

Deeply mourned by:
Son: Suhas Venugopal Rao, Daughter-in-law: Late Mrs Bharati Suhas Rao.

Grand-Son: (Aamod and Adieetyaa), Grand-Daughter-in-law: (Arti Aamod Rao)
Daughter: Mrs Suman Jagdish Gangolli (nee Mankikar)

The entire Rao (Mankikar), Hattikudur, Ugrankar, Gangolli and Chandavarkar family.
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Ellora Kedar Shirali - 6 yrs

Veer Balsekar - 6 yrs

Avani Sajip -  8 yrs

Kiddies’ Corner

Flag Hoisting

Rappling

My tall dolly and her kids
Sunrise

A village scene

Adventure is our base, Conservation is 
our aim (Article on page 59)
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Once A Teacher Always A 
Teacher

Rohan RajeSh kalBaG (15 yeaRS)

I used to go to Honavar to attend the yearly ‘Teru’ or 
‘Rathotsava’. I would be invaribly welcomed  by  a cheerful 
and amiable face beaming at me when I entered the “vani” 
or passage to our house in Rathabeedi.

The possessor of such a face was Shri Ganesh 
Ramakrishna Kalbag or my grandfather whom I had 
lovingly christened as Ajju. He is my role model and will 
always remain so. 

He would rush over to us walking as fast as possible to 
hug us as he loved his grandchildren. While we kissed him 
with affection he would try his best to make it not hurt us 
shaving a day prior, so as to not hurt our soft lips.

His interpretation of the two main aims of life was most 
exceptional	and	remarkable.	The	first	aim	was	to	enlighten	
oneself with more and more knowledge fervently as education 
has no age limit, and secondly to impart this knowledge, 
“Pratyaksh Gyan” which the guru passed on to his shishyas,  
to all the people around him.

He spent his whole life educating everyone around him 
without even looking at where they came from or their 
economic background. 

Whenever he would take me around the streets of Honavar 
to buy his cherished Jalebis, I would witness one out of every 
five	people	bowing	to	him	with	reverence.	They	would	entitle	
him “Kalbag Master” with respect and we would be called as 
Kalbag Master’s Grandchildren!! ... 

He loved teaching and imparting knowledge more than 
anything else in this world. His closest pals were English 
Grammar, Maths and most importantly Physics.

It was he who taught me and my sisters elementary 
science and maths with fundamentals of English Grammar 
like rhetorics and vocabulary. No one was ever too old to 
learn something new for him. He would call himself “84 
years young” not old. Every morning he would take me 
around	our	“hithal”	or	garden	to	pluck	flowers	irrespective	
of weather conditions. He would unhusk coconuts silently at 
night to prevent us from helping him as he loved to do his 
work himself.

He immensely contributed to literature as well. He has 
written countless poems and dramas which are even recited 
today in All India Radio shows. The example of “ Sadharan 
Jeevan Uchh Vichar”.

Even on his last day his adoration towards teaching could 
be seen. I had my Physics exam that day and in the morning 
at 5 am he made me revise the syllabus. At 3:40 pm when 
I came back he discussed with me the paper and even 
accurately predicted how many marks I would get. At 4:30 pm  
he peacefully passed away on his armchair after returning 
from the washroom. Even today I use as the chair for my 

study	 table	 to	 show	my	 reverence	 towards	 his	 sacrifices	
towards the betterment of human society.
This	epitome	of	sacrifice	will	always	be	remembered	by	

me and his students most famous of whom is popular actor 
and pride of our community Shri Anant Nag Mam.

Kiddies’ Corner

Adventure is our base,  
Conservation is our aim

anShUl kUlkaRni, 16 yeaRS, MUMBai

This is the motto of a group of individuals, who call 
themselves “Nature Lovers” and who have a passion for 
adventure and fervour for conserving nature. Based in 
Malad, Mumbai, this organization started off in 1975 with 
15 members, under the name “Mountain Lovers” and 
focused mainly on mountaineering. They soon realised that 
adventure went hand in hand with nature, and so expanded 
the scope of their activities to nature conservation as well. 
They undertook several activities to preserve nature. They 
helped convert several open forests to Protected Forests, to 
protect the wildlife and other habitat and planted over 1600 
trees near Matheran, Maharashtra over 80% of which are 
alive today. They also helped remote villages and explored 
uncharted caves. Today they have more than 1000 active 
members in their family.

They believe that if kids are taught about nature 
conservation at a very young age they would carry that 
knowledge and the love for nature with them throughout 
their life. So, they decided to spread their knowledge amongst 
young kids and organized camps for kids between the ages 
of 6 and 16; and treks, Rajgadh Pradakshina, etc. for other 
people who share the same passion. This year was their 33rd 
such camp.

The Nature Lovers Club organized this year’s camp at 
Lavasa and they were ably supported by manpower from 
X-Thrill, an adventure academy. I was lucky enough to be 
one	of	the	92	participants	who	got	a	first-hand	experience	
of the activities of this group and also their expertise in the 
sphere of nature.

Night Trail Briefing
This camp was held from 28th April 2018 to 1st May 2018.

Some of us left by a bus from Dadar and the others by 
another bus from Kandivali on the 27th of April and reached 
our destination the next morning. After breakfast we went 
for Ex-Prahaar activity. Later that day we went for a night 
trail in the forest that surrounded our camp site and were 
taught how to identify certain birds by their sounds and their 
appearance. We waited for the sunset and then walked back 
in	the	dark.	At	first,	walking	in	a	forest	in	the	dark	seemed	
a silly idea but it was an eye opening experience. We got to 
feel nature at its best, under the clear skies and the moon 
light.	Not	having	any	artificial	light	was	difficult	at	first,	but	
as we walked, it became very enjoyable. The volunteers and 
the instructors were with us all the time to ensure our safety.

Flag Hoisting
The next day, we woke up at 5.30 am  and after hoisting 
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our	national	flag	went	for	bird	watching.	We	were	enlightened	
about the terrain being an extinct volcano and other such 
facts. Next we went for ‘Dynamic Challenge Course’ ; a team 
building game, and rappelled down a 50-feet cliff. It sure 
brought me closer to my group as friends. In the evening 
we did the Ex-Hulala activity, another team building activity. 
This	included	Burma	Bridge,	Zipline,	Rifle	Shooting	and	Soft-
Archery. We also found some leopard droppings near our 
camp site, but the volunteers took utmost care to ensure 
our safety.

Dynamic Challenge Course Briefing
On the 30th of April, the last day of our impeccably planned 

camp, we had a Jungle cooking activity, where we were split 
into teams, and were asked to cook a particular dish on wood-
fuelled stoves. Each and every team was constantly observed 
and was video documented by the volunteers to ensure 
maximum safety. All the dishes were tasted and enjoyed by 
the participants, instructors and volunteers. In the evening 
we were taught a few important knots used in the adventure 
activities. Then there was a quiz where the questions were 
related to nature and its related studies. In the evening, we 
were divided into 6 teams and had a treasure hunt activity. 2 
people from each group were selected as captains and were 
trusted to lead their teams to the general location of the next 
clue.	Before	the	first	clues	were	given,	all	the	12	captains	
were taught to use a compass and to measure distance based 
on their footsteps. We counted the number of steps taken 
to cover 10 metres and calculated other distances based on 

that. Despite there not being a clear winning team, all the 
participants were rewarded with 2 Pen stands, made by one of 
the volunteers. Post dinner, there was a pen-and-act activity 
where the teams from the treasure hunt were to choose a 
prop and present a play where the prop was to be given an 
unconventional use.

On 1st May, the day we departed from the campsite, 
we assembled at the auditorium after breakfast where 
certificates	were	distributed.	This	was	overall	an	awesome	
experience with a lot of new friends and a whole set of 
stories to be shared. The Nature Lovers Family also conducts 
other activities which I personally would urge everyone to 
be a part of those activities and to become a part of this 
wonderful Family.

Donations Received
Kanara Saraswat Association is grateful to the following 
donors:

Scholarship Fund
Mrs Bharati Karnad                    Rs 25000/-
(In memory of father Mr Dinkar Sadashiv Naimpalli and 
mother Mrs Meera Dinkar Naimpalli)

Emergency Medical Relief Fund
Mrs Bharati Karnad                    Rs 25000/-
(In m/o father in law Karnad Pandurang Rao, mother in 
law Smt Swayamprabhabai Karnad and husband Karnad 
Durgadas Pandurangrao)
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So far Tattvabodha revealed the process of creation and 
pointed that the entire universe in totality and the individual 
body-mind-sense	complex	are	nothing	but	the	modified	five	
elements in different combinations. Thus the total gross 
universe and the individual gross body (sqaUla p`pHca: and 
sqaUla SarIr:´Ê total subtle universe and the individual subtle 
bodies ³saUxma p`pHca: and saUxma SarIr:´Ê  total causal universe 
and causal body ³karNa p`pHca: karNa SarIr:´ are made of 
the same matter principle mâyâ supported by Brahman.

This Brahman-mâyâ which is the inseparable maker and 
the material cause ³AiBanna inaima<a ]padana karNama\´is called 
Ishvara by the scriptures. The individual body-mind-sense 
complex which is sentient and has a sense of individuality 
is called jîva.

Now,Tattvabodha wants to talk about- the jîva and 
Ishvara in greater detail and ultimately, the oneness of 
both.

sqaUlaSarIraiBamaaina jaIvanaamakM ba`*map`itibambaM Bavait È
sa eva jaIva: È
p`kR%yaa svasmaat\ [-SvarM iBanna%vaona jaanaait È
AivaVaopaiQa: sana\ Aa%maa jaIva [%yaucyato È
maayaaopaiQa: sana\ [-Svar [%yaucyato È
evama\ ]paiQaBaodat\ jaIvaoSvarBaodadRiYT yaavat\ pya-ntM itYzit
tavat\ pya-ntM janmamarNaaidÉpsaMsaarao na inavat-to È
tsmaa%karNaat\ na jaIvaoSvaryaaoBao-dbauiw: svaIkayaa- È
What is Ishvara? That the  all-pervading consciousness 

-Brahman-has to be the cause of this universe is associated 
with an upâdhi (conditioning) called mâyâ as we have 
seen before in the context of creation. This association of 
Brahman with mâyâ is called Ishvara; and it is this Ishvara 
which is the immediate material-intelligent cause of the 
entire universe. 

Jîva	 is	 the	 reflection	 of	 that	 very	 consciousness-
Brahman.	Where	does	the	reflection	take	place?	If	Brahman 
is	all	pervading,	then	where	can	it	form	any	reflection?	Our	
scriptures	say	that	wherever	there	is	a	reflecting	surface	
subtle	and	sensitive	enough	to	reflect	this	all-	pervading	
consciousness,	 a	 reflection	 is	 formed.	 Now	 the	 next	
question	would	therefore	be	-	what	are	these	reflecting	
surfaces and where are they found?

Again, our scriptures say that the subtle body, the saUxma 
SarIr:Ê especially the intellect- bauiw:  being the subtlest part 
of the saUxma SarIr:	is	an	excellent	reflecting	medium	which	
forms	a	reflection	of	the	original.	This	reflection	is	called	
the AaBaasa caOtnya:.	This	reflection	forgets	 its	 true	nature	
and	identifies	itself	with	the	rest	of	the	saUxma SarIr: and the 
sqaUla SarIr:  and develops an individuality. Just as Brahman 
is associated with mâyâupâdhi and called Ishvara, the jîva 
is associated with ignorance - AivaVa as its upâdhi.

Tattvabodha
Here is the twentieth instalment of Dr. SudhaTinaikar’s absorbing 
de-mystification of a small, but very comprehensive, spiritual text

avavavavavaParisevanam avavavavava

So now, is there any difference between Ishvara and jîva?
Our scriptures say that both [-Svar: and jaIva: are one 

and the same consciousness but with different attributes 
(upâdhis). As long as a jîva thinks of himself as an individual 
and separate from Ishvara, the cycle of birth and death 
continues for the jîva.

The entire purpose of the scriptures is to give this clear 
knowledge to the jîva that “Essentially, you the jîva are not 
really different or separate from Ishvara. The difference is 
only	superficial	in	the	form	of	different	upâdhis.” 

This is the central message of Tattvabodha also. Hence, 
here, the Guru is cautioning the shishya “May you not accept 
that you and Ishvara are different. This notion of difference 
is born out of ignorance of your true nature. As long as this 
wrong notion of difference (Baodbauiw:) exists, you will always 
remain in bondage”.

The one-ness of jîva and Ishvara ³jaIva [-Svar ABaod´ is 
explained in detail in Vedanta by Mahâvakyavichâra ³maha 
vaa@ya ivacaar:´ or an inquiry into the great equation which 
talks in detail about the ‘non-difference’ between the jîva 
and Ishvara.

What is an equation and when is it necessary?
When	 two	 sides	 of	 an	 equation	 look	 superficially	

different, but when derived correctly, in the last step it is 
seen that both sides of the equation are the same. Let us 
take an example 2 + 3 =6 -1. 

 In this equation, the left side and the right side have 
totally different numbers and different signs. But when 
worked out, we see that they are equal. Though there is a 
superficial	and	seeming	difference,	the	final	result	is	‘non-
difference’ of both sides.

The scriptures say that, in a similar way, the jîva and 
Ishvara may look radically different as in the above example. 
But	the	differences	are	only	superficial	and	when	an	inquiry	
is made and the equation is solved, there is absolutely no 
difference between the two.

Every Upanishad has hundreds of such great equations 
which talk about the lack of difference between the 
individual (jîva) and the total (Ishvara). However, four 
sample mahâvakyas from each of the four Vedâs are 
enumerated. These sample mahâvâkyas are;

p`&anama\ b`a*ma from ?Rgvaod: 
AhM ba`*maaisma from yajauvao-d: 
tt\ %vama\ Aisa from saamavaod:
Ayamaa%maa ba`*ma from Aqava-Na vaod:
From now on,Tattvabodha starts its teaching with the 

explanation of the ‘non-difference’ between the jîva and 
Ishvara and the phala (result) of this knowledge.

(To be continued….)
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Personalia

Aakash Gangolli, son of Anil and Niti Gangolli, grandson 
of Smt. Malati S Gangolli and Shri. Satish A Nadkarni has 
completed Electronics Engineering from Mumbai University. 
He has passed in Distinction 
grade - with consistent scores 
of 9 pointers out of 10 from Fr. 
Agnel College of Engineering, 
Bandstand, Bandra. He is at 
present working in a reputed 
IT company in Mumbai.

    He has keen interest 
not only in studies, but also 
in Cricket. He is an excellent 
Cricketer and has been awarded 
as “Best Player of the Match” in 
his college days.

Anita Naimpally was awarded the “Best Paper 
Presentation” at the state level(inter-college competition) 
at the 6th Karnataka Prosthodontic Conference held at 

Kalaburgi(Gulbarga) 
from 6th to 8th of 
April 2018. She was 
awarded this prize for 
her research oriented 
topic -”Effectiveness of 
commercial PMMA & 
Carpol as scaffolds for 
local drug delivery - an 
in-vitro pilot study.” 

    She is the daughter 
of Mr. Anand Naimpally 
& Mrs. Seema Naimpally 
and the granddaughter 

of Mr. Suresh Balwalli & Late Mrs. Shalini Balwalli on the 
mother’s side and Late Mr. Muralidhar Naimpally & Mrs. 
Kamalini Naimpally on the father’s side.

Keya Sajip, daughter of Vivek and Neeta Sajip, won 
a place in 2017 to study Medicine at the University of 
Cambridge; she is now a member of Gonville & Caius College, 
and matriculated in October 2017. (Her father Vivek took a 
degree in Mathematics at Corpus 
Christi College, Cambridge, a few 
decades earlier.) To those who 
know Keya well, her success is 
utterly unsurprising – but this 
should not diminish the long years 
of hard work with extra-curricular 
commitments. In her “A” level 
exams Keya secured Grade ‘A’ in 
all her four Subjects (three with

D is t inc t ion) .  Her  ext ra-
curricular activities include (but 
are certainly not limited to!) 

Piano, Bharat Natyam, Speech & Drama, and Voluntary work 
for	 The	 Youth	 Project,	 a	 charity	 that	 has	 benefited	 from	
Saraswat Samaj UK fund raising initiatives. Keya is particularly 
interested in neuroscience, and outside of her course she has 
been engaging in rowing and netball. By all accounts, she’s 
getting stuck in and enjoying herself — may this continue 
for the next several years! 

Tejas Yogesh Mankikar, son of Yogesh Maruti 
Mankikar and Suman Yogesh Mankikar has been selected 
as Jr Hydrogeologist [Scientist B], a (Gp A) post in Central 
Groundwater Board, Lucknow after successfully clearing 
the UPSC Combined Geologist and Geoscientist Exam 
2017 with All India 9th Rank. He 
is the grandson of Shri Maruti 
Venkatrao Mankikar and Meera M 
Mankikar of Bangalore and Late 
Shri Krishnarao D Kumble and Smt 
Shyamala K Kumble of Vadodara 
(presently residing in Jamnagar).

Tejas completed his Masters in 
Applied  Geology from Bangalore 
University securing 1st rank and 
was awarded 3 gold medals 
and cash prize during the 52nd 
Annual convocation of Bangalore 
University on 27/01/2017.

A Name that spells its class!

WINOVER
CATERERS

Marriages, Thread Ceremonies,
Engagements & Birthday Parties, etc.

DJ / Music System / Games / Entertainment

WE DELIVER FOOD / SNACKS
FOR PARTIES AT HOME

WINOVER - PARTY HALL A/C - NON A/C
AVAILABLE AT VILE PARLE (EAST), 

NEAR STATION, CAPACITY 100 PAX.

Contact:
Vinod Kaval

4, Andrea Apartment, Off. Azad Road,
Vile Parle (East), Mumbai - 400 057.

Mobile: 98208 43392 Ph: (022)2618 2689
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Bengaluru - The Samaradhana of Parama Pujya Shrimat 
Parijnanashram Swamiji- I was observed with Deepanamaskar, 
Bhashya Pathan and Ashtavadhana Seva.

Various competitions viz. Drawing & painting, recitation 
and essay writing was organised on the occasion of Shri 
Shankara Jayanti which witnessed enthusiastic participation 
from sadhaka-s across all Varga-s. Shri Shanakara Jayanti 
was observed on 20th April. The Chief guest of the event Smt 
Sudha Kodikal unveiled the drawings and paintings made 
by the sadhaka-s and distributed prizes to the participants 
and winners of the Shankara Jayanti competitions. This 
was followed by an  interesting talk by Smt Sudha Kodikal. 
After Deepanamaskar there was ninaad session followed by 
Bhashya Pathana and Shankaracharya Pujan.

Pujan was performed by Gruhastha-s every Monday, 
Thursday and Friday.  Samoohika Gayatri Japa Anushthaan 
was conducted on 2nd, 4th and 5th Sundays. The series of talks 
by Smt. Dr. Sudha Tinaikar on Mundakopanishad continued. 
A short 5 minutes Ninaada practice session was a part of all 
regular activities conducted at Bengaluru Math. Ashtanga 
Fitness sessions were conducted by yuva Shri Varun Mallapur 
and  training sessions on rebounder by yuvati Smt Kushal 
Bailur.

Reported by Saikrupa Nalkur

Chennai : We conducted monthly Sadhana Panchakam.  
Punyathithi of HH Parijnanshram Swamiji I was observed with 
puja and Bhajans.  For Shankara Jayanti we performed Guru 
Pujan, followed by chanting of ashtotra and singing bhajans.

Reported by Kavita Savoor

Mallapur : Ugadi festival was celebrated at Shri Guru 
Math	with	great	devotion.	At	first	Panchanga	Shravan	was	
performed  by Ashok Mallapur who happened to be at 
Mallapur to perform his annual sevas. Then Bhajan seva 
was conducted by Parijnana Bal Bhajan Mandali for an hour. 
Shankar Narayan Geetam was sung in chorus by all the 
devotees present. After Mangalarati Panak-Pachadis were 
served to nearly hundred devotees .

Hanuman Jayanti was observed  at Datta Mandir early 
morning on Chaitra Poornima. Bhajans composed by Late 
Santappa Nagarkatti, a great devotee of Durga and Dattatraya 
were sung by Arun Ubhayakar.Then cradling ceremony was 
performed by Ved. Guruprasad Shukla amidst singing of 
Palana Geetam by devotees ending with Prasad vitaran.

Past students of Guruprasad High School have decided 
to construct an Auditorium for their school and hence they 
had invited H.H.Sadyojat Shankarashram Swamiji for the 
Foundation Stone ceremony which took place on 23rd of May, 
2018. H.H.Swamiji was received at the school grounds by 
the students , teachers and managing committee members 
in a procession with pancha vadya.To the surprise of the 
devotees	Swamiji	lifted	five	heavy	stones	and	laid	them	in	
the	sanctified	place.	Arun	Ubhayakar	performed	puja	as	per	
the instructions of the priests.

Here and There Dharama Sabha was arranged in the school hall which 
started with Ved Ghosh and Welcome song by students.  
M.K. Hegde, the President of Past students Association 
welcomed all and gave a brief account of the efforts of 
past students to support the school in various activities. 
G.S.Hegde, the Treasurer explained their plan of raising funds 
of 60 lakhs for this building and appealed to the generous 
philanthropists to extend their hand. Kshama Yachana was 
done by Arun Ubhayakar. In His Ashirvachan H.H.Swamiji 
mentioned that the institution was blessed by His Guru-
Parijnanashram and hence it becomes the duty of all the 
devotees to come forward to contribute in its progress. Later 
at Guru Math  Paduka pujan and Bhiksha seva were performed 
with Grama Santarpana.

Reported by Arun Ubhayakar

Mangaluru:  The Vardhanthi Utsav of Shri Umamaheshwara 
Temple was celebrated from 25th February to 3rd March 2018 (7 
days).  The programme began on 25th Sunday with Samuhika 
Prarthana, 108 Coconut Ganahoma, and Guru-Ganapathi 
Pooja.  Maharudra was performed from 26th February to 
1stMarch.  On 2nd March, Chandika Homa was conducted.  On 
3rdMarch, 108 Kalashabhisheka to lord Umamaheshwara and 
on the same night Rangapooja to the Lord was also held.  
Above rituals were performed under the leadership of Ved. 
Sri Ulman Gurunath Bhat Shirali. There was daily Santarpana 
to all the devotees.  The entire programme was planned and 
organised by the Trustees of Shri Umamaheshwara Temple.

Shankar Jayanthi was celebrated on 20th April 2018 at Shri 
Vamanashram Samadhi Math.  The programme began at 7.30 
p.m. with Sabha Prarambha Prarthana followed by chanting 
of Shri Shankaracharya Ashtothara Shatanamavali. This 
was followed by chanting of Stotras and singing of Bhajans 
written by Shri Shankaracharya.  The Programme concluded 
with Sabha Samapti Prarthana, Mangalarati and Prasada 
Vitarana.  This programme was organized by Mangaluru 
Local Sabha.  Sadhakas enthusiastically participated in all 
the above celebrations in large numbers.

Reported by Savnal Janardhan Rao

Mumbai – Santacruz : On 14th April 2018 to observe 
the Punyatithi of HH Shrimat Parijnanashram Swamiji I, our 
Sabha devotees offered their Bhajan Seva. This was followed 
by Deepa Namaskar, Mangalarti and prasad was served later.

On 20th April 2018 after commencing the evening 
with Deepa Namaskar, to observe the auspiciousness of 
“ Shri Shankar Jayanti “, a beautiful vigraha of Shri Adi 
Shankaracharya was brought from Dattanand Gulvady maam 
‘s home. The Sabha had arranged for a screening of  the 
Ashirvachan, (held in Shirali, during Shri Shankar Jayanti, 
2014 ) by HH Shrimat Sadyojat Shankarashram Swamiji. This 
was followed by Mangalarti and prasad.

Reported by Kavita Karnad

New Delhi : Friday 12th January 2018 – Sadhana 
Panchakam

A gratifying Sadhana Panchakam was held at the residence 
of Kumar Rakesh and Vidya Kumtakar. Resonance of Stotras 
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as we took out our delicious picnic lunch and even celebrated 
a milestone birthday of one of our senior members, there 
itself. This was a day certainly well-spent. 13 families turned 
up for the picnic, including 6 persons from yuvadhara.

Tuesday the 13th March 2018 - Sadhana Panchakam
Sadhana Panchakam was held at the residence of Bondal 

Jaishankar maam and Nirmala pacchi. After Sabha opening 
prayers, the powerful chants of sadhana panchakam rent 
the air with tingling vibrations and well-being. Post Arati and 
sabha closing prayers, Prasad bhojan was served. 8 families 
(including 1 Yuvati) participated in the programme.

Sunday the 25th March 2018 – Yugadi and AGM
The Yugadi function and AGM was held at Kavale Math 

on 25th March 2018.  Gana Homa was carried out by Ved 
Harish Bhat maam with Yajaman Bondal Jaishankar maam 
and Nirmala pacchi  representing our Sabha. Our Sabha 
members wanting to participate in the Puja had already 
assembled during the Sankalpa time early morning itself. The 
day began with Sabha opening prayers and samuhik Gana 
Homa for welfare of all sabha members. This was followed 
by Panchaang Vaachan by Ved Harish Bhat maam. While the 
Homa embers were still burning bright, Kallianpur Shivani 
pacchi	 sang	 the	 ‘Rajrajeshwari’	 in	 her	 natural	mellifluous	
style. Prarthana member Anandita Balsavar recited the poem 
she had composed herself, and was published in the latest 
KSA issue.

A brief intermission of the traditional Pachadi Panvaar and 
distribution of ‘Kadu’ was followed by the Sabha’s Annual 
General	Meeting	to	elect	new	office	bearers	and	committee	
members for the new year. Math calendars were distributed 
to all families present.

Felicitation : Our sabha member Bailur Sheila pacchi who 
had her milestone birthday; and Aaryaman Hoskote who did 
extremely well in his Xth board examination, were felicitated.

The function concluded sabha closing prayers and with the 
traditional amchi Prasad bhojana. 18 families attended the 
function including 6 yuvas and 1 prarthana varga member.

Saturday the 21st April 2018 – Shankar Jayanti - The 
birth anniversary of Adi Shankaracharya was celebrated with 
enthusiasm, at the residence of Divya and Prathamesh Kumta, 
in Delhi’s NCR in Gurgaon.

The day’s programme commenced with opening prayers 
followed	by	a	fulfilling	Sadhana	Panchakam.	Each	Yuva	read	
out the stotra-wise Sanskrit-English translation of Shiva 
manas puja. Mangal arati was followed by closing prayers 
and Prasad bhojana. Keeping in mind the theme, our 
sadhaks had turned up in typical Keralites’ attire. 9 families 
participated, including 6 attendees from Yuvadhara.

Reported by Vidya Kumtakar Kumar, New Delhi

Our Institutions
Guruprasad Society, VileParle
Saturday 21st of April 2018 can be considered as a 

memorable day for old and current residents of Guruprasad 
Housing Society. A good number, exceeding forty, registered 
their names as the function was meant only for men. The 
function began with a very inspiring and encouraging 

pathan of the powerful Sadhana Panchakam permeated the 
atmosphere with spine-tingling bliss and warm comfort. 
Post the Mangalarati, devotees partook prasada bhojan. 13 
families attended the event.

Friday the 1st March 2018 – Shishya Sweekar Diwas of HH 
SHRIMAT PARIJNANASHRAM SWAMIJI III

The occasion of Shishya Sweekar Diwas of our HH Shrimat 
Parijnanashram Swamiji III, was held at the residence 
of Bailur Sheila pacchi and Ramesh maam. After sabha 
opening prayers, a blissful Guru Pujan was performed by 5 
members. After the mangalarati, and sabha closing prayers, 
a sumptuous Prasad bhojana was offered by the hosts. 9 
families participated in the programme including 2 from 
yuvadhara.

Sunday the 03rd March 2018 - Annual excursion picnic
Around	 6	 people-filled	 vehicles	met	 early	morning	 on	

the outskirts of Delhi, the amchi members excitedly looking 
forward to re-living their childhood fun while the youngsters 
could hardly contain their curiousity. A half hour short drive to 
a roadside dhaba and the “hot chai & pakoras” were accepted 
with utter glee ! Another hour’s drive led us to our destination, 
the Rewari Steam Locomotive Railway Heritage Museum.

Rewari team Locomotive Railway Heritage Museum 
(formerly Rewari Shed) is a loco shed in North India as well as 
a railway museum in Delhi NCR at Rewari city in Haryana, 80 
km from Delhi. Built in 1893, it is the only surviving steam loco 
shed in North India that houses some of India’s last surviving 
steam locomotives. The collection in the shed and compound 
has 11 (out of 16 functional in India) of the world’s oldest 
steam locomotives, restored and still functional. World’s oldest 
still functional 1855-built steam locomotive Fairy Queen - a 
tourist train (also known as the East Indian Railway 22 class) 
was restored here and still functions. Victorian-era artefacts 
used on the Indian rail network, along with old signaling 
system, gramophones and seats have been exhibited. Halls 
display models of small engines, railway equipment, hand-
held brass signal lamps, couple of old books, some railway 
crockery and photos. The museum’s conference hall showed 
30	minute	 long	 documentaries	 and	 film	 shows	 about	 the	
history and present operations of railways in India.

Our attendee Sabha members were pleasantly jolted 
by the chugging and occasional steam chuffs, rail clatter 
and squeals, with playful hoots and whistles of the steam 
engine. Each one of us enjoyed the 3-D steam loco simulator 
simulating Darjeeling Himalayan Railway Steam locomotive 
ride, the 3-D virtual reality coach simulator, a toy train, 
educational yard model train system, indoor exhibition gallery 
and a century old dining car. The highlight of the visit was 
of	course	the	ride	taken	by	our	members	on	the	huffing	and	
puffing	(but	operational)	Fairy	Queen….it	transported	some	
of us immediately to an era gone by.

Our Yuvadhara members were in awe of the age old 
artefacts, having never actually seen a steam engine before, 
much less the age old coaches, bedroom units and the rail-
pantry. The Senior Service Engineer at the yard ensured that 
we were all guided and took us around personally at times. 
We in fact were the sole occupants in their modest Canteen 
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welcome speech by Shri Shrikar Talgeri. A two minutes silence 
was observed for those departed souls among friends.

Everyone enjoyed the variety entertainment, imitations, 
jokes, and singing.  Childhood photographs were shown in 
the form of slides by Chaitanya Naimpally. The highlight of 
the function was the lectures by Shri Shirur of Bengaluru titled  
“One Minute Celebration” on stress and his experiences and  
Shri Suresh Kamath’s talk on “Fitness after Fifty” and “A ride 
in a time Machine”  emphasizing on walking, nutritious food 
and rest(sleep) and how  to maintain good health.

The function was celebrated so as to give an opportunity 
to old friends to meet and to display their talents and 
interact with each other. Some were meeting after more than 
almost forty years! Nityanand Shirur (Hubli) gave a beautiful 
handmade “Guruprasad Union” memento. Mahesh Kalawar 
explained in brief how this Union was built.

The function was initiated and well organised by Shri 
Eknath Panemanglore Rao, Dr. Ashok  Balsekar, Shri Mahesh 
Kalawar and Shri Deepak Nadkarni.  Many came from distant 
places such as Bengaluru, Hubli, Karla and Navi Mumbai in 
spite of their other commitments. Tasty delicious dinner was 
served. The program concluded with a vote of thanks Shri 
Shrikar Talgeri.

Reported by Shrikar Talgeri

Saraswat Mahila Samaj, Chennai celebrated the Kerala 
New year—Vishu on 14th April 2018.

The ladies were in their Kerala sari and some wore 
“Mundu”, with jewelry and ensemble to match. The highlight 
was the “Vishu kani” in front of Lord Krishna. Vishu kani is 
a Urli (typical Kerala plate) full of the choicest vegetables, 
fruits, gold, money and items connected with wealth and 
prosperity.	All	yellow	colored	to	reflect	the	sun	and	the	most	
important	the	Vishu	kona	(	a	special	yellow	flower	for	that	
day). All ladies coming were asked to shut their eyes and 
were led to the Vishu kani. It is believed seeing this brings  
prosperity.

The decorations were also Kerala style. Floral Rangoli 
with	tall	lamps.	The	ladies	helped	fill	the	flower	petals	and	
danced around the lamp. It was a treat to watch the ladies 
dancing.		Of	course	the	grand	finale	was	the	lunch.	All	the	
ladies brought one Kerala dish and everyone had lunch 
served on a banana leaf. Our Kerala friends thought we did 
a better job of celebrations than the Keralites themselves. 
We got Hattikudur Uma Pacchi, who is the oldest member 
in our group to give kani (gift) to all those who attended. A 
morning we enjoyed and a morning to remember.

Reported by Dr. Purnima Rao

Saraswat Mahila Samaj, Gamdevi
Vasantik Sammelam was celebratred on 7th April 2018 

to a packed hall. A young Sanika Pranav Kodial was invited 
to give a light music programme on this occasion. She was 
introduced by Priya Bijur. Sanika an 8th std student has been 

learning Hindustani Classical music under the tutelage of 
Shri Anantbua Panchal of Tarapur. She has appeared for 
Praveshika Poorna in music this year. A lead singer in her 
school choir group she led the group to sing national anthems 
of 5 different countries!

Endowed with a sweet melodious voice she sang numerous 
bhajans, abhangs, bhaktigeets of yesteryears viz, ‘sunder te 
dhyan’, ‘amrutaahuni god’, ‘narayana rama ramana’, ‘mana 
mandiraat’ – classical song from katyar kaljat ghusli. Her 
flawless	 diction,	 absolute	 control	 on	 her	 sur	 even	 at	 the	
highest range and taal, which kept the audience spellbound . 
Her mastery over singing such intricate songs at a young age  
was appreciated. Her parents Dr Pranav and Dr. Ashwini  too 
sang 2-3 bhajans . Her paternal grandmother Kalindi Kodial 
gave a lucid narration in her inimitable style in Marathi. Hats 
off to the Kodial family. The vote of thanks was proposed 
by Mrs Neeta Yaderi followed by tasty snacks sponsored by 
the Kodial family.

Reported by Mrs Geeta Suresh Balse

Forthcoming Programs
June 13th 2018, Wednesday, 3.00 p.m. at Samaj Hall – 

Hindi Film Viewing. Refreshments sponsored by Ashwini 
Prashant.

CLASSIFIEDS
Matrimonial

Alliance invited for CSB girl, 31 yrs, 5’1.5”, Architect, 
Divorcee,		working	in	Mumbai,	from	qualified	boy	of	age	
difference 1-6 yrs. Those interested may please send their 
Biodata & photos to  vidhita237@gmail.com or contact 
9967894502.

BIRTH
Son (Vivaan) born to Mrs. Shivani (nee Tallur) and  
Mr. Vivek Trivedi on 24th February 2018 at Mumbai. 
The couple, along with grandparents Mrs. Sujata and  
Mr. Gurunath Rao Tallur, thank all relatives and friends for 
the blessings and wishes showered at Vivaan’s naming 
ceremony

SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Special Discount for Senior Citizens. Sales & Service 
(Buying of New Desktops, Laptops & Repairing) Desktop 
Computer (Branded/Assembled), Laptops, Peripherals. 
Contact (Mumbai): Abhay Talmaki - 8080151572, 
7021201371; email:abhaytalmaki@gmail.com

FLAT FOR SALE
3 BHK,	 1334	Sq.ft.	 2nd	floor,	 Easterly	Entrance,	West	
&	South	open,	own	covered	garage,	well	 furnished	flat	
in GOKUL APTS. Bldg on 7 th Main, 4th X, Srirampur, 
only quarter Km. from Malleshwaram Mantri Mall. Lift 
& generator installed in Bldg. BANGALURU - 560021, 
Karnataka.
Contact. 09739052713. 08023160250.
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Rates for Classified Advertisements 
in Kanara Saraswat

Fo r 	 t h e 	 fi r s t 	 3 0 	 wo rd s : 	 R s . 	 6 50 / - 	 f o r 	 KSA 
Members and Rs. 700/- for Non-members. For every addi-
tional word, thereafter: Rs. 25/- Plus GST 5%

VAASTU HOME CLEANING SERVICES-
We provide best services in Mumbai & Pune for Deep 
Home Cleaning, Ayurvedic pest control, Sofa and Carpet 
shampooing, AC services, Movers and packers and 
Garden making and maintenance.       Contact Leena  
Vinay Koppikar :-9322163539

DOMESTIC TIDINGS
BIRTHS

We welcome the following new arrivals:
Mar 8 : A daughter (Nivritti) to Janhavi and Harshad 

Tallur at Mumbai.
Mar 14 : Twins, a Daughter (Prapti) and a Son (Pratham) 

to Arundati (nee Mallapur) and Ravishankar Bijur  
at Bangalore.

Apr 22 : A baby girl (Shravi)  to Shweta & Uttam Gangolly 
of Chennai.

MARRIAGE
We congratulate the young couple

Apr 20 : Amrita Savur with Vikram Padbidri at Mumbai
May 7 : Abha Namdeo Kodange with Srikant Srinivas 

Shenoy at Mumbai.

OBITUARIES
We convey our deepest sympathy to the relatives

of the following:
Feb 2 : Anandram Sujir (85) at New Jersey, USA.

Mar 3 : Mohini Ramesh Kasargod  (nee Yerdoor) (82) 
at Goregaon (east), Mumbai.

Mar 19 : Shankar Narsingarao Mundkur (97) in Kolkata.
Apr 5 : Umesh Krishnarao Koundinya (86) at Bangalore.
Apr 18 : Kumta Sadananand Rao (88) at Chennai.
Apr 18 : Sanjyot Kisan Dhareshwar (48) at Mumbai.
Apr 21 : Bhavanishankar Shripad Gulvadi (85) at 

Westerborough, USA.
Apr 21 : Pramila Kalbag (79) at Vakola Mumbai.
Apr 22 : Prabhakar Kallianpur (95) at Vile Parle Mumbai.
Apr 22 : Neeta Shivram Madiwal (nee Puthur) at Vakola 

Mumbai.
Apr 23 : Gayatri Manglur (73) at Powai, Mumbai.
Apr 24 : Leela Krishnanand Basrur (nee Kaushik) (87) at 

Malad (West), Mumbai.
Apr 29 : Shantabai (Mitraka) Devidas Talgeri (99) in 

Jogeshwari, Mumbai.
May 4 : Geeta Uday Nadkarni (65) at Talmakiwadi, 

Mumbai.
May 5 : Subhash Ganesh Koppikar (48) at Shirali, 

Karnataka.
May 8 : Ramrao Shankarrao Mirjankar (68) at Hubbali.
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